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Worh:s lıop on Fanııiıı!!. Maıımmııeııt aııd Conservatioıı ofBluetiıı Tuna 5- 7 April 2003. lstanbul Turh:ey 

AN OVERVIEW OF WORLD BLUEFIN TUNA 
FISHING AND FARMING 

Francesca OTTOLENGHI 1
, Cecilia SILVESTRl2 and Alessandro LOVATELLl3 

1Consorzio Mediterraneo - Lega Pesca, Roıne, ITALY 
2Coop. Cypraea pscrl, Roıne, ITAL Y 

:ı FAO, Rome, ITALY 

INTRODUCTION 

Both Southern and Northern bluefın tunas (Thunnus maccoyii and Thunnus thynnus) 
are captured worlclwicle. Because of their tlesh quality, bluefın tuna are aınong the 
most clesirecl ancl expensive species; the Japanese market (sushi and sashiıni tradition) 
is the main driving force for the captures. 

in recent years, the wholesale price paid at landing for top sashiıni-quality tuna 
has reachecl ınore than US $500 per kilogram . However, only very sınall quantities seli 
at these high prices. 

The bluefın tuna fıshery system changed deeply in the Mediterranean basin and 
in other parts of the world. This is due to the expansion of the tuna farıning that is 
growing exponentially (particularly in the Mediterranean area) fuelled by the high 
profıts related to the Japanese market. An overview of world bluefın tuna fıshing and 
farıning will follow. 

BLUEFIN TUNA FISHERY 

The Northern bluefın tuna fisheries are regulated by the lnternational Convention for 
the Conservation of A tlantic Tunas (ICCA T), the Southern bluefin tuna by the 
Coınınission for the Conservation of Southern Bluefin Tuna (CCSBT). As a 
consequence of over-fishing, regulations and quotas are annually established or 
revised by the regional management bodies. 

Bluefin tuna fıshing is mostly carried out using purse seines, longlines, traps, 
hand !ine and lıarpoons, driftnets (now banned alınost globally), ete. in 2000, Asia was 
the leading bluefin tuna fıshery continent with 25,762 tonnes, followed by Europe with 
20,288 tonnes, A frica with 8,989 tonnes, Oceania with 5,664 tonnes, North Aınerica 
with 4,030 tonnes and others with 683 tonnes. 

The Mediterranean ancl the Black Sea account for 29 % of total captures, 
followed by South-western Pacifıc - 23 % and North-eastern Atlantic - 13 %. 

Nortlıern Blııe.fin Tuna Fislıery 

The Mediterranean and the Black Sea are the ınajor fıshing areas for northern bluefın 
tuna, with 38 % of global captures. The Mediterranean fıshery was the first industrial 
one in the world, using the traditional tuna trap. Japanese econoınic support to north 



A frican countries during the 80s and 90s, and joint ventures with European coınpanies 
have increased the Mediterranean countries fıshing and commercial capacities. 

Europe was the leading continent in 2000 with 20,288 tonnes, followed by Asia 
with 16,4 71 tonnes, Africa with 8,987 tonnes and Noıih America with 4,030 tonnes. 

Soutlıern Bluefin Tuna Fislıery 

in 2000, Southern bluefın tuna (T. maccoyii) was captured mainly in Asia (9,291 
tonnes) and Oceania (5,643 tonnes). Total captures for 2000 amounted to 15,629 
tonnes. 

North-western Pacifıc area accounts for 34% of the total with 9, 171 tonnes of 
southern bluefin tuna captures. The main Australian fıshery area is around Poıi 
Lincoln (South Australia), with purse seine tleets as the main catching method . 

PURSE SEINE FISHERIES 
(THE CONNECTION BETWEEN FISHERY AND FARMING) 

The adoption by ICCA T of the quota systeın for the bluefın tuna in the Mediterranean 
brought a change in ali the fıshery. Purse seine fısheries became the most iınpoıiant 
providers for farıning. Purse seining is more effıcient than longlining as it targets 
identifıed shoals due to the technological developınents of fıshing operations. The 
impact of intensive fıshing is compounded by new fıshing technology which makes it 
possible to detect bluefin tuna shoals, e.g. aircraft and true-motion sonar systems; and 
a large proportion ofthe world's bluefın tuna are now caught by industrial fısheries. 

The purse-seine fishery has become the most iınportant provider of l ive tunas 
(minor quantities are provided by soıne tuna traps) for farıning, The fıslı are fırst 

caught using a purse seine in the traditional manner, before being transferred to 
transport cages by ··swiınıning through". 

Purse-seining is a modern fıslıing technique developed in the 1960's. The 
ınethod involves paying out a large net off the stern ofa fıslıing vessel, with a bottoın 
weighted (lead) !ine and a top tloat !ine extending the net vertically in the water. A 
second sınaller vessel (skiff) pulls one end of the net froın the purse seiner as both 
vessels encircle a school offısh froın opposite directions until fınally reconnecting the 
skiff end of the net with the purse seine vessel. 

Figure 1. Purse seine system (Source: FAO) 
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The purse seiner then draws the bottom lead line closed, creating a "purse" to 
en trap the school of tuna. 

Tab. 1 shows purse seine captures vs. total catch in the Mediterranean area 
(TUDELA, 2002). 

Tab. 1. Purse seine captures versus total catch in the Mediterranean 

Mediterranean area, 
1998 1999 

Bluefın tuna captures 

Purse seine catches 20,391 14,061 

Total catch 26,813 24,036 

While purse seine catches show a clecrease - mostly due to the ICCAT catch 
liınits - the total amount of farmed bluefın has continuously increased and the 
proportion of farrnecl tuna in the total purse seine catches has also increased annual ly. 
in 1999 and 2000, 30% and then 37% of purse seine catches were introducecl to 
farrning. 

TUNA FARMING TOTAL PRODUCTION 

The global supply of cultured tuna reached 20,000 tonnes in 2001 (IKEDA, 2002). 
Bluefın tuna are culturecl worlcl-wide; northern bluefın tuna in the Mediterranean area 
(Croatia, Spain, Italy, Turkey, Morocco, Tunisia, Malta), in Canada, Mexico, Japan 
and USA; southern bluefın tuna in Australia. Some of these activities are irregular or 
are at experiınental levels . in general, tuna farıning is expanding and license requests 
are increasing (France, ltaly, Malta, Lybia, ete). 

The supply of farıned tuna is ınainly for Japanese sashimi, but it constitutes 
only 4% of the total amount of tuna required by the Japanese market. The supply of 
tuna (ali the species) to the Japanese market ranged from 451,000 to 507,000 tonnes 
during the 1998-2001 period, but the ratio of fıslı with a high product value, called 
ı oro , is decreasing. Tora forıııs only approxiınately 30% of the captures, but the 
farınecl tuna is considered as tora alınost in its entirety. The advantages of cultured 
tuna are its low price (a third or half the price of the wild-caught variety) and its easy 
availability at superınarkets, fresh fıslı shops or kaiten-zushi restaurants throughout the 
year. 

The trenci in bluefın tuna farıning production froın 1999 to 2001 is showed in 
Figure 2 . 
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The main tuna farming producers in 2001 were Australia, Spain, Croatia, Malta 
and Mexico (Figure 3). in these countries farms are often in joint venture with 
Japanese companies. 

Countries tuna farming production (0/o) 
5% 

32% 

• Australia 

•Spain 

Croatia 

Malta 

•Mexico 

···1 Other countries 
(Japan, ete) 

Figure 3. Total countries production (%) ofbluefin tuna farming in 2001 
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Tuna Farming in Japan 

Motoo lnoue, a Tokai University Professor (INOUE, l 973a,b), fınanced by the 
Fisheries Agency of Agriculture Ministry, started experimentation on bluefın tuna 
culture in 1970. The aim of the experience was to grow out juveniles to commercial 
size and, in the future, to actually breed the bluefın tuna. 

The etology and physiology ofthe species created several problems to adapt the 
species to captivity, with low survival rates due to the capture stress. 

At present. 18 companies and organizations farın bluefın tuna in lapan: 3 in 
Okinawa, 4 in Nagasaki, 2 in Wakayama, 6 in Amami and 3 in Ehime and Kochi. 

in contrast with overseas tuna culture ınethods, juveniles of 150-500 g body 
weight are caught off the coastal areas of Japan and are reared for 3 to 4 years in net 
cages until their body weight increases to between 30 and 70 kg, when they are 
harvested. 

rhe ınost severe problem for the Japanese bluefın tuna farıning is supplying 
fıngerlings to culture farms . Even after capture, the newly-caught young fıslı react 
strongly to the stress of the capture and confınement. Their skin is also delicate, and it 
is damaged easily by mishandling. Asa result, mortality rates are high at fırst. Fislı 
wlıiclı survive ancl acclimatise to farm conclitions remain susceptible to mortality from 
sudden clıanges of climatic conditions. 

it is necessary also to improve the rearing techniques used during growing aut. 
The loss ofjuvenile and young adult bluefııı tuna is often caused by collisions with the 
walls of tanks or nets that fatally damage the bones of the vertebral coluınn and the 
parasphenoid (MIYASHITA et al., 2000). The high number of deaths caused by 
bumping into the tank and net-pen walls at dawn can possibly be attributed to visually 
disoriented fish. 

As wild-caught fıngerlings are diffıcult to obtain and supply is uneven, the 
industry ımıst rely on hatchery-produced fıngerlings. A new and important goal was 
finally reached in June 2002: Japan researchers breed bluefın tuna full cycle for the 
fırst time. Researchers at the Kinki University in Wakayama Prefecture lıave 
successfully completed a full-cycle bluefin tuna (www.intrafish.com). 

The fish spawned one million eggs and the achievement may pave the way for 
full-scale farıning ofthe species in the future. 

Tuna Farming in Mediterranean Arca 

in recent years, bluefın tuna culture has spread throughout the Mediterranean. Tlıis 
expansion is directly related to tlıe interest and development in Japanese market. The 
culture is specifically aimed at producing tuna that have the optimal fat content 
demanded by the sushi and saslıiıni market, and botlı fresh and frozen tuna farmed 
products are exported to lapan. 

Tuna farming in tlıe Mediterranean is expanding and the production accounts 
for more than lıalf of the world total. 

The main production countries are Spain (Murcia region), Malta and Croatia 
which accounted for ınore than 11,000 tonnes in 2001. The Murcia region (Spain) 
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alone exported more than 7,000 tonnes to Japan, woıth more than € J 50 million. The 
trend in the main Mediterranean tuna farming producing countries for 2000 and 200 J 

is shown in Figure 4. 
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Figure 4 . Mediterranean area: farming countries main production 

in Mediterranean tuna farıning is based on catches taken froın wild populations 
(of different sizes), which are moved al ive to tloating cages in off-shore areas. The fısh 
are then kept in large cages for variable periods, ranging from a few ınonths to years, 
depending on the farıning location and fısh size. 

in Malta, fısh are put in the cages froın May-July and kept there until October
January. The fısh size ranged froın 80 to 250 kg in 2000 and froın 50 to 620 kg in 

2001. About 1,200 tonnes were exported during 2001. 
in Spain tuna farming started in 1996. The fısh supply coınes froın purse seiners 

in the western Mediterranean (Spanish, French and ltalian seiners), particularly around 
the Balearic lslands. Fish range froın sınai! (20 kg to 90 kg) to ınediuın size (80 kg to 
120 kg), and are mostly pre-maturity. Generally no fısh are kept ınore than 1 O ınonths 
in this location (MIY AKE et al. , 2002). Project proposals for new tuna farıns have 
been subınitted to virtually ali autonoıııous governınent regions along the Spanish 
Mediterranean coast, from Andalucia to the Balearic lslands, including Catalunya 
(TUDELA, 2002). 

in Croatia, during the !ast fıve years, bluefın tuna farıning averaged about 2,500 
tonnes of harvested fısh per year. The industry consists of 6 coınmercial coınpanies 
using 9 lease sites (KATA VIC et al., 2002). in Croatia the capture of juveniles for 
tuna farming occurs at the end of spring to early suınmer. The individuals captured 
range froııı soıne extreınely sınall fıslı (less than 1 O kg, including undersized or just 
legal minimum size set by ICCA Tat 6.4kg) to small fıslı (20-80 kg) ; these are caught 
by the ltalian and Croatian purse seiners in the Adriatic Sea. 

The farming period differs widely between farıns, but usually lasts 2-6 ınonths, 
while the sınallest speciınens are usually kept in cages to grow for two or three years. 
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Sınall tunas usually doıninate the catch coınposition in the Adriatic Sea (KATA VIC et 
al., 2002). 

Two farıns were built in ltaly for experiınental use, and in 2001 a coınmercial 
farın was built near Trapani on the Tyrrhenian coast, where 400 tonnes of ınediuın to 
large tunas were farıned (MIY AKE et al., 2002). 

in Morocco experiınental culture of bluefın tuna started in the ınid 1990's. The 
Moroccan Kingdoın and the Japanese governınent undertook a joint venture; a large 
scale experiınental project for the bluefın tuna farıning in the North-West of the 
country, on the Mediterranean Coast. lts main purpose was to develop the technology 
for artifıcial breeding ofthe bluefın tuna. 

The rapidly growing practice of bluefın farıning in the Mediterranean has 
created a series of difficulties for the estiınation and reporting of related fıshery 
statistics. At present fıshery statistics are based on catches, while production form 
farıning is prepared froın export data . The priınary reason is the lack of accurate 
estiınates for the total weight and the size coınposition ofthe catch : the problem is due 
to the transfer of live fıslı caught froın the wild , and solutions e.g. the use of 
underwater cameras to count the transferred fıslı are not very precise. Therefore, the 
average weight of the bluefın tunas caught is only a rough estiınate in order to 
calculate the total weight of the fıslı transferred to the cages 

The pressure on bluefın tuna fısheries in the Mediterranean area has increased 
considerably over recent years. it is vital for future fısheries rnanageınent to follow a 
precautionary approach to ensure that the existing equilibriuın is not disrupted further. 

Tunafarming in Mexico 

in Mexico, Northern bluefın tuna (Thıınnus thynnus orientalis) fıshing for the farıning 
is ınore diffıcult than in any other part of the world, due to probleıns with water depth 
and fıslı deep behaviour. The main fıshing period goes froın July to late August, but 
depending on fıshing locations, the season can extend into Noveınber. 

Tuna farıning began in 1996, and Mexican tuna farıning operations currently 
represent 3% of world production. The rnajority of operations are located on the 
pacifıc side ofthe Baja peninsula (SYLVIA et al., 2002). 

The original farıns were Mexican owned and operated, but the current 
production coınpanies are a coınbination of Mexican, Australian and Japanese 
partnerships. There are fourteen new tuna lease applications currently under review. 
lnvestigations are currently in progress for the developınent ohuna farıning operations 
off the west coast of the United States - particularly in southern California - and also 
offthe Hawaiian coasts (SYLVIA et al., 2002). 

Tunafarming in Australia 

Southern bluefin tuna farıning began asa result ofa declining fıshery. 
The industry started in 1990 near Port Lincoln (South Australia) , and has now 

developed into the largest farıned seafood sector in Australia (CLARKE, 2002). The 
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development of the southern bluefın tuna farming industry was possible thanks to the 
collaboration between the Tuna Boat Owners Association of Australia (TBOAA), the 
Japanese Overseas Fishery Cooperation Foundation and the South Australian 
Government. 

Today, Australian bluefın tuna is mainly sold to Japan, and in 2001, 99% ofthe 
Australian bluefın tuna farmed in Port Lincoln (Sout!ı Australia) was expoı1ed to the 
Tsukij i market, Tokyo. 

in 2002, the industry consisted of about 16 c.ommercial companies. 

Tuna farming in Cana da 

Since 1975, American enterpi·ises and Japanese specialists have started capturing (with 
the trap system) and farming the bluefın tuna entering the St Margaret Bay (Nova 
Scotia). 

The importance of an accurate knowledge of species etology is fully 
demonstrated by the Canadian fıshing practice for farming: following some years of 
commercial success, a sudden change in the migratorypattern ofnorthern bluefın tuna, 
due to lıydrological clıanges in tlıe warın current flowing into tlıe Bay, has led to tlıe 
closing down of tlıe business for many years. 

CONCLUSION 

Japan is tlıe main market for bluefın tuna produced from world fısheries: the Japanese 
custom to eat fresh tuna as sushi and sashimi is a driving force belıind the development 
of tuna fıslıing, and is also supporting the development of the farıning sector 
worldwide. 

Tuna farıning is expected to grow during tlıe next few years due to further 
technological developments and the market demand. 

Following tlıe recent and sudden development of this practice, there is an 
undergoing discussion on the precise defınition of the activity and its implications 
concerning econoınic, environmental, social, management and health issues, which 
will have to be evaluated witlı great care. 

Environmental and ethical concerns (e.g. Mediterranean area) will continue to 
affect tlıe functioning and image ofthe industry. Regulations are needed to create and 
control product traceability, quality and environmental issues. 

The prospect of achieving the breeding of captive bluefın tuna and being able to 
manage tlıe complete life cycle could represent a base from which the industry could 
grow. This issue alone would remove ecological concerns and guarantee a sustainable 
future for tlıe sector. 

it is therefore of crucial importance to establish interaction and cooperation 
procedures between tlıe scientifıc world and the industry, botlı at national and 
international levels. This is the basis fora prac!ice development in accordanc.e with the 
most recent guidelines provided by FAO's Code of Coriduct for responsible fısheries 
and aquaculture (FAO, 1995). 
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TUNA FARMING ASA NEW ACHIEVEMENT 
iN MARICULTURE OF CROATIA 

lvan KATA VIC 1
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, Leon GRUBISIC2 and Vlasta FRANICEVIC 1 

1 Directorate of Fisheries, Ministry of Agriculture, 
Forestry and Fisheries of Republic of Croatia, CROATIA 

2 1 nstitute of Oceanography and Fisheries, 
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ABSTRACT 

The farıning ofthe bluefın tuna in Croatia has developed rapidly since 1996 followed 
by the draınatic increase of fattening units in the several Mediterranean countries. 
lnitially, purse-seine caught bluefin tuna were fattened over a period of four to six 
ınonths, harvested and exported to Japanese market. Recently, an entirely new concept 
was developed in Croatia. The sınai! to ınediuın sized fıslı ( <1 Oto 20 kg and ınore) are 
being fattened for over two or even three years before being shipped, aiming to better 
use a limited fıshing quota by increasing bioınass several tiınes, to iınprove the value 
of the fish produced, and thus, to obtain better market price. Tuna farıning has 
iınportant coınınercial, social and environınental iınpact. it brought drarnatic change 
into the cornmercial fıshery and created rnany new jobs on the heavily depopulated 
Croatian islands. However, if not properly planned and ınanaged, tuna farming ınay 
produce an undesirable irnpact on the ınarine environınent causing conflict with other 
coastal users. Sea water can be polluted either froın leftovers, ınetabolic waste 
produced by farmed tuna, or froın slaughtering and processing the fısh. The focused 
effort and collaborative research is needed ifsustainable bluefın farming industry is to 
be established. 

INTRODUCTION 

The northern bluefın tuna (Thunnus thynnus L.) belong to a faınily Scombridae. it is a 
large pelagic fıslı species inhabiting both the Atlantic and the Pacifıc. Bluefın tuna 
fısheries in the Atlantic are found along the North Aınerican coast, in the West 
Atlantic, along northern Africa and the European coasts, in the East Atlantic, as well 
as in the Mediterranean Sea, including Adriatic. it is a big, rnarvelous fısh, which grow 
to over 3 ıneters and a weight of 650 kg. it is perfectly adapted to swimıning, and 
ınigrates several thousand kiloıneters every year. When being fıshed or in pursue for 
food its speed reaches up to 35 miles per hour. it is able to swiın across the Atlantic in 
less than 50 days. it is a top predator that feeds on fish and squids, sharing these 
resources with ınarine maınınals and men. Another peculiarity is bluefin tuna life span: 
it can 1 ive ınore than 20 years. Sexual ınaturity is reached at the age of 5 to 8 years 
depending on tlıe stocks. 
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The fact that the ıneat of wi ld caught fish is norınally of variable qual ity over the 
year, because of maııy uncontrollecl factors , has led to increased subjection to 
improviııg its quality before being ınarketed. The tuna farming is being specifıcally 
challengecl by a lıighly specialized aııcl categorized Japanese Sushi and Sashimi 
market, where bl uefin tuna (8 FT) ha ve, towarcls the end of the year, very high 
coınınercial value if the ıneat contains proper fat conteııts. The price ınay oscillate in 
the same market froın a few dol lars for a lean bluefın tuna up to $ 200 to 300 per kg 
for fat tuna (M 1 YA KE et al., 2002). Usual ly, the ideal size for the Japanese market is a 
tuna larger tlıan 40 kg. if its ıneat has the necessary content of fat cleınandecl by the 
market. in tlıe past Japanese bluefın tuna market used to recognize expensive fat pre
spawners and cheap lean post-spawners andjuveniles . 

The fırst tuna farıning started in Canada in the !ate 1960 ' s by a Japanese farm 
with an idea to keep and feed tuna in a cage fora few months . During this period fed 
tuna has increased fal content. However, soon after fırst Canadian experience, the 
Mediterranean purse seiners cliscovered that even mediuın size tuna could be sold to 
Japanese market for a rather good price if its ıneat has a high fat contents and pink 
flesh color, and coıısequently s iınilar type to Canaclian BFT farıning was started in !ate 
1970 ' s (MIYAKE er uf., 2002). During 1980's, on another side of the globe, 
Australian fishcrmen establishecl a completely new market for southern bluefın tuna 
(T/ıunnııs maccoyii). in tlıe 1990 ' s, stirred by tlıe success of farming southern bluefin 
tuna, the farnıing of tlıe nortlıern bluefin tuna spread very quickly throughout the 
Mediterranean Sea. The Croatian fı shernıen living in Australia, who were engaged in 
the southern bluefin tuna farming, returnecl to their hoıne country ancl sta11ed the 
operation in 1996. The 1 ' ' pilot program resulted with 39 ınetric tons of gutted and 
gi ! leci tun as exportecl to Japan. The further investınent by Croats 1 iving in Austral ia 
enabled a rapid increase of tuna farming activities. 

The fattening process of blue1~n tuna is a relatively siınple practice with fısh 
bei ng typical ly kept in the cages and fed with a variety of small pelagic fısh species as 
well cephalopods such as squid, cluring several months before landing and shipping. 
The econoınic gains in bluefin tuna fattening in the Mediterranean have lead the 
private sector in Spain, ltaly, Malta, Morocco to invest into this relatively new 
ınariculture systeın. in these countries bluefın tunas usually have been fıshed by purse 
seine and enterecl into cages in May to July, and they are kept in the cages until 
Noveınber to .lanuary, as they are ready to be exported to Japan . According to a 
GFCM/ ICCAT report (MIY AKE er al., 2002) from 1996 to 2001, there was at least a 
20-fold increase in the nuınber of cages in the Mediterranean . Recently, about 2/3 of 
the Mediterranean bluefın tuna exported to lapan originate froın cages. 

However, tlıe tuna farming led by high profıts , brouglıt a dramatic change in the 
Mediterranean fi shing industry and has also a signifıcant socio-econoınic impact. it 
has changed fıshing strategies as ınajority of fısh caught by purse-seiners are now 
transferrecl to cages for fattening rather than landed and sold clirectly . With the new 
practice the re! iabi 1 ity of catch statistics has further deteriorated that ınay cause further 
cliffıculties in proper ınanageınent ofthe eastern bluefın tuna population. in this paper 
growing interest for farming ofthis marvelous fıslı is discussed froın different points 
of view. in addition, soıne specific inforınation on the farıning practice in Croatia is 
reviewecl and its socio-economic ancl environmental impacts are discussed . 
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CROATIA BLUEFIN TUNA FARMING ASA SPECIFIC CASE 

Tlıe farming in Croatia is based on tlıe concept of tlıe collection of wild specimens of 
bluefin tuna, ranging from <10 kg to fıslı >200 kg, being confined witlıin large floating 
net cages, and get it fattened until slıipped. Generally, tlıe fıslı supplied to tlıe Croatian 
farms are small fish (mostly from 10 kg to 80 kg), cauglıt by the Croatian purse seine 
fıslıing fleet in the Adriatic Sea. Since all tlıe Croatian purse seine bluefın tuna catclı 
are being used for farming, it can be assumed tlıat size of tlıe fıslı entered into cages 
correspond to catclı size composition (Figure 1). Recently, some ofCroatian vessels go 
out from tlıe Adriatic Sea for fıslıing bluefın tuna in tlıe Mediterranean. 
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Figure 1. Tlıe catclı size composition ofthe bluefın tuna in tlıe Adriatic 
by year (1999-2002). 

it is known tlıat the spawning area for tlıe eastem stock of blufın tuna in tlıe 

Mediterranean Sea is mainly around tlıe Balearic Islands, tlıe Tyrrhenian Sea and tlıe 

Central Mediterranean, wlıile Adriatic Sea seems to be important nursery ground for tlıe 
small size fıslı (TICINA, 1994; TICINA et al., 2002). Tlıis is also clearly indicated by 
tlıe size composition of bluefin tuna in Adriatic Sea. Consequently, if very small fıslı 
were fıslıed (from 7 to 10 kg), tlıey are kept in tlıe cage to grow over two or even three 
years. Tlıese fıslı were fattened until slıipped to Japan, and tlıe weiglıt increments are 
gained tlırouglı standard on-growing fıslı farming practices. it slıould be pointed out tlıat 
tlıis practice make some problems in terms of catclı statistics, because tlıere is a large 
gap between the catclı, amount of fıslı introduced into tlıe cage and amount of fısh 
lıarvested in tlıe same year (Figure 2). However, because of low fat content, these small 
farmed fıslı belongs to less quality category in tlıe Japanese market tlıan tlıose large 
farmed tuna. 
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Figure 2. Comparison between Croatian catch and export of farmed bluefin tuna. 

The type of the growth-out cage used for tuna farming is developed in Australia 
and adjusted to the loca! circumstances. That is a floating circled cage ofa diameter of 
50 m, suspended net of about 20 to 25 meters depth (KATA VIC et al. 2003a). They 
are only anchored partially and hence can be moved from one location to another. The 
farming is already performed by six medium to large farms at nine leased sites 
(Figure 3). 

Figure 3. Locations of bluefın tuna grow-out cages on the central part of eastem 
Adriatic Sea (KATA VIC et al. 2003a). 
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As the clenıand for !ive bluefın tuna for farnıing purpose well exceed the catch 
quota assigned to Croatia, nıore than half of total anıount of !ive fıslı entered in the 
cages were inıported fronı EU and other countries fıshing vessels during 2000-2002 
years (Figure 4 ). 

Figure 4. Origins of live bluefın tuna entered in the growtlı-out cages for famıing 
during 2000-2002 years (Croatia). 

The bluetin tuna are usually caught fronı April to October (except during closecl 
season) by purse-seines (TICINA, 1997), and than follows the transfer of the live fıslı 
fronı tlıe seine net to tlıe towing cage. Tlıis is done by joining botlı nets under water by 
divers. After tlıat, fish are transslıipped froın purse seine fıslıing grouncls to tlıe farıns, 
tugging a towing cage by a boat. The distance between fıshing grouncl and farıning 
location can be up to hundred ıniles iffislı are captured within Adriatic Sea, but also a 
several hundred nıiles or even more if fıslı are captured in other areas of the 
Mediterranean Sea. Due to tlıe fact tlıat cage can not be tugged at a velocity lıiglıer 
than 1 .5 knots, this operation can !ast froın several days to several weeks. Underwater 
cameras are usecl to count tlıe fıslı wlıen tlıey are transferrecl froın tlıe seine to tlıe 

towing cage so that tlıe total aınount of tlıe fıslı is estimated, and tlıe ınean weight is 
calculatecl as average weight of specimens whiclı died during tlıe transport and 
adaptation period in captivity. Hereafter, soıne additional iınportant topics concerning 
bluefin tuna farming practice in Croatia are reviewed: 

Stocking density - Aclequate stocking density slıould take into account 
clıaracteristics of the species belıavior and environmental preferential factors suclı as 
clynamics of water masses, water teınperature and pH , oxygen content, size ancl weight 
of fıslı , feed quality and quantity, and expected fouling of the nets. in most cases in 
Croatia, tlıe stocking density is not exceeding 3kg/ın 3 witlı everything else being in 
accordance witlı tlıe otlıer parameters of production circuınstances. Higlıer stocking 
clensity ınay be allowecl only fora slıort periocl of time, i.e. before tlıe catclı, or other 
specifıc operation as relocations or prophylactic treatınents. 

Mortali~F and growtlı in tlıe cages - The researclı reveals that tlıe largest 
- ınortality rate can be notecl in tlıe period immecliately after stocking of tuna in tlıe 

towing ancl grow-out cages (Figure 5). This is assumecl to be strongly stress-induced, 
as the fıslı suffer froın soıne stress after having been towed froın the area of tlıe 
catching. Tuna farmers expect at least a 25% increase in bocly weiglıt cluring six 
ınonths fattening period, and mortality which does not exceed 3% in the course of the 
adaptation period. 
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Figure 5. Mortality of the bluefin tunas entered at beginning of July in the growth-out 
cage (modificated after KATA VIC er al., 2003b). 

By analysing first tag-recapture data obtained in tagging experiınent (KATA VIC 
e ı al. 2002), it was found that juvenile bluefin tuna of estiınated age 1 + year weighing 
averagely 12 kg reached body weight of approxiınately 45 kg after 540 days rearing 
peri od. During the same peri od, sınaller juvenile tunas with estiınated age of O+ year 
and 5 kg average body weight increased their weight up to 25-30 kg (Figure 6) . This 
ıneans that 1 + year old tunas weighing approxiınately 12 kg in average have increased 
their weight three to four tiınes after 540 days rearing period. However, in the saıne 
time, s ınaller juvenile tunas with estiınated age of O+ year and approxiınately 5 kg 
body weight showed an increase of nearly 600% regarding to their initial weight. 
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Figure 6. Weight increınent of two different sizes of bluefin tuna during 540 days 
rearing period in growth-out tloating cage in the Adriatic Sea (preliminary 
da ta). 
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it should be pointed out that thi s new farıning practice aiıns at better use ofa 
limited fishing quota, and to iınprove the value oftlıe product. Given the fact that the 
sınai! tunas domiııate in the catch compositioıı ofthe Adriatic Sea over the ınost part 
of fishing seaso n (TICINA et al. , 2002) , the reduction in quotas has further st iınulated 
real farıning iıı stead short term fattenin g. On the whole, practice of s ınai! to ınediuın 
sized tuna farming over an extended peri od of time allows an increase of bioınass, fat 
contents and quality in whole and hence fıslı value, as well as allows better utili zation 
of existing natura! resources without increas ing tlıe fıslıing mortality. Divers check up 
the cage nets on daily basis, with aiın to detect and reınove possible dead fı slı. 

F eedi11g practices and food deprivation - The experience froın tlıe practice 
inclicates that healthy tuna, after being fıslıed, is capable to tolerate starvation periocl of 
50 days while beiııg tuggecl in the towing cage. Distribution of food in tlıe fioating 
cages is ın anua l , i. e . thrown on the surface in a w ide area. Tunas have been fed with a 
variety of sına i! pe lagic fısh species (herring, sard ines, ınackerels, anchovies) as well 
cephalopocls such as squicl. Sometiınes , unclerwater caınera is used for ınonitoring 
feeding and tlsh belıavior. in cages, its feecling neecls are 3 to 8% of its !ive bo~y 
weight, whil e the conversion inclex is about 16 to 20 kg of feecl for 1 kg of gro':tlı ın 
!ive fıslı weiglıt, clepending on various factors suclı as tlıe initial size of tlıe fıslı ın tlıe 
cage. 

Harvesti11g, killing and s/auglıtering - Ali the tuna procluction in C roatia is 
devoted to exportaıion to the Japanese market. Harvesting usually follows tlıe situation 
on tlıi s market (p rice , suppl y and deınand) , and coınınonly only periodical partial 
harvesting of tuna in the cages is required . Different harvesting strategies have been 
put in practice: froın use ofthe lıook and !ine systeın to harvest very few specimens or 
lifting up tlıe whole net ofthe cage to take out a li tlıe fıslı. However, the ınost frequent 
ınethocl is as fo llows: part of the fıslı is first closecl by use of sınaller encircling nets 
into a narrower space wlıere tlıe divers, who are going down into tlıe cage, stun tlıe 
individual spec iııı en by probing its frontal bone, wlıiclı proved to be tlıe ınost effective 
wlıen applied corrcctly. Iınmediately after tlıe stunning, tlıe fıslı is tied up by the tail 
fin and li fted on boarcl of tlıe vessel. Once on boarcl , tlıe lateral veins are cut 
iııımed iate l y behiııcl tlı e pectoral fin s for bleedi ng purposes. After that, tlıe spinal clıorcl 
is cl estroyed, and fı s lı are gi ! leci and gutted . Tlıe whole operation cloes not !ast longer 
than two ıııinutes. it seeıns clear that a fısh which struggle during tlıe slaughter have a 
less pink or reddish ıneat and therefore the quality and market price is inferior. 

Water quali~v conditions - Aınong the clifferent physical factors, dissolved 
oxygen concentratio n seeıııs to be the ınost limiting one. Tuna are obligate ram 
ventilators arıd re ly on forwarcl moveınent to develop the pressure necessary to move 
water past the gi ll s (ROBERTS, 1978). Because of continuous swiınıning, a large 
erıergetic in vestın ent is needed to susta in body ınaintenance arıd locoınotory cost. Its 
oxygen consurnption rate is similar to tlıose ofınamınals ofa siınilar size and is 3 to 4 
tirnes higher than those ofthe ın ost active fıslı (GOODING et al., 1981). A suitable 
rearing site ınus t have ımıch tlow froın open sea, high transparency, ancl higlı 

cli sso lvecl oxygen content. The oxygen concentration ıneasurecl in the experiınental 
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growtlı-out cage varied witlıin a range fronı 6.8 to 7.6 ıng/I, wlıiclı ıneans that tlıe 
water was well oxygenated and often even saturated with oxygen. Even at tlıe lowest 
nıeasured value (6.8 ıng/ I 0 2 at 20°C and salinity 37.0%0) tlıe oxygen saturation level 
was 93.3% (KATA YIC et al, 2003b). in any case it ınust not be affected by ınuddy 
waters froın rivers . Mass ınoı1ality of tuna caused by storın events which increased 
water turbidity in tlıe rearing areas and clogged tlıe gills ofthe fıslı (LEE, 1998), have 
been reported in Morocco and in Australia. Soıne farıners in Croatia also reported 
ınass ınortality after lightening that is probably caused by stress and ınechanical 
daınages while in contact with suspended nets. 

Impact on tlıe rearing e11viro11111e11t - Bluefın tuna farın, if not properly located 
and ınanaged, rnight cause water pollution. Water ınay be polluted eitlıer froın uneaten 
feed and nıetabolic waste of cultured fıslı or froın slauglıtering and processing tlıe fıslı. 
Tlıe ınost coınrnon probleıns are caused by overfeeding and sınell pollution during the 
sunııner season . Uncollected fat on tlıe sea surface ınay be widespread ınuch outside of 
the farın ancl have clisastrous effect on the tourist destinations. Prior to the staı1 up of 
farıning activ ities, the stucly on iınpact on environınent is recomınended as well as 
regular ıno nitoring of water ancl secliınent together with benthic coınınunity surveys. 

Socio-economic impact - The farıning practice coınpletely changed the 
operational procedure, including both fıshing area and season. A couple of years ago, 
the tuna caught by purse seines used to be sold for canning and a little for fresh 
consuınption that is now hardly available. By increased cleınand for purse seine caught 
fıslı prices were draınatical ly increased. The demand for sınai! pelagic fıslı such as 
sardine, ınackerel, herrings, squids, ete. also increased, as the quantity approxiınately 
equal to 3 to 8% ofthe ınass ofthe tuna farıned are required daily asa feed. In Croatia 
the prices for frozen sa rdines has alınost doubled since 1997. Also tuna fıslı price 
increased three to five tiıne s, and changed the operational fishing procedure required 
to catch and se ll live fish. l-lowever, with ınuch higher price obtained for live fish there 
reınain really small quantities oftunas to be sold at the fıslı cannery and loca! ınarkets 
for fresh consumption . Bluefin tuna farıning created a !ot of new jobs and currently 
eınploys about 500 people, giving a significant incoıne that helps revitalization of 
heavily depopulated Croatian islands where new job opportunities are badly needed. 
Fuı1her positive impact is in reducing fishing pressure on already overexploited 
Croatian demersal fi sheries as 33 bottoın trawlers are fully integrated into tuna farıning 
operations in transporting and delivering feed to the tuna in tlıe cages. 

Tlıe e.ffect ol bluefin tuna farming on statistics and stock assessment - The 
~ICCA T has sta rted the Bluefin Tuna Statistical Document (BFSD) Program, and ali 

the ICCA T meınbers have to request any bluefın products, when iınported to their 
lands, to be accompanied with a BFSD in wlıiclı the weight of products by tlag of the 
fıshing vessels, general area and type ofthe products have to be recorded. However, in 
the tuna farming, farıners expect at least 25% increase in body weight during five to 
six montlı s of farnıing. Therefore, in order to estiınate tlıe original catch quantities 
(live weight of fıslı at the beginning of farıning) , the weight of tunas at the enci of 
farıning slıo uld be hack calculated by applying a factor of weiglıt increase. 
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But, farrning tlıe snıal l size fıslı over prolonged period, in the case ofCroatia, create a 
large gap between the fısh biomass introduced into the cage (catch) and that harvested 
and landed in the saıne year. This ıneans only a part of the catches of one year is 
landed in tlıat year and the rest will be landed during the following two or three years . 
At tlıe same time, sonıe catches taken 2-3 years ago can be included in the harvest 
froın the farıııing and have no relation with the catches of the year in concern . 
Tlıerefore, the landing (or harvest from tlıe farıning) has no relation witlı the catches. 
These elements ali add up to the increasing uncertainties of the bluefın catch statistics 
and signifıcantly affect bluefın tuna data collection, and hence tlıe stock assessrnent 
procedure. Also, the diffıculties in estimating size conıposition ofcatch are recognized 
by nıost of countries that have purse-seine 1leets involved in fıshing for farıning. 

BLUEFIN TUNA FARMING RESEARCH 

As tlıe interest in BFT farnıing is constantly growing, at the sanıe time there is 
al so a need to conduct various sc ientifıc research concerning this activity. 

Due to fact ıhat farıning activity caused an lrnge problenıs in reliability in catch 
landing stati st ics, currently under way, within fraınework of ICCAT Bluefin Year 
Program (BYP), are tagging experiınents ainıed to assess tuna growth during its 
farıning in tlı e growtlı-out cages, in order to estiınate the original !ive weight of fıslı at 
tlı e beginning of farnıing of different size groups. Growtlı rate ofvarious size groups is 
to be elaborated under variable environınental and zootechnical conditions. 

As tlıe tuna farıning operations expand, the environınental aspect will be very 
inıportant issue. Therefore, prior to starting up witlı BFT farıning activities, 
environınental studies are carried out at possible cage locations. Also. furtlıer studies 
in iınproving lıusbandry and reducing pollution are needed ifa negative iınage ofsuch 
a nıariculture industry is to be avoided. 

in adclition. studies on quality control of tuna products using Hazard Analysis and 
Critical Control Point ınethods , as well as studies on concentrations ofheavy ınetals in 
clifferent tissues of farıned bluefin tunas with aiın to compare tlıese findings with 
concentrations in the wild fıslı , are under way. 

More biological information on the ınaturity in the Mediterranean is needed witlı 
tlıe aim to test if the currently adopted conservation ıneasures slıould be revised. Also, 
witlı aiın to conserve natura! stock of bluefın tuna, researclı targeted to better 
unclerstanding ofreproductive biology and further possible control ofreproduction and 
breeding of tuna iıı captivity, tlıus obtainiııg tlıe full domestifıcation of tlıis species. 
Tlıe progress is expected in tlıe coınparison of gonadosomatic indices corresponding to 
indices froın different areas of eastern and western Mediterranean. 
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CONCLUSIONS 

. '.una farıning is a new, rapidly growing industry in the Mediterranean region. 
Tlııs _ındustry brougl'.t revolut ionary clıanges in tlıe Croatian fi shing industry. Ali 
bluefın tuna purse se ıne catches in Croatia are now transferred to cages for farrning 
and fattening. The grow ing interest over past few years has increased reın arkably as 
retlected by increased nuınber of fattening units establi shed and new applications for 
li cense submitted to relevant autlıorities. T una products froın the cages lıave a greater 
coının erc i a li s ati o n ancl a higher price in tlıe market, increasing considerably the 
turnover in respect to a coınınercial isation of wild tuna. 

Tuna farıning definitely has iınpoıiant econoıni c, social and environınental 
consequences and receives cons iderable public attention. ln add ition to positive 
econoıni ca l effects, tuna farıning has generated several probleın s . Coınpetition for 
space on the sea coast with other coasta l users (i.e . touri sın) and potential 
environın enta l iınpact, as we ll as probleıns in co llecting catch statistics after landing 
because the fattened product we ighs more than twice with respect tô its original weight 
A scientifıc approach to assessınent and monitoring of possible environınental 
probleın s should be considered and probleıııs reso lved. 

A harvesti ng of wild bluefin tuna stock may not be susta inable on the long-terın 
bases. On the other side. expanding of the market for bluefın tuna results in increasing 
market demands and furth er increase in fı shing pressure. However, thi s farıning 

techniques a lso shoulcl not be considerecl as a true form of sustainab le aquaculture 
practice as the initial stages of the life cycle are not controllecl and aıiifıciall y 

propagatecl. So. in our opinion, it represents a needecl step froın "'wilcl" bluefın tuna 
fısheries towards cloınestication in captivity with ful! control of the entire production 
cycle that w ill eventuall y decrease future pressure on the overexp lo ited natura! stocks. 

This new farıni ng practice is aimi ng to better use ofa limited BFT fıshing quota, 
and to improve the value of the fish. As a whole , practice of farming sına il to mediuın 
s ized tuna over an extended periocl of time allows a significant increase of BFT 
bioınass, thus the mımber of fıslı that is needed to sat isfy growing market demand is 
considerab ly red uced. ln other words, this practice allows better utili zation of existing 
natura! resources witho ut increas ing the BFT fıshing ınortality. 

The development of bluefın tu na aquaculture needs appliecl and coordinated 
collaborat ive resea rch program such as DOTT (Doınestication of Thıınnııs thynnııs) 
funded by the EU as well as studi es supported through lCCAT Bluefin Year Program 
(BYP), if a Jong-terın ancl sustainable farıning inclustry w ill be establi shed. Bluefın 
tuna doınestication shoulcl a im at contro lling a li the phases starting froın reproduction 
in captivity via rear ing of the early developmental stages and the breeding of juveniles 
1ıp to coınınercia l size fish. This wo uld likely decrease fıshing pressure on tuna natura! 
stock, and wou lcl contribute to the conservation ofthese resources. Also, studi es aiıned 
to improve husbandry ancl reduce pollution, as well as environınental monitoring, are 
neecled ifa negative iınage of such ın a riculture inclustry is to be avo idecl . 
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Taking into account the developınent of bluefın tuna in the Mediterranean Sea. 
Considering that further research in bluefın tuna aquaculture was reconıınended by the 
Scientifıc Coınmittee of ICCA T. Having in ınind that bluefın tuna cô~ıld be a possible 
way to control fishing effort and to optinıize allowed catches (T AC), currently a 
management tool for bluefın tuna fısheries, Project COPEMED 'Large Pelagic 
preliıninary results could significantly contribute to establishing and developing 
bluefın tuna aquaculture: 

A. Fronı the fishing point of view, preliıninary results of Project COPEMED 
'Large Pelagic can contribute soıne inforınation about where, when, which fıshing 
gears and the aınount (yield) of bluefin tuna that can be caught al ive for subsequently 
process ing in tlıe aquaculture installations (Figure 1 ). 

B. Froın the biological point of view, prelinıinary results froın Project COPEMED 
'Large Pelcıgic would contribute soıne inforınation about the biological characteristics 
ofbluefin tuna caught for farming (Figure 2, 3, 4 , 5, 6, 7, 8, 9 and 10). 

C. Data on export: Finally, Project COPEMED ınay propitiate the developınent of 
a biological saınpling plan addressed to obtaining several bioınetric relationships as 
well as conversion factors in order to iınprove ICCA T's Bluefın Tuna Statistical 
Docunıent. 
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Figure 1. Bluefın tuna fısheries for participant countries in Project FAO-COPEMED 
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unyolked oocytes (cross). 
C. A fıve year old mature ovary that shows maturity signs: yolked oocytes 
(stars). 
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E. The graphic shows the gonadosom atic index by age calss of the tunas used in this 
study. 
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GENERAL REVIEW OF BLUEFJN TUNA FARMING IN TURKEY 
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INTRODUCTION 

Bluefin tuna farnıing began in 2002 in Turkish waters. in ali five bluefin tuna farıııs 
two in tlıe Eastern Mediterranean Sea (Antalya) and tlıree in the Aegean Sea (two i~ 
Çanakkale and one in !zrnir area) were established (Figure 1 ). Presently, only three of 
these farnıs are working. The bluefiıı tunas were cauglıt by purse seiners and transfered 
to tlı e feeding cages. After about 6-7 nıonths these fislı were expoıted to Japan. 

Black Sea 

ANTALYA 

* * MediteırarıeanSea ·· . · ·, . ~ 

!'.»':!~ .fv·"';; 

Figure 1. Tlıe bluefin tuna farı115 in Turkey. 

DATA ON THE BLUEFIN TUNA FARMS iN TURKEY 

Tlıe fattening of bluefin tunas startecl in Turkey in 2002 and presently is carried in 
three farnıs . The nuınber of the bluefin tunas , nuınber of cages and their capacities are 
shown in Table 1. This infornıation was supplied by the Turkish Ministery of 
Agriculture and Rural Affairs. 
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Table 1. lnforınation on the bluefın tuna farms in Turkey 

N um ber of farıns 3 
Total arca (nı-) 231200 
Total voluıne (ın-') 798054 
Capacity (ton/year) 2435 
~_quota quantity (ton/year) 1702 
Number of cages 17 
Nuınber of BFT taken for on growing 32367 
Live weight (kg) before fattening 1.580.350 
Live weight (kg) after fattening 2.004.768 
Duration ofthe fattening (days) 180-188 
Feed coııservation rate 5.44- 17-21.7 
Total feed iınportecl 8.830.884 

The Turkish bluefin tuna farıns, have 17 round ancl 1 rectangular cages. Each of 
the round cages are 50 rn in diaıııeter with net depth of 15-20 ın, the rectangular cage 
being 65x35 ııı loııg with a net depth of 25 m. The cages are installecl in 40-70 m, 
about 1-2 miles away froın the shore. 

The catch of the bluefın tunas was carried out by 28 Turkish purse seiners 
between April and June 2002 in clistant waters in the Bay of Antalya. The weights of 
the caught bluefın tunas varied between 15-400 kg. The total catclı ofthe bluefın tunas 
aınounted to 2300 tons. Of these 1580 tons were sold to bluefin tuna farrns. Around 
720 tons were exported fresh . 

The bluefiıı tunas were brought to the feeding cages of the farıııs in 2-3 days to 
Antalya. it took 20-25 days to bring the bluefin tunas in towing cages to the feeding 
cages ofthe farııı in the Aegean Sea. 

After the transfer of the bluefın tunas to the feeding cages, they were under 
stress and loııg did not take aııy feed one ınonth long. The feeding of the bluefin 
tunas was done twice a clay in 6 days of the week. in sonıe farms, the bluefın tunas 
were fed once aday. As feed; iınported hering (Clııpea harengus), capelin (Malloıus 
villosııs), shad (Alosa alosu), sardine (Sardina pilchardııs), Atlantic ınackerel 

(Scomher scomber) froın Spain, Mauritania, Norway and Holland were used. Apart 
froın these fish , iınported calaınares and horse mackerels, anchovy caught in Turkish 
waters were giveıı as feed to the bluefin tunas. The feed was given by ıneans of 
shovels and automatic feeding systems to the bluefin tunas. 

During the transfer of the bluefın tunas, the mortality was 1 O %. The ınoıiality 
cluring the feeding aınountecl to 15-20%. During sacrifıcing the bluefın tunas were 
either killed by electricity or by harpooning and taken out of the cages. They were 
either exported as fresh fıslı or taken over by the Japanese processing ships, which 
canıe to the fish farnıs and processed the fıslı on board. in a fıslı farın in the 
Mediterranean Sea, during the sacrifice of the bluefın tunas, 2 % were under 45 kg, 
73 % between 46-100 kg and 25 % over 100 kg (DARDAN EL, 2003). 
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CONCLUSIONS 

Due to the economic coınpetition between tlıe countries, bluefın tuna farıns are 
becoming widespread in the Mediterranean Sea. Altlıough the eastern Mediterranean 
Sea inhibits bluefın tunas s ince about 2400 years, fıslı farming staıied quite !ate in this 
region. There is concern that the sustainability of the natura! stocks could be 
negatively effected. The work of GFCM-ICCAT Working group on the sustainable 
farming of bluefın tunas in the Mediterranean will surely be of great help. Since six 
years, the Spanish bluefın tuna farms were nıonitored anda !ot of pos iti ve information 
was gathered (MARIN et al, 2002). The advantages and the disadvantages of bluefın 
tuna farming which could be grouped as follows. 

Advantages 

Owing to tlıe lean ıneat of the bl uefın tun as in May and J une, the expoıi value of the 
bluefin tunas is quite low. in May and June 2001 ancl 2002 an intensive bluefın tuna 
tishery was conducted for the first time by Turkish purse seiners in the eastern 
Mediterranean Sea. The bluefin tunas which are taken for fattening are brought to top 
quality are exported to Japan when the demand is good. This econoıııical gain 
guaraııtees high profıts to the producers, farıns aııd to the economy of the country, 
creating jobs in the region wlıere the farnıs are situated. 

Disadvantages 

The catch of bluefin tunas is coııducted in the ıııonths of May aııd Juııe. We do not 
know exactly tlıe effects of tlıis fıshery on natura! bluefın tuna stocks. The bluefııı 
tuııas slıowing gonad developınent could be unclerstress when they are traıısferecl to tlıe 
feecling cages. The fertilazation ofthe eggs coulcl be effectecl. The unusecl feecl ancl the 
excreınents of the bluefın tunas coulcl eventually have negative iınpact on the 
environment. With the accuıııulation of these in benthos, the seagrass ıneaclows coulcl 
suffer. Since the establi s hınent of bluefın tuna farıns in 1986, the environınental 
inıpact of tuna farıning was monitored in soutlıeastern Spain. it was founcl that, the 
tuna farıns clicl not generate any increase in phytoplankton biomass of harınful 
algalblooıns. No signs of lıyper -nutrifıcation of the watercoluııın adjacent to the tuna 
farıns was recorded . The areas close to the cages had tlıe saıne plıytoplakton bioınass 
ancl nutrient level s as the control stations (DOTT, 2002). Such investigations are useful 
for developing guidelines for the location of new farıns ancl for environınental 
ıııonitering (MARIN eı al., 2002; DOTT 2002) and shoulcl be encouragecl. 

The basic criterias for choosing suitable sites for establishing bluefın tunas farıns 
should not be overlooked . Otherwise wrong iınages in the public opinion could occur. 

in choosing tlıe farm sites, the public opinion and remarks of the fisherınen 
slıoulcl be respected . 

Bearing in ıııincl that the nuınber of entrepreneurs desiring to ınake suclı 
investıneats will be numerous, allocations of quotas for bluefın tuna farıns should be 
planned carefully. Scientific researclı on bluefın tunas in Turkish waters are limited. 
Almost ali of tlıese investigations are conclucted with the funcls of lstanbul University 
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and Turkish Scientific Council. Research on bluefın tuna catch technology 
(IYIGÜNGÖR, 1957; ORAY and KARAKULAK, 2001 ), larval-surveys (ORAY et al., 
2000), catclı and effort (KARAKULAK, 2002), age coınposition (KARAKULAK and 
ORAY, 2001 ), length and weight relationships (AK YÜZ and ARTÜZ, 1957; 
KARAKULAK. 1994) lıave been carried out successfully. 

By becoıning a contracting party to ICCAT, Turkey will surely bring rnore 
ınotivation to bluefın tuna researclı, and farıning in the eastern Mediterranean Sea. 
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BLUEFIN FARMING IN THE MEDITERRANEAN SEA 
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DARDANEL Aquaculture Production C.o. 
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Bluefın tuna farıııiııg is a new concept for Turkey, utili z ing sources in the eastern 
Mediterraneaıı aııcl Aegeaıı Sea, ancl Dardanel has taken the initiative to launch 
business eııgagenıent and projects in this area. 

Dardanel is one of the leading food processing companies in Turkey. it was 
establi shed in 1983 in the area of canning tuna and Turkish people tasted tuna fısh by 
the products of Dardanel. Ever since 1983 the strong brand iınage has leci Dardan el to 
cliversify in cannecl and fro zen fruits ancl vegetables, pastry ancl toınato proclucts. 

As of toclay, Darclanel runs four factories in Çanakkale region which have 
producti on capacity of; 

• 60,000 tonnes/year of fıslı 
• 30,000 tonnes/year of s lıell fı s lı 

• 50,000 tonnes/year of canned ancl frozen fruits &vegetables 
• 3,000 toıınes/year of frozen pastry aııcl precookecl foocl 
• 1 5 ,000 ton nes/year of tonıato paste 

in 2001 , Darclanel was engagecl in another business area; tuna farıning. 
Darclanel, lı as forınecl a joint venture with a .Japanese sea foocl tracling coınpany, 

Tolıto Sui san, and establi s lıecl the ve ry tirst tuna farnı in Gazi pasa/ Antalya. Toclay, a 
large in vestıııent is unclerway to extencl tlıi s partnership in bluefın tuna farnıing in 
various locations o ftlıe Mediterranean Sea. The simple reasons shown below clraw our 
attention to this business naturally. 

• There is a sustainable bluefın tuna stock in the eastern Mediterranean. 
• Soıııe fish s iınply bears little value before and without fattening. 
• Fosters export orientecl strategies. 
• Utilizes loca! fıshery fleets ancl fısh stocks. 

As a leading coınpany of seafood nıarket in Turkey, Darclanel has been 
involved in an effort to gene rate feas ible projects for bluefin tuna farıning inclustry in 
Turkey. On this roadnıap, Dardanel iınported an extensive know-how, expertise ancl 
teclıni cal assistancc through consultancy aııcl partnerslıip agreeınents by both loca! ancl 
international nı ean s . 

C urrentl y, Dardanel has a farnıing plant ora plant project in: 
Al anya-G azipaşa = 840 tonnes capacity (operating since 2001 ) . 
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There is anotlıer farıning project near Bozcaada, an islancl close to Çanakkale 
Province. Tlıe project was subjectecl to public intervention in 2002. Despite a clelay of 
tlıe proj ect clue to bureaucratic reasons, aftcr the recent concerning public resolutions, 
the proj ect will soon be unclerway. 

At tlıis point, l have to stress that, we ali have.a bott leneck, regardless of the 
project plans and investments eınployed, that is, the total procluction capacity is 
eventually subjec t to the ICCA T quotas and Ministry of Agricu ltu re regul ations . 

The proj ect areas in Gazipasa and Bozcaada fo r bluefin tuna farrning have been 
chosen because of; 

• Not iınpcding ınarine and naval traffic. 
• No adverse effect on tourisın. 
• Most ava il able sea/ land ın terın s of hydrographic, geograph ic and 

ıneteo ro l ogical concliti ons. 
• C lose links to transportation channels. 

The initia l investıneııt ofa farıning plant s iınply consistecl of two Japanese
des ignecl rectangular a nd four-round cages provicling the capacity of 840 tons. During 
the first yea r of procluctioıı , we used ; 4 towing boats, 1 large and 1 s ınai! feecl ing boats, 
1 diving boat aııcl 1 process ing boat. Aclclitionally, we contractecl 3 clifferent cold storage 
fac ilities to ııı eet our needs. Soıne ground transportation vehicles were a lso utilized. 

in ordcr to kcep initial investınents wc rented so ıne of our needs for the first year. 
For tlı e conıing season, the iteıns as follows will be used for 840 tonnes 

production capaciıy plant in Gazipaşa - A lanya; 

• 10 feeding cagcs (50 ın diaıneter , 16 ın clepth) soıne of whiclı are usecl for 
towing process a lso . 

• Mooring eq uipınent 
• 4 feecling boats (uncler construction 1o be coınpletecl in Apr.03) 
• 1 process ing boat 
• 2 cliving boats ( 1 is uncler construction to be coınpleted in Apr.03) 
• Unclerwater camera and diving equipınents 
• 3 friclged on-road truck (20 tonnes of capacity) 
• 3 cold storage for feeclin g foocl stocks (rentecl) 
• Utility ve hicl es (car, s ınai! trucks, fork lifts ete.) 

T he area of tlı e farıning sea/lancl is about 2 kın2 and tlıere wi ll be 30 persons 
eın ployed for the process. 

ü ne of thc boats ıne ntioned above ınay be a focus point in terıns of how 
processing requireınents are met; Dardanel 1, a converted processing boat. it is 
origina ll y a fis hing boat and it has been taken under renovation to fulfill the process ing 
needs ancl is eq uipped witlı: 

• Clıillccl watcr ta nks (60 tonnes ofcapacity) 
• lce nıak er ınaclıine ( 1 tonnes - hour of capacity) 
• Otlıe r processing ite ın s 

Today, Darclanel 1 has a li spec ifi catioı1 that is in accordance with the HACCP 
regul at i o ıı s . 
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Catch Season 

Tlıe catch and transfer of tlıe fıslı at sea is done by the contract with the loca! 
fıslıerınen ofa total nuınber of boats involved up to 16. 

Sonıe of tlıe farming cages are equipped to be a towing cage and towing boats 
are contracted for the process. 

Capacity of each towing cages nıay be up to 200 tonnes for a single transfer. 
Tlıe distance between the farın and the fishing ground varies within range of 20 to 150 
ıniles. 

Transfer and Transportation 

This stage is a process that should be lıancllecl witlı care. We are using our very well 
trained ancl experiencecl professional teaıns for tlıat purposes and we do not want 
intention to get consultancy for tlıe conıing season. 

As you know well, one of the other iınportant aspects of transferring fıslı to the 
cages is to accurately cleterınine the aınount of fish transferred. To ensure the closest 
ıneasures in transfer, ali necessary equipınents slıoulcl be prepared, as the underwater 
caınera systeın, professional diving equipments, ancl specialized staff. 

Farming 

We start feecling as the fish are transferred into the farın cages ancl the things get 
settlecl down for tlıe fish. The fish is feci 2 to 3 tiınes a day and it is regulated by the 
farın ınanager in accordance with the divers' reports. We ıneasure and record sea water 
teınperature. oxygen levels, other current inforınation and weather condition twice a 
clay. During the feeding period every fish consuınes food equal to 5 % of its body 
weight daily. in feeding process, ınainly sardines, nıackerel, anchovy and others are 
usecl as bait. Feeding food is subject to the inspections of fat content, supply region 
and healtlı quality. 

The process lasts for 6 ınonths, which ıneans that the harvesting is about 5-6 
nıonths ahead ofthe fishing season. 

Harvesting 

Last season. the ratio ofthe gained weight ofthe fish was 23-25 % on average, ancl the 
size coınposition of lıarvested fish was; 

0-45 kg 
46-100 ku b 

Over 100 kg 

2'% 
73 % 
25 % 
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Troubles Faced in Farming 

We faced various type of troubles during the fırst season. Most of those were solved 
by quick but temporary probleın-solving methods. Despite of our endless efforts, in 
some cases the loss of fısh could not be iınpeded. The output of ali soıts of probleıns 
we experienced in the farın was, losing almost 60 tonnes of fislı cluring the season of 
2002. 

The main rcasons of fish loss were; 

• lnitial stress of1ish during the early days after transfer. 
• Strong curreııts (above average ratings up to 3 knots) 
• The shape and volurne of ıJıe nets disturbed, 
• Stressed fıslı started to move faster and faster. 
• Fish entangled to the net due to panic. 
• Asa result of experience gainecl in recent years, we are aiıning to minimize fısh 

loss and reach higher targets in the coming season. 
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INTRODUCTION 

Tlıe bluefoı tuna (Thımnııs ıhynnııs ), is conımonly seen in the tenıperate waters ofthe 
world. it is also distributed at cold latitudes (SLASTENENKO, 1955; AKSIRA Y, 
1987). Di stributioıı ofthe bluefin tuna (BFT) includes tlıe European and tlıe Anıerican 
coasts of Atlaııtic Ocean, the Mediterranean Sea, the Marmara Sea, the Nortlı Sea and 
tlıe Baltic Sea. it is reported tlıat BFT nıigrates form tlıe Black Sea during winter in 
Turkey . lts breeding season is July-August in the Black Sea. Eggs of BFT are pelagic; 
they ha ve a dianıeter of 0.1- 1. 1 nını and include single oil globule. Larvae length is 3 
nını. Tuna fislı are reported to ha ve average lengtlı of 3-4 ıneters and average weiglıt of 
300-400 kg (SLASTENENKO, 1955). 

it has been observed tlıat BFT staıis breeding at tlıe age of 4; tlıeir breeding 
period is between June and August and tlıey spawn wlıen water teınperature is between 
2 ı .6-29.2°C in tlıe researclıes done in Japan (MIY ASHITA et al., 2000a,b). 

General Features and Distribution in the World 

BFT nıakes traıı s-ocean ınigration and swiın s fast. Juveniles are generally in schools. 
Tlıey can be ınixed witlı s iınilar species. Iınınature individuals !ive in tenıperate waters 
wlıile nıature fislı !ive in colder areas. Tlıeir feeding lıabits are quite predator except 
tlıe spawning period. Tlıey eat every kind of fıslı, crustacea and nıolluscs (ANON., 
1987). 

Tlıey cli stribute alongside the Nortlı African Coast, froın Gibraltar to tlıe coasts 
of Libya, at tlıe coasts of Spain and France, around Sicily and Sardine Islands ancl to 
Mediterranean and Black Sea. Tlıey exist fronı Atlantic Ocean to polar latitudes; at 
Russian ancl Norwegian coasts; at Lafonten Jslands and at the coasts of lceland 
(ANON, 1987). 

Atlantic BFT can grow to tlıe lengtlı of 300 cm ancl to the weight of 650 kg. 
Tlıey can !ive as long as 20 years as reported by tlıe tagging studies (ICCA T, 2002). 
BFT fronı the western Atlantic region are longer than those of the eastern Atlantic. 
They breed fronı nıid-April to nıid-June at tlıe coasts of Florida ancl in Mexican Bay. 
They spawn between tlıe end of May and July at tlıe east coast of the Atlantic Ocean 
according to tlıeir spawning grounds. Tlıey spawn ınainly around tlıe Baler Islands, 
Tiran Sea ancl nıicl-Mecliterranean regions wherı the water teınperature reaches 24°C in 
tlıe Mediterranean Sea (ICCA T, 2002 ; www.europasifıctuna.com). 
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Tuna Market in .lapan 

The only BFT market in the world is in Japan and it has a capacity of 600 000 
tons/year (Table 1 ). The demand in this market has a growing tendency (IKEDA, 
2002; www.aquanet.org). 

Table 1. Bluefin tuna market in Japan (fishing + rearing) (fresh and frozen) 
(lKEDA, 2002; www.aquanet.org) 

YEAR 
CAPACITY 
(lOOOtons) 

1998 507 
1999 451 
2000 466 
2001 477 

BFT feci in the cages and supplied to the market in Japan are frozen (85 %) and 
fresh ( 15 %) (CUNNINGHAM and BEJARANO, 2002). 

Bluefın Tuna Rearing in the World 

BFT rearing is done mainly in Japan, Australia, Spain, Italy, USA, Croatia, Tunusia 
and Malta. These are also known to be best BFT catcher countries. The Mediterranean 
catcher countrics are ltaly, Spain, Croatia, France, Malta, Morocco, Tunisia and Libya. 
Tuna catching countries of the Atlantic Ocean are USA and Mexico and Australia in 
the Pacifıc Ocean. BFT fısh caught in nature are fattened by feeding with ringa, 
sardine, ınackerel , ete .. then sold in the market. 

Soıne researches are done with the purpose of the enrichment of natura! BFT 
stocks and to ınake advanced aquaculture of tuna fıslı, priınarily in Japan, Spain, 
Australia. Morocco and Croatia (HATTORI eı al., 2001; MIYASHITA et al., 2000a,b; 
NHHALA , 2002; NORITA, 2002; RESTREPO, 2002; SA WADA el al., 2000). 

Eiglıteen tuna farıl1S in Japan realised 500 tons production in 1998-2000 and 
300 tons in 2001. Juvenile BFT fish of 150-500 g in July-August period are feci for 3-4 
years and tlıen sold in the market when they reach 30-70 kg. But, there is a risk of 
losing soıne of the fish because of the typhoons during the long terın feeding. 
Therefore tlıe costs rise and the marketing price is quite high. High quality fısh are 
produced witlı tlıis ınethod, but their prices are not coınpetitive (IKEDA, 2002). 

The public interest in BFT in Spain has begun after the export of caught tuna 
fish to .lapan in 1987. BFT farıning practices in the cages began in 1995 
(CUNNINGHAM and BEJARANO, 2002). Only one coınpany in Spain produced 
7000 tons tuna fish in 2000 and earned 150 ınillions Euro. More than 500 people 
works in such companies. 

in Australia. BFT rearing practices began in cooperation with Japan in 1991. 
Fisherınen brought tuna fish 300 km away froın Australia coasts to the floating net 
cages. Purse seine was used in catching BFT. They feci BFT with sardines, ete. for 3-6 
months and then they were ready for the market. Market price reached 20 US $. 
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Their production began with annual capacity of 140 tons in 1992 and reached to 4 700 
tons in 1998 (ANON., l999). 

Bluefın Tuna Fisheries in Turkey 

it is known that T thynn11s has tlıe highest econoınical value in ali of the seas around 
Turkey, inclucling the Black Sea. Fishing amounts of previous years in Turkey are 
given below (Figure 1) (!CCA T, 2002). 
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Figure 1. The yearly catch of BFT between 1977 and 2002 in Turkey (ICCAT, 2002) . 

This figure shows that, BFT catching capacity has reached to even 6000 tons in 
Turkey. This aıııount is alınost equal to the capacity of the most important BFT catcher 
countries. 

First BFT rearing projects were staıied by private sectors with extensive efforts 
in 2000- 2001 season and the first production was ınade in 2002. This production was 
about 2000 tons. 

New scientific researches are essential to deterınine the distinct BFT population 
which enter the seas around Turkey and to estiınate the maxiınum consuınable aınount 
in this population. BFT stocks should be preserved and their continuation should be 
guaranteed. Scientifıc researches which enable the deterınination of BFT stocks and 
their characteristics will make it possible to ınanage the existing stocks econoınically. 

Any coınments which are not based on good researches would be out of the 
scientifıc understarıding and this valuable expoıi ınaterial of Turkish econoıny would 
be caught by other countries . Coınmon projects with other Mediterranean countries 
and evaluation of the data together with the countries of Atlantic coast are very 
important. 

Suppoıi of the eclucation programs of the Faculties of Fisheries with courses 
about underwater systems, their control and supply, cages, nets, and the connection 
systeıns would be very useful. 
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Bluefin Tuna Farıning in Turkey 

First BFT farıııing projects started in 2001 in Turkey and 3 private coınpanies had 
perıni ss ion s for production, and installed their farıns in 2002(GÜVEN et. al, 2002). 
The coınpanies begun installation just after they received the perınissions. Essential 
BFT individuals were bought froın the fısherınen in May - June 2002. BFT were fed 
atlerwards (Table 2). 

Table 2. The capacities of tlıe Turki s lı BFT rearing coınpanies in 2002 (tons) 
(Ministry of Agriculture and Rural Affairs, Departınent oftlıe 
Developnıent of Agricultural Production) 

FARM CAPACITY 
Sagun Fislıeries Corp. Antalya 760 ton 
Dardanel Fisheries Corp. Antalya 638 ton 
Aquadem Sea Products Corp. İzmir, Çanakkale 304 ton, 304 ton 
Marınaroz Sea Products Co. Ltd. Çanakkale 91 ton 
TOTAL 2097 ton 

These companies which use sinıilar systeıns ınake harvest in Septeınber -
November season . Feecling season is about 3-6 montlıs in Turkey, siınilar to tlıe 

periods in other countries . Turkislı coıııpaııies se li ali of the BFT they produced . Only 
one conıpany triecl to keep sonıe part of its production for selling fresh. Tlıe results 
were quite successful for the fırst year. However, because of the specifıc quality 
concept of th is market BFT procluct of Turkey was sold with a lower nıean price than 
the products of .lapan, Spain or ltaly (Figure 2). 
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Figure 2 a,b,c . Bluefın tuna fıslı prices in various countries (in Japanese Yen) 

( http ://swr. ucsd .cd u/fmd/sunee/twprice/twpnew02. htm ). 
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Stages of General Practice in Bhıefin Tuna Rearing 

BFT rearing is quite different froın the rearing of other fısh species. BFT is not grown 
froın the aquacultured juveniles, but bought froın the fıshermen as ınature individuals 
and then fattened. This is quite a risky method, because the fısh are supplied froın the 
natura! resources. This is why it is diffıcult to make detailed production planning 
(CUNNINGHAM and BEJARANO, 2002). 

The seasona! prepuration stages are: 

Following periocl, planning, preparation ancl construction for campaign. 
Capture and transport of the B FT 
Developınent, hanclling, maintenance, feeding and fattening season. 
Harvesting, processing, quality control, marketing and analysis phase 

Following peri od, pfanning: Stuclies about the effects of the environment at the farın, 
choosing the place of the farm ancl its linıits, structure of the basis of tlıe farnı, its 
depth, characteristics ofthe streaıns and the winds, determination ofthe habitat ancl tlıe 
biological conıımınities, estimations about the annual production amount, transport of 
the capturecl BFT to the cages, transport of the !ive BFT to the farın, methods of 
feeding ancl supply, types of the foocl usecl in the farın, frequency of feecling ancl the 
aınount of food given, lıarvest intervals ancl ınethocls, packaging and exports, ınaterials 
usecl in packaging and stocks of foocl , the aınount and the types of the waste ınaterial 
in the farın, the docks ancl the ships usecl in the production, transfer periocls, effects of 
other activities in the sea, activities on iane! and relatecl stuclies, ınanageınent of the 
wastes and energy, miniınisation of environmental effects and their measurement 
(CUNNINGHAM and BEJARANO, 2002). 

Preparotions 111ust be upplied according to these.factors: 

Capture and transport of BFT 
Developıııent, hanclling, ınaintenance, feeding and fattening season. 
Sacrifıce, processing, quality control, marketing and analysis phase 

Bluefin Tuna Rearing in Turkey 

Caıching· Catching period is between May ancl June for BFT rearing. BFT are 
capturecl by purse seine. Fish in the purse seine are transferred to the floating net cages 
by the help of cliver teaıns. Tlıere are special exits in purse seine which enable the 
transfer to the cages. 

Trat1.1porı.· BFT transferrecl to the cages are towed to tlıe farın site by the boats witlı a 
speecl of l mile/hour. in two farıııs at Antalya coast of Mecliterranean region of 
Turkey, BFT are towecl to the farm site in 7 - 10 days clepending on tlıe distance ofthe 
capture area froııı the farm s and the conditions at the sea. At a farm at İzmir, this 
period is 30 - 35 clays and tlıe divers control the nets regularly during tlıis period. 

Transfer ol BFT ıo ıhe Cages in the Farnı: The cages are regularly controlled by the 
divers attcr they are bound at the farm site. BFT do not feed during transportation. 
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Tlıey staı1 eating after an adaptation peri od of 20-40 days to tlıe conditions of tlıe new 
environınent. Dead fıslı are renıoved froın tlıe cages immediately by daily dives. 

Feeding starts 2-3 weeks later in order to lıave tlıe fıslı get used to the food . The 
divers control the BFT during feeding. Diver's control is essential for feeding even if 
the BFT get used to the food . Tlıe amount of tlıe food is determined according to tlıe 
interest of BFT to tlıe food. Daily food aınount is 5-8 % of tlıe !ive weiglıt of tlıe fıslı 
(KATAVIC, 2002a,b). it is iınportant to proınote tlıe interest oftlıe BFT to tlıe food 
and to give adequate food to thenı. 

Frozen sardines (Sardina pilchardus, Sardinella aurita), ringa (Clııpea 
harengııs), ıııackerel (Scomberjaponicııs) and soıne squid species are used in feeding 
BFT. Clıaracteristics of these fısh are given in Table 3 (GIMENEZ and GARCIA, 
2002). 

Table 3. Average values (%)of ınacro and ınicronutrient coınposition from fı sh food 
for tuna fattening (D.S.: dirty substance) (GIMENEZ and GARCIA, 2002). 

% Moisture Lipid Lipid Protein Protein Total Total Total 
D.S. D.S. D.S. Nitrogen N. Phosfor 

D.S. D.S. 
July 2001 
Sardinella 72.57 4.37 15.77 18.53 67.88 2.94 10.86 0.21 
aıırila 

Clzıpea 66.86 15.33 46.19 15.70 47.49 2.51 7.59 0.12 
harengııs 

Scomher 72.85 6.63 24.23 17.72 65.56 2.83 10.48 0.17 
japonicııs 

Ilex 75 .51 0.72 2.96 17.35 70.88 2.77 11.34 0.25 
coindetii 
Boops 68.60 7.73 24.61 20.37 65 .02 3.25 10.40 0.14 
boops 
August 2001 
Sardinella 70.89 8.08 27.35 16.95 58.89 2.71 9.42 0.15 
aurita 
Clııpea 73.45 2.90 10.80 18.07 68.12 2.89 10.90 0.15 
harengus 
Scomber 71.73 8.51 29.21 17.69 63.61 2.83 10.17 0. 11 
japonicııs 

Septeınber 2001 
Sardine/la 75.60 0.99 4.11 17.57 72.05 2.81 11.52 0.17 
aıırilu 

Clupea 66.88 12.55 37.35 18.07 55.06 2.89 8.80 0.17 
harengııs 

Scomber 73.08 5.44 18.82 18.64 70.88 2.98 11 .34 0.17 
japonicııs 

Stock density in the rearing cages are 2-4 kg/ın3 
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. The cages are ınade of HOP (high density polyethilene) (500 ının 0) pipes with 
a dıaıneter of 50 ın . Nets with a depth of 30 ın are bound to this circular structure. 
Mesh size of tl:e rıets is 80-1 1 O ının . Tlıe cages are fıxed to tlıe base witlı arı anchoring 
systeın convenıent to tlıe regional corıditions. 

Fattening season lasts 3-6 ınonths. Fattening of tlı~ fıslı is followed by daily 
controls. Meat quality of the dead fıslı also continuously controlled. Harvest time is 
chosen accordiııg to the quality ofthe nıeat deternıined by saınpling. 

Harvest and Transpoı1 to the Market: Harvesting is tlıe ınost iınportant factor in 
the ınost quality of BFT. lnappropriate harvesting can elinıinate ali of the previous 
successes in BFT rearing. Harvesting should be done according to a detailed planning 
for this reaso n. Presentation of BFT to the market (frozen or fresh) ınust be decided 
previously ancl harvesting ınust be planned according to tlıis decision. 

Alınost ali of tlıe BFT harvest of Turkish coınpanies in 2002 was frozen at 
- 60°C, and given to the freezer ships. Appropriately lıarvested BFT fıslı in tlıe cages 
are given iınınecliately to tlıe slıips. Tlıese BFT are differentiated according to tlıeir 
clıaracteristics on tlıe deck oftlıe slıip and frozen in paı1s or asa wlıole. lce water tanks 
are used in the transport of BFT. Tlıe body teınperature of dead fıslı is around 
28-30° C. This is quite higlı. Bocly teınperature of clead BFT ınust be recluced to 10° C 
iınınediately cluring tlıe transpoı1. 

Freslı BFT are simi larly captured, tlıeir body teınperature is reduced to 1 O °C, 
and then fro zen in specially produced isolated packages and carried by air. 
Appropriate lıarvesting and iınmediate decrease in body teınperature is very important. 
lf tlıese requireınents are not met, lıeart rate and the level of cortison and adrenalin 
increases in tlıe blood . As a result of this increase, vigorous ınuscular contractions 
begin. Tlıis increase in the muscular activity depletes tlıe oxygen reserves of tlıe 
ınuscles anc\ tlıe normal process of aerobic glycolysis cannot proceed. Tlıe ınuscle 
tissues then resort to anaerobic glycolysis for tlıe production of energy. As a result of 
tlıis process, accuınulation of lactic acid in the rnuscles starts, pH value and energy 
capacity goes down . Tlıe cumulative result oftlıis process, is autolytic degradation and 
bacterial breakc\own. Tlıis priınarily affects the quality of tuna meat. Muscles lose 
normal appearaııce, colour ancl tissue clıaracteristics at tlıe end of tlıis process 
(CUNNINGHAM and BEJARANO, 2002). 

The Factors Affecting the Quality of BFT Meat 

Tlıe ınethod of harvesting is tlıe most iınportant factor wlıiclı determines tlıe quality of 
BFT ıneat. Appropriately harvested BFT's visceral organs and gills are cleaned, tlıe 
blood is reınovecl and tlıe fıslı is placed in water witlı ice so tlıat their body temperature 
becomes lower than 10°C. 

Anotlıer important factor wlıiclı affects tlıe quality ofthe meat is the experience 
of tlıe fı shermen who catch and clean tlıe BFT. Even if tlıe colour, tissue , tlıe fat 
percentage, tlıe appearance and freslıness oftlıe fıslı are very good, their quality would 
be very low if tlıe processing team is unexperienced. 
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Problems ancl Recommendations 

Probleıns of B FT far mi ng are not very d ifferent froın those in the reari ng of other fısh 
'.arming sectors. The ınost iınportant problem is the lack of supportive policies for this 
ındustry. Because of the siınilar lack of promotive policies in tlıe tield of agriculture 
and livestock, very basic advantages ofTurkish econoıny in these fields will disappear 
in the near future and Turkey will be obliged to iınport basic food materials froın the 
countries whiclı aclvise her not to pronıote agriculture and livestock inclustry today. 
However. Turkey has se rious potential to develop its agriculture and livestock industry 
together with touri s nı industry. 

Tlıe design of BFT rearing systeıns and the management of the process from 
catching stage to marketing phase needs tlıe knowledge and tlıe experience of 
engineers. Planning and the existence of an experienced teaın togetlıer with essential 
nıaclıines and equipınent for the successful production is very iınportant. Serious and 
experiencecl engineering services are necessary for the installation of BFT farıns in 
coastal regions, transport of the captured BFT to the cages, towing of the cages to the 
farm, adaptation of the tish to the food and their feeding, harvesting and presentation 
to tlıe market. Serious econoınical losses are inevitably faced if knowledge and 
experience do not exist at several phases of the production like: the design of tlıe 
rearing system; the purse seine. ropes, anchor, clıain and tlıe buoy wlıich are used in 
tlıe farın; correct clıoos ing of the ınaterials for tlıe pool; transfer of the captured BFT 
froın tlıe purse se ine to tlıe cages; towing of tlıe cages ful! of tlıe fıslı to tlıe farnı by 
boats; lıarvest ing and tlıe processing. lt is reported tlıat al! of the captured fıslı were 
lost at an accident in Australia in 2003 season. Tlıe cause of tlıe accident was tlıe 
choosing of wrong kind of connection equipnıent for towing tlıe cage. 

(www.atuna.com) 

Technicol Prohlems: Tlıe tirst problem in BFT rearing is the supply of tlıe fish. The 
investor is clependent on nature and must nıake planning accorcling to this reality. 
Serious projects ınust start in Turkey, tike otlıer developed BFT producing countries. 
Successful techniques used in tlıe fish farnıing of otlıer species should be applied for 
t!ıis fıslı too. Natura! stocks of BFT should be determined accurately, existing stocks 
ınust be protected froın excessive catching and their continuation ınust be preserved. 

Althouglı the capturing techniques are very developed, counting of the fısh and 
accurate deterınination of the stocks are stili diffıcult. Because, counting and 
ıneasuring of each fislı is practically not very easy. Today's technologies need to be 
iınproved so that, these probleıns could be solved. 

It woulcl be success to improve tlıe techniques of BFT feeding and underwater 

controls. 
New ınethods should be found for higher quality in rearing, for better 

harvesting and sacrifıcing ways. 

Fecding Proh!ems · New researches are essential in food and food teclınolog~es in 
order to obtain fot and colour quality which are iınpoıtant factors in tlıe qualıty of 
ıneat. New feeding ınethods are necessary to increase meat quality. 
Environmcnta/ Problem.ı·: Aquaculture industry slıould be very sensitive to 
environınental problems. Environınental changes directly effect BFT. They are very 
sensitive to the environınent. For instance, ınost of the specialists believe that BFT 
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origin~tes froııı the Atlantic Ocean. However, Russian scientists inforın us that they 
breed ın the Black Sea also. Apparently because ofthe environınental reasons, BFT do 
not enter the Black Sea nor the Marmara Sea anyınore. 

Relations ıvitlı Oıher Sectors: The most related sector with BFT rearing is tourisın. 
Adequate technical knowledge is forıned together with tlıe forınation ofthe sector and 
ınany people info rınecl with wrong inforınation lıave negative icleas about BFT rearing. 
However. BFT farıning is an effıcient business as well as the agriculture or tourisın. 
The fısh not captured in Turkey will be caught in otlıer countries ancl Turkey will lose 
its resources. This fısh is also a va luable export ınaterial. 

lvfarketing Prohlems: Marketing is as sensitive as production. Tlıe procluct deternıines 
its own price because ofthe spec ifıc quality concept in this business. As seen in Figure 
2, BFT of Turkey is solcl in tlıe market for approxinıately half of the price of the BFT 
froın other countries. This is a very iınportant subject. lnappropriate handling in 
harvesting, cutting, packaging, transporting and otlıer phases cause lower market 
prices. The !eve! of the quality of the conıpanies and then the country will directly 
effect the market price and its continuity. Stability in quality will guarantee the 
stabi 1 ity in the market prices. 

Fiııally, it is obvious that new researches are necessary about rearing of BFT 
which is a new spec ies in the field ofaquaculture sector ofTurkey. We tlıink studies n 
stocks, enrichınent of nat ura! stocks by production activities under controlled 
conditions ancl to increase the quotas deternıined for Turkish producers to the level 
they should reach nıus t be the basic aiıns ofthese researches. 
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Tuna farming is a new inflationary practi ce in the Mediterranean that is completely 
reshap ing the fıshery of bluefın tuna and is susceptibl e of producing a number ofvery 
iınpoıiant -aııd diverse- probleıns that need to be addressed without delay. lndeed, the 
2002 ıneeting of the Joint GFCM/ICCAT Working Group on Large Pelagics, held in 
Malta, provicled a detailed account of the main rel ated probleıns underınining the 
sustainability of tlıi s large-scale industrial activity. , 

The main emerging issues of concern detected by WWF in tll~ region could be 
outlinecl as follows: 

1) The so-ca lled ' tuna farm ing/penning' is just the new final step of a standard 
capture fı s hery tlıat rel ies on a severely overexploited stock. As the experts 
point out , tlıis new practice is expanding the market for this resource, thus 
resulting in an increase in the fi shing effort deployed on it. it is evident that 
increas ing dramatically the capital invested in a fishery harvesting on an 
overexploited stock is clearly underınining the viability of any possible 
rebuildiııg plan fo r the overfıshed species. Tlıis aspect was made clear by the 
political decision taken by ICCAT iıı 2002 to set up an unsustainable quota for 
the next 4 years, ata level 28% higher than the ınaxiınuın harvest scientifically 
recoınmended ( ICCA T/SCRS, 2002) to mere ly stop the deci ine of the 
populat ion. 

2) Ali authorized sources suggest tlı at tuna farıning is exacerbating the chronic 
probl em of achieving a good statistical reporting process for tlıe species, 
leacling to reliable catch inforrnation. This is a ınatter of serious concern s ince 
ICCAT/SCRS is being acknowledging that the shortening of this inforınation 
prevents any reliable scientifıc assessment of the stock, which woulcl be 
necessary to des ign a rational manageınent for the species. 

3) Given the high bi o ınass of ba itfısh needed to feed tuna during their captivity 
period, it is also a ınatte r of concern the effect of these associated fıslıeries on 
loca! sına i! pelagic populations as well as on their statistical reporting. 

4) The fact that farıns are installed very near the coast results in a big pressure on 
tlıe litto ral fringe, coınpeting for space with otlıer huınan activiti es and, in soıne 
cases, with tlıe conservation needs of valuable natura! areas. At this regard, it is 
noteworthy the referenduın that took place the !ast 2 Feb in the is land of Vis, 
Croat ia, by ıneans of which the loca! population stopped a new tuna-farıning 
proj ect. 
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5) Given tlıat tlıe aiın of tuna farıning is more related to the iınproveınent of the 
quality of ıneat through the increase in oil content rather than tlıe quantitative 
increase in biomass of fıslı, conversion efficiencies seeın to be very low. This 
results in a ratlıer "'ınorally poor" aquaculture, where ınuch fıslı bioınass is 
wastecl and, in acldition, contributes to tlıe organic pollution ofthe surrounding 
habitats. in all cases, wlıat the ecological science telis is that the farıning ofa 
top preclator suclı as tuna will never be an energetically profıtable activity, since 
tlıe ecological footprint on the marine ecosysteıns will be of an enormous 
ınagnitucle. 

6) Pollution seems to be a problem as far as it concerns both the effects of farıns 
on tlıc nearby coastal area as well as tlıe bioaccuınulation of pollutants in the 
ti ssues of farmed tuna, as has been denounced in international fora. As recently 
as Marclı 2003, tlıe Croatian Ministry of the Environınent launched an offıcial 
report where tuna farın facilities in this country were considered hazardous to 
hunıan lıealtlı clue to tlıe cleleterious effects on coastal marine ecosystems tlıey 
entail. 

7) Tlıe lıigh-teclı. large scale activities associated to tuna farıning practices -froın 
purse seine fislıing to tlıe installation of cages. to the tug boats towing cages for 
very long clistances- are susceptible to cause disturbances to other loca] fleets, 
as has been clainıed by fislıermen in Malta and Spain. 

8) lıı soıne places, from Spain and Malta to Croatia, tuna farıns have repeatedly 
behavecl i ! legal ly, as has even been acknowledged by the loca! autlıorities. A lso, 
to fulfill tlıe increasing deınand by farıns. purse seine fleets behave illegally 
using airplanes to locate tlıe shoals of tuna during ali tlıe fıshing season, a 
practice banned by ICCAT. 

The relative importance of the different points highlighted above is not 
balanced, so failing solving the problems associated to the more acute ofthem- even a 
single one- could be enouglı to underınine the ecological sustainability ofthis practice. 
lıı sumınary . tlıe draınatic developınent of the activity in a very short time, fuelled by 
the huge econoınic benefıts obtained. makes tlıe addressing of the points raised above 
an urgent priority before this activity could be considered acceptable in terıns of the 
sustainable ınanagement of the Mediterranean ınarine ecosystenıs . This is exactly the 
aiın of the ' Cartagena Cali For Action for Sustainable Tuna Farıning and Fisheries in 
tlıe Mediterranean ·. a petition to ICCA T, tlıe GFCM, tlıe EU and al! Mediterranean 
states launclıecl in October 2002 ancl signecl by more than 100 scientists an 
organizations froın ali around the Mediterranean. 

To tlıis enci WWF fully supports the important work to be done along 2003 and 
2004 by the recently created joint GFCM/ICCAT Working Group on Sustainable Tuna 
Farıning in tlıe Mediterranean. This international expert group has the mandate to 
develop practical guidelines to address the main tlıreats posecl by tuna farming on the 
ınanageınent ofthe bluefin tuna fishery, the conservation of Mecliterranean ecosysteıns 
and the socioeconoıny of coastal populations, especially traditional fıshermen. in the 
ıneantiıne . in the !ine of the ' Cartagena Cali for Action ' , WWF believes that a 
precautionary ınoratoria on new tuna farıns is urgently needed in the Region. 
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ABSTRACT 

A new practice in the Mediterranean - tuna penning - is threatening one of mır most 
valuable fıslı resources. The bluefın tuna is already under consiclerable pressure and 
has been decliııing for years. Now tuna farming has opened up a new section on the 
Japanese market, \Nhich will fuıiher increase the demand for bluefın tuna and ınake the 
situation of wi ld stocks even ınore perilous. 

The rapicl increase in tuna penning has changecl fishing strategies in the 
Mecliterranean. Nearly ali fish caught by purse seiners are now transferrecl to cages for 
fattening, rather than sold directly. With tlıe new practice the reliability of catclı 
statistics has fuıiher cleteriorated -an already serious problem hanıpering efforts to 
properly nıanage tlıe eastern Atlantic bluefin tuna population. 

in aclditioıı, demands from the tuna farnıing industry lıave created increasing 
fishing pressure on snıall pelagic fish stocks. Sonıe of tlıese tisheries are poorly 
regulated aııd affect stocks already in decline, such as tlıe anchovy. The low 
conversioıı factor fronı feecl to tuna ıneat also ınakes tuna farmiııg a wasteful practice. 

Now WWF warns that the eastern Atlantic bluefin tuna stock could collapse 
withiıı thc next years, unless fishing pressure is significantly lowered ancl tuna farnıing 
is regulatecl by tlıc responsible ınanageınent boclies. 

THE BLUEFIN TUNA: AN OVERVIEW OF BIOLOGY AND FISHERIES 

The bluefin tuna (Thıınnus thynnııs) is a large pelagic species founcl both in the Atlantic 
(including tlıe Mediterranean) and in tlıe Pacific. it is a nıassive fislı, wlıiclı can grow to 
over 3 metres aııcl a weiglıt of more than 650 kg. Bluefin tuna is ınarvellously aclaptecl to 
swiınming ancl nıigrates several thousancls kiloınetres every year. Froın an ecological 
poiııt of view. bluefin tuna is a key species in the pelagic foocl web. it is a top preclator 
tlıat feeds on fish. squids ancl crustaceans - a very iınpoıiant ecosystenı function tlıat, to 
sonıe extent, it slıares witlı marine manınıals ancl nıan. 

Another relevant biological feature is the lorıg life span of bluefin tuna; it carı 
live ınore tlıan ::ZO years. Sexual nıaturity is reaclıecl at the age of 5 to 8 years, 
depencling on the stock. These clıaracteristics - long life span ancl !ate sexual maturity 
- make bluefin tuna especially vulnerable to fishing, since it is prone to growth 
overfıshiııg 1 • 

1 By catclıiııg lislı bcforc tlıcy lıavc lıad an adcquatc clıaııcc to grow. a dccrcasc in tlıe avcrage size offislı iıı tlıe 
populatioıı will occur. lıı general. tlıe sınallcr llıe !islı. llıe less reproductive capacity it has. Tlıerelore, a lıigh 
lislıiııg prcssure ıııay casily rcsult in a ıııuclı lowcr thaıı optiıııal yicld. 
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Bluefin tuna fısheries in the Atlantic are found in the areas where the species is 
abundant: along tlıe North Aınerican coast, in the West Atlantic, along northern Africa 
and the European coasts, in the East Atlantic, as well as in ınost ofthe Mediterranean 
Sea. The biological knowledge of bluefın tuna in the Atlantic is stili limited, but there 
are believecl to be two, largely separate stocks. Therefore, the International 
Coınınission for the Conservation of Atlantic Tunas (ICCAT) has defineci two 
ınanageınent units, one referring to the West Atlantic tuna and the other referring to 
tlıe East Atlantic population, wlıich inclucles the entire Mediterranean population. Both 
stocks are assessed ancl ınanaged separately. 

Recently, tagging studies have provided evidence of ınixing of the two stocks, 
including transatlantic ınigrations as well as the existence ofa previously unknown 
area of concentration of fısh in the north central Atlantic, where fısheries have quickly 
developed. The presence of adult fish in the central Atlantic during the spawning 
season aclds furtlıer unceıiainty to the deınography of the species. A il this evi elence 
does raise questions regarding the validity oftlıe current ınanageınent sclıeıne based on 
two entirely separate stocks. 

Current catclıes froın the western stock are ınodest (2,397 tonnes in 1999) and 
tlıe stock is clearly overexploited. A 20 year Rebuilding Program was aclopted in 1998, 
wlıiclı is now on-going. The state of the East A tlantic population, quantitatively more 
important, is clescribed below. The prinıary spawning area for the eastern stock is the 
Mediterranean Sea, mainly around the Balearic lslands, the Tyrrhenian Sea and the 
Central Mediterranean, whiclı inıplies a nıarked migratory behaviour by both adults 
and juveniles along tlıe Mediterranean coasts as well as tlırouglıout tlıe Gibraltar 
Straits. 

in the Mediterranean Sea, bluefın tuna is cauglıt mainly by purse seine and 
longline fleets. Purse seining is a rather recent catclı metlıod. it developed in the 
1960's and tlıe purse seine fleet now accouııts for 60 to 80 per cent ofthe total catclı. it 
relies on lıiglı-teclı equipment and is very species-selective as well as effıcient; alsa, 
contrary to wlıat happens in other regions of the world, purse seine fishing in the 
Mediterranean does not entail high by-catches of cetaceans. The efficiency of purse 
seining has lead ICCAT to establish some technical limitations in order to restrict 
fishing capacity, such as the decision in 2001 to ban the use of spotter helicopters or 
planes cluring the nıonth of .lune. 

Generally, fisheries ınanagenıent in the Mediterranean region involves control 
of fishing effort and technical measures. But in !ine with the stock differentiation 
mentioned above. ICCAT has developed a management reginıe for the eastern stock 
based on quotas (T AC) allocated on a state by state basis. This makes bluefın tuna the 
only fısh resource in tlıe Mediterranean managed through quota regiınes. However, the 
efficiency of the bluefın tuna management regime is limited, ınainly due to the lack of 
Exclusive Econonıic Zones (EEZ's) in the Mediterranean and the related problenıs of 
enforcing legislation in international waters. Otlıer factors of iınportance are the 
presence ofa substantial fleet, either flying flags of convenience or none at ali, and the 
high profits in the tuna fislıery, which have resulted in a lack of political will to limit 
fishing effort. 
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Sütte of the Mediterra11ea11 stock 

The !ast report on the state of the East Atlantic bluefın tuna stock (which includes the 
Mediterranean population) by the Standing Coınınittee on Researclı and Statistics 
(SCRS) of ICCAT was published in 1998. Assessınents indicated a strong decline in 
the spawning stock biomass since 1993, as well as an increase in fıshing ınortality 
rates. Tlıe spawning bioınass was estiınated to be less than 20 per cent of the 1970 
level. The analysis also indicated that future catch levels in excess of 33,000 tonnes 
would not be sustainable ancl only catches of 25,000 tonnes or less would halt the 
decline in biomass. in rhe ahsence ol a drastic reduction ol fishing eflort (and 
cutches), projectirms predicted a high probability ofcollapse within the nextfew years. 

in 2001, the Coınmittee expressed concern about the intense fıshing pressure on 
sınai! tunas, since it contributes to growth over-fıshing and reduces the potential long
terın yield froın the resource. it also expressed concern about the recent abrupt 
increase in catclıes of large fish. The Total Allowable Catclı (TAC) for the East 
Atlantic stock for 2001 was set to a 29,500 tonnes, of which 18,590 tonnes were 
allocated to the European Cornrnunity and 876 tonnes to Croatia. This TAC is 
signifıcantly higher than tlıe level recoınınended by ICCA T scientists to prevent a 
continuous decline ofthe stock reported above. 

No assessments of tlıe stock ha ve been carried out since 1998 due to a lack of 
suffıcient data . Already then, the Standing Coınınittee of ICCAT expressed its concern 
about the quality ofthe catclı effort and size data. Today, the large uncertainties in the 
data are stili a serious concern. The Coınnıittee stated that largely due to unrepoıted 
catches tlıere is a lack of detailed data on catclıes (Task 1 data) and production in the 
fıslı farıııs. ICCA T's Standing Coınınittee acknowledges tlıat tlıese uncertainties will 
intluence the advice provided to the Cornınission in the future. in an effoıt to include 
unreported catclıes, ICCAT has in tlıe past coınpared tlıe catch data (Task \) reported 
by tlıe different countries witlı tlıe iınpoıt fıgures to Japan (biannual BTSD). A 
coınparison of 1999 figures aınounted to an estimated 3,242 tonnes of unreported 
catclı in the Mediterraııean by Spain, Croatia, France, ltaly, Portugal ancl Morocco. 
This was about 1 O per cent ofthe TAC set for that year and almost certainly stili below 
the actual catch. ICCA T also recognises that the increased practice of tuna fattening 
results in further uncertainties in catch and trade data. 

lnvolvement <~l tfte d!fferent Mediterra11ea11 coımtries in tlıefislıery 

A suınınary of tlıe total catclı of bluefın tuna (in tonnes) in the Mediterranean Sea 
reported over tlıe !ast 3 years slıows that the purse seine tleet, tlıe supplier of living 
fısh to the farıııing inclustry, is responsible for tlıe bulk ofcaptures. 

Purse seine catches 
Total catch 

1998 1999 2000* 

20,391 14,061 13,302 
26,813 24,036 19,405 

* incoınplete, preliminary data; ICCA T 
The relative slıare in the fishery of the clifferent coastal states ancl Japan is 

suırnnarised below. 
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Croatia 
The total catch of bluetin tuna in the Adriatic Sea in 2000 was 930 tonnes, ınostly 
cauglıt by purse seine tleets and priınarily intended (alnıost the entire catch) for 
farnıing purposes. Tlıis has resulted in furtlıer contradictions between catch and trade 
data . To meet tlıe needs of the farming industry, the nuınber of active purse se iners 
fislıing for bluefiıı tuna increasecl fronı 19 in 1999 to 30 in 2000. A significant share of 
tlıe tuna capturecl and transferred to cages is unclers ized or just witlıin tlıe legal 
minimum landing size set by ICCA T to 6.4 kg. in 2000, the average weight oftlıe tuna 
caught for farın i ng purposes was j ust 1 O kg, so tlıe bu 1 k of tlıe catcl1 c learly consists of 
iınınature individual s (KATAVIC et al., 2002). 

France 
in 2000, the total French catch in the Mediterranean was 6,780 tonnes , all caught by 
the purse se ine neet. French tl eets supply 70 per cent ofthe !ive tuna farıned in Spain. 

Greece 
Tuna catches during the l 990s tluctuated fronı 200 to 1,200 tonnes , mainly through 
hancl-liniııg. A l'ew purse se iners operate on an oppoıiunistic basi s. 

lta~v 
According to ICCAT, it is increasingly difficult to collect reliable catcl1 data and , 
particularly, data on fish s izes that is vital in population analysis fronı ltalian tuna 
purse seine activity. This is due to increas ing clirect transfers of fish to cages for 
fattening, without landing o r reporting the catch in any ltalian harbour. 

}{lp((11 

Less than 35 .Japaııese longline vesse ls are active in the Mecliterranean . This fıshery 
only targets pre-spawning, large bluefııı tuna that congregate in the western 
Med iterraneaıı for spawning. in 1999, the catch was estiınated to 381 tonnes. 

Libya 
in 2000, 1,549 tonnes of tuna were caught us ing different types of fishing gear such as 
trap nets, purse seiners and longliners. 

Malta 
The fı shing tleet is composed of 52 ınultipurpose vessels ( < 20 ın length) , which 
capture large tuna (nıean length about 226 cm) using surface long lines. Tuna catches 
in 2000 were 3 76 tonnes. 

Morocco 
in 2000, Morocco caught about 695 tonnes of tuna in the Mediterranean. 

Spain 
Bluefın tuna catches in the Mediterranean were 2,772 tonnes in 2000 (2 ,004 tonnes in 
1999). 
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Tunisia 
Tlıe purse seine tleet coınposed of 70 fıslıing boats catclıes the nıajority ofthe tuna. in 
2000 estinıatecl catclıes were 2, 184 tonnes. in 2001, a large part of the purse seine 
catclıes has been expoıted to Spain for fattening prior to export to Japan. 

Turkey 
50 Turkish purse sciners caught 1,407 tonnes of tuna in the Turkish seas during 1999 -
tlıis should be conıparecl to just 25 boats landing about 2,000 tonnes in 2001. Since 
the fıshery in Turkish waters expancled, a draınatic deci ine in the abundance of tuna 
froın 1994 to 1999 has been clescribed (KARAKULAK, 2002). 

in 2001 , ICCA T ancl its Standing Coınınittee on Research and Statistics stated 
that Mecliterranean catches attributed in the statistics to the category ''nowhere else 
included'' deci ined from 1996 to 1998. They also pointed out tlıat fıgures for 1999 and 
2000 are diffıcult to evaluate because of increasing unceıtainty about 1) infornıation 
frorn fıslı fattening operations ancl its relation to reportecl national statistics ancl 2) 
bluefin tuna irnport statistics. Tlıe Comınittee suspects that there has been an increase 
in unrepoıted catches in the !ast few years , especially in 1999. Therefore, SCRS 
strongly recoııımencls the collection of infornıation on the number, size and origin of 
fıslı entering cages. it also stresses its need to have access to both this information and 
the basic Bluetin Tuna Statistical Document (import data) to builcl a reliable catch 
database. 

THE PRODUCTION OF 'FARMED' TUNA 

An expanding practice in the Mediterranean has further coınplicatecl ınanagenıent of 
the bluefin tuna stock -- tuna farrning. This cannot be consiclered tnıe aquaculture since 
the fıslı are not bred and reared in captivity. lnstead, the rapidly growing industry is 
based on wild tuna caught alive from already declining stocks. Purse seines are the 
only mobile gear able to capture tuna alive; a feature that ınakes the purse seine fleets 
a necessary element ofthe tuna farming industry. 

The wild fish are put in cages and fattened fora relatively short time to improve 
the oi 1 content of the fle sh in order to ıneet the Japanese market standards. According 
to soıne inforıııation this focus on ıneat quality entails a very low food convers ion 
effıciency . in Murcia, Spain, the conversion is on average 4.26 per cent - a factor less 
than 20: 1 (C UNNlNGHAM and BEJARANO, 2002). So, the large anıounts of fıslı fed 
to the caged tuna (ınainly sınai! and nıediuın pelagics, such as anchovy or round 
sardinelle) only result in a relatively ınodest increase in tuna bioınass. 

The tuna farnıing industry is currently expanding rapidly not only in the 
Mediterranean, but al so in Australia, Mexico (Baja, California) and Japan. The 
production of farnıed tuna in 1999 was 13,300 tonnes . in 2000, total worlcl production 
reached 15,000 tonnes (all species), with bluefin tuna (Thıınnus thynnııs) ınaking up 
the bulk. Major producer countries were Spain, Croatia, Mexico, Malta and Japan, the 
latter with tuna farıns in 18 different locations. Predicted yields of farıned tuna for 
200 l are estinıated to around 20,000 tonnes, signifıcantly higher than the previous 
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year. in the Mediterranean, tuna farıning started just a few years ago, but estiınated 
production in 2001 (see below) gives an indication of the imge developınent of this 
activity in the region. in fact, production in the Mediterranean is likely to ınake up 
ınore than half of the world total and is alnıost exclusively intended for the Japanese 
market. 

Country 

Spain 

Malta 

Croatia 

Total 

Farmed Production (2001) 

Production 
(tonnes) 

7,000 

1,200 

3,000* 

11,200 

* estiınation 

N° offarıns 

6 

2 

6 

14 

Source : Fish lnforınation ancl Services (FIS lnt'l. Co. Ltd .) & DOTT Syınposiuın 

in Septembcr 2001, the General Fisheries Comınission for the Mediterranean 
(GFCM) recognised the problenıs posed by tuna farıning on the management of the 
resource through a recommendation: ''the issue of increasing tuna penning/farming in 
the Mediterranean. needs to be addressed in order to ensure the sustainability of the 
bluefın tuna fısheries". The Coınmission requested that the Joint GFCM/ICCA T 
Working Group address these concerns in collaboration with the Committee on 
Aquaculture (CAQ). 

THE ROLE OF THE JAPANESE MARKET FOR TUNA 

it is well known that Japan is the main market for tuna produced froın world fısheries; 
it is also the underlying force driving the current developnıent of the tuna-fıshing 
sector in the Mediterranean. 

Japanese customs clearance statistics for Thıınnııs thynnııs iınports froın 
Mediterranean countries for 1999 (supplied by FIS lnt'l. Co. Ltd.) can be compared to 
estiınated national landings of East Atlantic bluefin tuna (ICCA T, including soıne non
Mediterranean catches) in the following table: 
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Country Exports (.lapan) Landings 

Fresh (t) Frozen (t) 
Tota l BFT Total BFT 
(t) (t) 

C roati a 78 - 78 970 
Cyprus 1 - 1 31 
France 32 460 492 6,741 
ltaly 259 816 1,074 3,278 
Libya 2 14 16 1,195 
Malta 29 - 29 269 
Morocco 22 312 334 2,227 
Spain 2,325 2,351 4,676 5,358 
Tunisia 446 6 1 507 2,352 
Turkey 266 - 266 1 ,407 

Total 3,460 4,014 7,474 23,828 

Source: Fish Informati on and Services (FIS lnt' I. Co. Ltd .) & ICCAT 

Given the overa l 1 stati stical problem, a thorough analysis of these data would 
require ınuch ınore attention; however, it is worth noting that a large aınount of bluefın 

tuna production is devoted to ıneet Japanese demand . This is irrespective of if the fıslı 
has spent a limited period in captivity in farming cages or not (in fact, in 1999 tuna 
fa rıning was just starting in the Mediterranean). it should also be noted that whereas 
landing fıgures refer to round weight, export fı gures refer to product weight (such as 
fılleted or gil led-and-gutted tuna) . So tlıe actual share ofthe catch exported to Japan is 
ımıch higher than suggested above. 

According to the Japanese Nationa l Report presented to the 4t1ı sess ion of the 
GFCM Scientific and Advisory Coınınittee, no farıned blu efın tuna was iınpoı1ed to 
Japan froın the Mediterranean Sea before 1997. The iınport of farıned tuna increased 
from 200 tonnes in 1997 to about 4,300 tonnes in 2000, according to the Bluefın T una 
Statistical Doc uın e nt provided by the Japanese Fisheries Agency to ICCA T . 

in Japan, most sas hinıi grade tuna is used for either sashinıi or sushi. The higher 
oil content in farıııed tuna seems to make it particularly suitable for sushi , since the oil 
is balanced and absorbed by the rice . For the same reason, farıned fısh is often too oi ly 
to be usecl as sashimi , because the taste is too heavy. Farmed tuna froın the 
Mediterranean has a lıi gher o il content than its Australian equivalent, and is ınore 
ap preci ated in Japan because the oil gives the flesh a more reddish colour which ınakes 
it nıore attractive. 

Spain a lso exports some frozen farnıed tuna to Japan to be so lcl during February 
ancl March when tlıe supply of fre sh bluefın tuna is likely to be at its lowest. Soıne of 
this is exported through Torei -Toyo Reizo, the tuna arın of Mitsubishi . The main 
market for thi s product is the medium range restaurants and sushi shops. Sales of 
Spani sh frozen and fresh farıned bluefı n tuna to the actual consumers in Japan are very 
limited, primarily because of its price (on average 4,500 yen/kg in early 2000). 
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THE CONSEQUENCES OF TUNA FARMING ON STATISTICS 

A fter the last stock assessınent in 1998, the SCRS recognises that uncertainty 
associated with catches has increased due to the increase of unreported catches 
following the iınposition of quotas and the developınent of tuna farıning . 

in the report froın the 5ı1ı ıneeting of the GFCM/ICCA T Working Group held in 
2000, explicit reference is ınade to the fact that "soıne bluefın tuna transhipped after 
catclı froın purse seine to farıning cages ınight not be included in the catclı statistics of 
the flag country of fıshing vessels, particularly when the nationality of fıshing country 
and the fıslı farıııs are different". lndeed, MIY AKE (2001) states that "the worst 
problem" with tuna farıning is that this practice has further confused catclı statistics 
because of transhipınents at sea and the lack of data on fıslı weight at capture. it is 
worth ınentioning here that tuna is assuıned to increase their weight by 25% at the end 
ofthe farıning period. 

in view of the rapid developınent of tuna farnıing, ICCA T ınade a request to 
SCRS through a forınal ICCAT resolution in 2000 . SCRS was asked to present a 
repoıi on the effects of bluefın tuna farıning on the collection of catclı statistics, and to 
reconımend possible solutions, if needed, to iınprove the Bluefın Tuna Statistical 
Docunıent (BTSD). in 2001, tlıe Comınittee responded that for stock assessment 
purposes its priınary interest was detailed information about the fısh when they are 
fırst caught (such as size, location, gear and fıshing effort). it also stated that tuna 
farming ınakes it ınore difficult to obtain tlıese data because fıslı cannot be sampled at 
the time of capture. in short, tlıe SCRS recomıiıended the following: 

1. to study tlıe feasibility of indirect sanıpling methods to estimate catclı nunıbers 
and catclı size before fattening takes place 

2. to study the growth rates of farnıed tuna 
3. to look at the feasibility to ınodify the BTSD so that individual fıslı can be 

tracked and the time of fattening is indicated 
4. to nıodify the BTSD so that it contains export data on the transfer of live fıslı 

captured by one country into cages of another country. 
The SCRS states that it is '·especially concerned with the lack of ability to 

accurately track catches, catch at size, origin of catches and fıshing effort expended on 
fıslı that are farmed in cages''. it also recognises tlıat as a result the detail of the stock 
assessnıent in 2002 and the subsequent level ofmanagement advice will be limited. 

SOME FACTS ABOUT TUNA FARMING PRODUCTION 
iN THE MEDITERRANEAN 

in a recent report, MlY AKE (2001) explains that before the developınent of tuna 
farming, the Japanese bluefın tuna market was consistent with very high quality tuna 
(pre-spawners) and clıeap tuna (post-spawners and juveniles). Tuna farming has 
creating a new medium-quality product fılling tlıe gap between these two categories on 
the market. He warns tlıat the consequent increase in demand for tuna from fıslı farıns 
will further increase tlıe fıshing effoıi, and lıave a very negative effect on an already 
severely overexploited stock. 
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The saıne author also states that the increasing market deınand for tuna is 
ınaking it harder and harder to reach an agreement on how to share the T AC between 
the fıshing nations undcr ICCAT, and that various nations are suspected to have "well 
exceeclecl" their quota. 

Soıne relevant aspects relatecl to tuna farıning in the different Mecliterranean 
coastal states (and .lapan) are suınınarised below. 

• SPAIN 

in June 2001. the Scientific Fonım on Spanish Fishing in the Mediterranean, 
composed of some of the most respected fıshery scientists in the region , expressed 
concern regarding tlıe increasing tuna farıning activities: "tuna penning is undoubtedly 
worsening the situation by distorting even more the ınanageınent systeın applied to this 
fıshery, besides its possible negative impact on the ecosystems". 

Tuna farming in the Spanish part of the Mediterranean is limited to the region 
of Murcia, >vhcre the fırst farın started to export tuna to .lapan as recently as in l 997. 
in l 999, the ınajor producers of farıned tuna were R. Fuentes, Albaladejo, G. Mendes 
and Caladeros del Mecliterraneo. in addition, a company callecl Mariviz basecl near 
Barbate worked with set nets, instead of fioating cages. Much of the fıslı was frozen 
for export to Japan, tlıough some was exported fresh. Soıne fresh tuna was also 
shipped to the US, where Spanish farıned fıslı has been changing the market. At that 
time, farmecl tuna fetched ınuch higher prices than wild caught tuna on the Japanese 
market. 

in the !ast few years, as the voluıne of farıned fıslı has increased and the price 
of fresh bluefın tuna has gone down, the voluıne of frozen fıslı has becoıne 

increasingly inıportant. Frozen proclucts affect the market less than fresh since they 
can be stored ancl then sold when the supply of fresh fıslı is low. Since ali the farınecl 
tuna has the high oil content that is so appreciated on the Japanese market, the portion 
frozen fıslı solcl later in the season is increasing. 

After the l 999 annual Meınory of the Econonıic ancl Social Council of the 
Region of Murcia (Consejo Econ6ınico y Social, CES), the production offarıned tuna 
tlıat year was rcportecl to be 3, 196 tonnes in total, with a value of 62,8 ınillion euros. 
This fıgure, however, is not consistent with the offıcial value of tuna exports froın this 
region, reportecl by the saıne source to be l 24.8 nıillion euros. lf these estiınates are 
coınpared to the offıcial estiınates of landings of bluefin tuna in the region of Murcia, 
reported to be only 76.4 tonnes, tlıe ınisnıatch becoınes draınatic. Tuna farıning is also 
driving the clynaınics of the pelagic fıshei·y in the region ; a previously valueless 
species - the round sarclinella Sardinella aurita - has becoıne an inıpoıiant target 
species very appreciatecl for feeding tuna. 

The saıne CES report also acknowledges the tensions between the loca! purse 
seine fieet targeting snıall pelagics and the tuna farıners, grouped under the association 
ASETUN. Loca! fısherınen claiın that their diıninishing catches are a result of the 
coınbined effects of pollution froın tuna farıns and the presence of cages in shallow 
coastal areas, which they say woulcl result in tuna, being large predators, scaring sınai! 
pelagic shoals. 
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The most recent data for 2001 points to a lrnge increase in tuna production: a 
total export of 7 ,000 tonnes, woıth 150 mi 11 ion euros. 

Most tuna farıns in Murcia are located in a heavily polluted coastal area. Loca! 
NGO's have raised this issue to the Japanese diplomatic delegation in Spain, together 
with concerns about whether the health standards are met by the exported product. 
Also, the Murcia-basecl NGO ANSE has suecl tuna farıning companies operating in the 
area, clairning that they have been operating illegally; sorne resolutions fronı the 
Ministry ofthe Autonomous Governınent are suppoıting the environınentalists ' claiıns. 

Project proposals for new tuna farıns have now been submitted to virtually ali 
of the different Autonoınous Governınents of the Spanish Mediterranean coastal 
regions, froın Anclalucia to the Balearic Islands, inclucling Catalonia. 

• CROATIA 

in Croatia, fattening of bluefın tuna started in 1996. in January 2001, 6 farıns with a 
predicted farming capacity of3 ,000 tonnes were in place. 

Kali Tuna, jointly owned by Croatian, Australian and Japanese interests, is the 
largest Croatian tuna farıning company. Is was founded by Croatian expatriates in 
Austral ia. who learned the process of farıning Southern bluefın tuna in the area of Poıt 
Lincoln and imported this technology into the Adriatic. The coınpany has 104 
employees and 7 fıshing boats at its disposal to supply the baitfısh to feed the tuna. 
üne of the owners dec lared that the amount of anchovy needed for one ye ar amounted 
to 4,500 tonnes. 

it has been reported that wild tuna approaches the cages ofthe Kali tuna farın in 
quest of sardines and other baitfısh fed to the farmed tuna. These wild tuna are fıshed 
by hook and line. Many of them are unusually fat and fetch high prices on the 
Japanese market. 

According to KATA VIC eı al. (2002) most of the farıns in Croatia are located 
in very siıallow areas with poor water exchange. There is also a lack of environınental 
ınonitoring of the effects of tuna farıns on the quality of water and sediınents, and 
soıne operations have clearly had negative iınpacts on both ecosysteıns and 
coınmunities . A great public opposition to these practices is also described. 

• FRANCE 

The French purse seine fleet targeting tuna in the Mediterranean is the main supplier of 
live tuna to the farıns in the region. Their strong influence over French fisheries 
authorities has so far governed the French position at the GFCM Plenary Sessions. 

An experiınental project fora 4-cages farın with 200 tuna in eaclı cage have 
been envisaged for the Frejus gulf in French Mediterranean waters, only 650 to 700 
metres offshore and next to a Posidonia seagrass bed, a habitat protected under the EU 
Habitats Directive. An iınpact study based on a hydrodynanıic model of the area 
addressing the potential effects of the fal'ın on water quality on nearby beaches 
concluded that under conditions prevalent in spring and sumrner (easterly winds and 
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breezes) the risk of direct pollution by farın waste on the beaches was impoı1ant 
(MARCHESE et uf., 2001 ). 

Representatives froın IFREMER (the French governınental fısheries institution) 
have recently stated that ' following the Spanish exaınple, several farıning projects ınay 
be launched in Fraııce in the near future'. 

• MALTA 

in 1999, Birdlife Malta warned that an application fora tuna farm project had been 
submitted to the authorities. The project entai led the location of cages only 300 metres 
offshore and threatened iınportant nesting colonies of seabirds such as Cory's 
shearwater (Culonectris diomedea), Yelkouan shearwater (Pı!ffınııs yelkoııan) and 
storın-petrel (Hydrohaıes pelagicus) found at the cliffs at Ta'Cenc in Gozo. 

According to the Nature Trust, the north of Malta is becoıning an iınportant 
area for tuna farıning. Recently, the Planniııg Authority Board approved the extension 
ofa tuna farın froın 4 to 8 cages against the recoınınendations ınade by the technical 
advisors of the saıııe Planning Directorate; in fact the tuna farııı was already operating 
with 8 cages without perıııission. Another tuna farm was also approved despite having 
been operating illegally. At present, ıııost ofthe sea breaın farıns at Malta have applied 
for changing their farıns into tuna pens. 

Having started as recently as in 2000, the two Maltese farıns produced 1,200 
tonnes during 2001. Over the next 2 years another 3 coınpanies will start farıning tuna, 
with a forecasted production of2,500 tonnes per year. 

There are serious frictions between loca! tuna fısherınen (sınai!- to ınediuın-scale 
longliners) and the tuna penning industry and its associated purse seine fleets. Disputes 
involving ltalian (from the Adriatic) and Spanish fısherınen, on one hand, and Maltese 
longliners, on the other, have required the presence ofthe Arıned Forces this year. 

in September 2001, the Maltese national delegation to the GFCM 261 1ı Sessi on 
proposed the establ ishınent ofa box in international waters south of Malta, that would 
be closed to purse seiııe fıshing. it was claiıned that increasing purse seining by a 
diverse tleet aiıned at supplying the farıns with tuna and the activity of tug boats 
towing the tuna cages were dranıatically disturbing traditional longline fısheries by 
Maltese, ltalian, Tunisian and Japanese fleets, as well as reducing tuna catches. The 
Maltese proposal was rejected following radical opposition froın the EC delegation . 

Fenech Farrugia fronı the Malta Center for Fishery Sciences recently declared 
that 'regulatory measures that directly control the registration of tuna caught by purse 
sei ners in the Med iterranean ın ust come i nto action so that ali catches are recorded by 
ICCAT' . 

• TUNISIA 

A Tunisian delegation is known to have visited the tuna farıns in Murcia in Span, the 
ınost iınportaııt area for tuna farıning in the whole Mediterranean region. The 
delegation wanted to learn nıore about the industry with view to possibly develop tuna 
farıns in their own country. 
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• JAPAN 

Since lapan hasa national longline fleet operating in the Mediterranean, the lapanese 
Fisheries Authority is greatly concerned about the dinıinishing returns of lapanese 
longliners caused by tlıe increasing coınpetition from production of farıned tuna. The 
lapanese authorities also claiın that national consumer associations are increasingly 
worried about the supposedly ınuch higher pollutant content in the nıeat of farıned 
tuna compared to wild-caught fıslı. 

Other lapanese stakeholders, however, have strong vested interests in the tuna 
farıning industry. Virtually ali farıned tuna is exported to lapan through Japanese 
ıniddlemen and big coınpanies like Kali in Croatia are co-owned by lapanese citizens. 

• ALGERIA 

in July 2001, the Algerian Fislıeries Firnı Union-Peche (the fırst industrial subsidiary 
of tlıe privately owned Union Bank) with an aim to invest in 'first class industrial 
opportunities in A lgeria', announced tlıat tlıey had signed an agreeınent witlı the 
Spanislı-Portuguese slıip building coınpany Navalfoz. Under the agreement, a fleet of 
20 tuna vessels witlı a deck length of 30 metres and 1 ıneasuring 47 metres will be 
built. Tlıis new fleet will be able to keep tuna alive in mobile cages, and negotiations 
witlı Japanese clients are already on-going. 

Tlıis case illustrates tlıe powerful econoınic interests belıind tuna farıning 

activities that are fuelling the developınent oftlıe sector in the region. The econoınic 
investnıents associated witlı this operation anımınt to 20 ınillion dollars. it was agreed 
despite tlıe fact tlıat Algeria did not becoıne a contracting party to ICCAT until 
February 2001 and lacks any allocated fıshing quota for bluefın tuna that would 
legitiınate new industrial exploitation of tlıe stock. Siınultaneously, Algeria has 
supplied ICCAT witlı revised fıgures on national catclıes of bluefın tuna for the !ast 
years. Tlıe new figures show a peak in the landings in 1993 and 1994, surprisingly the 
same years tlıat ICCA T uses as tlıe reference point for quota allocation anıong the 
different states. 

CONCLUSIONS 

Tuna farıning is a ııew, rapidly developing practice in the Mediterranean region and it 
is coınpletely reshaping the bluefin tuna fıshery. Most oftlıe purse seine catches in the 
region are now traıısferred to cages for fattening. Tuna farming has potential positive 
effects on the comınercial aspects of the fıshery, since it creates ınechanisms for 
regulating market supply, but we cannot overlook that it also creates a number of 
serious problems tlıat ınust be addressed without delay. 

lssues ofpaıiicular concern to WWF are outlined below. The briefhistory oftuna 
farıning in tlıe Mecliterranean does not allow us to draw any very conclusive "lessons 
learnt" regarding the real ınagnitude ofthe p·robleıns. However, the rapid developınent 
of the activity fuelled by tlıe huge economic benefıts involved creates urgency. 
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Until a proper ınanageınent systeın is in place that addresses the concerns raised 
below, this activity cannot be considered sustainable. WWF has not atteınpted to 
balance the relative iıııportance of the different points highlighted, but a failure to 
resolve any of the ınore acute problems ınight well underınine the ecological 
sustainability of the entire practice. in this context, it is worth reıneınbering that 
according to the Precautionary Approach, one ofthe cornerstones ofthe FAO Code of 
Conduct for Responsible Fisheries now fully endorsed by nearly ali relevant 
international fora, the burden of the proof is on the industry side. This ıııeans that it is 
up to the industry to provide the scientifıc evidence that this practice is sustainable. 

1) The so-called 'tuna farming' in the Mediterranean is just an added final step of 
a standard capture fı shery that relies on a severely overexploited stock. As 
sc ienti sts lıave pointed out, this new practice is expanding the market for 
bluefın tuna. resulting in a further increase in fıshing effoıt. A draınatic increase 
in capital invested in a fıshery harvesting an already overexploited stock is 
clearly going to underınine any atteınpts to rebuild the overfıshed stock. 

2) Tuna farıning is obviously exacerbating the already substantial probleıns with 
accuracy in catch data froın the region. This is of serious concern since lCCAT 
acknowledges that the lack of information is preventing any further reliable 
scientifıc assessınent of the stock - a necessary basis for any rational 
ınanageınent plan for the species. 

3) Currently. tuna farıning is considered a post-harvest practice and therefore falls 
outside the regulations and fıshing ınanageınent systeıns put in place by GFCM 
and ICCA T. it has been allowed to deve lop in a relatively unregulated ınanner 
because it fa l Is in between the defınition s ofa fıshery and true aquaculture. 

4) Given tlıe large aınounts ofbaitfısh needed to feed the tuna duringcaptivity, the 
effects of tlıese assoc iated fısheries targeting loca! ınediuın and sınall pelagic 
populations is also a ınatte r of concern. Many of these fısheries are poorly 
regulated and very little data is available to ınonitor theın. Sonıe of the sınall 
pelagics, such as anchovy, are a lready well below natural/optinıal levels in 
some areas . 

5) The fact that farıns are installed very close to the coast creates in a high 
pressure on the littoral fringe . Farıns are also conıpeting for space with other 
human activities and are, in soıne cases, in conflict with atteınpts to protect 
valuable natura! areas. 

6) Given that the priınary aim oftuna farıning is to inıprove the qua lity ofthe ıneat 
through an increase in oil content rather than to quantitatively increase the 
biomass of fısh , conversion effıciencies from feed to tuna ıneat are very low. 
Tlıi s results in wasteful practices that also contribute to the organic pollution of 
surrounding habitats. 

7) in addition to concerns regarding pollution effects froın farıns on nearby coastal 
areas, there is also the problem of bioaccumulation of pol lutants in the tissue of 
farıned tuna. which cou ld lıave detriınental effects on the consuıners' health . 
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8) The higlı-tech, large-scale activities associated with tuna farming practices -
from purse seine fıshing and the installation of cages to tug boats towing cages 
for very long distances - are likely to disturb other loca] fleets . Conflicts have 
already tlared up in Malta ancl Spain. 

9) in some cases, for example in Spain ancl Malta, tuna farıns have repeateclly 
operatecl illegally, as has been acknowleclgecl by soıne loca! authorities. 

Based on current practices and inforınation, tuna farıning in the Mecliterranean 
cannot be consiclered a viable sustainable option. 

A "true" tuna aquaculture independent of capture fısheries on wild tuna -
control 1 ing al 1 the stages of the 1 ife cycle - with cages placecl in off-shore locations 
woulcl greatly improve the current situation. But concerns regarding fıshing pressure 
on sınai! pelagics to feed the farmed tuna would remain . Large-scale captive 
procluction ofa carnivorous species will probably never be a sustainable activity due to 
the intrinsic waste of energy it entails and the resulting enormous ecological footprint. 

in any case, the domestication ofa marine fısh species is an extremely diffıcult, 
long and expensive process. it ınay never be achievecl and even if it is, the econoınic 
feasibi l ity of tuna aquaculture remains unaddressed. 

WWF RECOMMENDATIONS 

WWF believes that many different ıneasures are needed to save the bluefın tuna ancl 
miniınise the effects of current tuna farming. 

• Governments around the Mediterranean and the European Union (EU) ınust put 
proper ancl harrnonised regulations for tuna farrning practices in place, since 
they are large-scale agro-inclustrial operations. 

• A decrease in fıshing pressure on the wild tuna stock is urgently required. The 
TAC under ICCA T ımıst be lowered to the scientifıcally recoınmended level, 
and the reporting systeın for catch fıgures must be changed to accoınmodate the 
new ' fıshing for farming' practices. 

• A long-terın ınanagement plan for Eastern Atlantic bluefın tuna ınust be put in 
place airned at rebuilding the stock, rather than just avoid its collapse. 

• Control ancl regulation of illegal fıshing and farrning operations neecls to be 
greatly iınprovecl. 

• it needs to be recognised that even though the actual penning ınight be a "post
harvest practice" it is only the !ast step of a standard capture fıshery. 

Subscqucntly, tuna farıning practices rnust be subject to tuna fıshery regulations 
to ensure coherence with conservation ıneasures for the stock. Therefore, it 
ımıst be dealt with by GFCM and ICCA T, the bodies responsible for 
rnanagement ofthe wild stock. 

• The feecl fisheries of sınai! ancl mediuın pelagics ınust also be regulatecl and 
ınonitorecl to prevent stock collapses ancl the disruption of trophic pathways in 
the surrounding ecosystems. 
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Consequently, WWF calls fora moratorium on the developınent of new tuna 
farıns in the Mediterraııean until the iınplications oftlıis activity on the environıneııt, 
the tuna stock aııd the fıslı stocks used for feed are properly addressed at the 
appropriate iııternational aııd national levels. lnitiatives like limitiııg the fraction of 
tuna quota susceptible of being farmed or establishing ıniniınuın farıning sizes for 
tuna, as suggested recently by a representative of the EU DG Fisheries, would be tlıe 
kind of nıeasu res pointing to the right way. 
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BLUEFIN TUNA FARMING OPPORTUNITIES 

INLEBANON 

Jack JACOB 

Lebtuna lnternational Ltd., Beirut, LEBANON 

WHY LEBANON? 

At the heaıi ofthe Midclle East and the crossroads ofthe three continents, Lebanon has 
long been the convergence point of trade routes and the ıneeting place for a wide 
variety of people. The land of the alphabet is now a regional and international hub for 
trade, fınance, inclustry, services ancl tourisın. Why Lebanon? 

- Strategic Geographical Location 

- Free Market Economy 

- 1 nvestment Guarantees 

- Liberal Financial Environment 

- Moclerate Tax Rates 

- Human resources 

- Expancling infrastnıcture 

COMPANY PROFiLE 

Lebtuna International SARL is a ınultinational organization. it is a Lebanese registered 
lnternational Company. Paıily owned ancl fully ınanagecl by Lebanese. it aiıns to 
establi sh a new inclustry of aquaculture by raising Bluefın Tuna (BFT) in cages in the 
sea. it also aiıns at rebuilcling tlıe Lebanese fıslıing industry to coınpete internationally. 

OBJECTIVES 

1- Establish first ancl sole BFT fattening farın in Lebanon. 

2- Bring financial and know how suppoıi froın abroad. 

3- Proınote loca! economy by providing job opportunity. 

4- Involve loca! & international fishermen in the project. 

5- lnvolve loca! inclustries in the project (storing and trucking). 
6- Develop potential new inclustries (food processing and packaging, ship building). 

7- Buy loca! product to a maximum available. _ 
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PROJECT SUMMARY 

Bordering a large portion of Mediterraııean Sea, Lebanon occupies a strategic 
geograplıic position during tlıe imınigration of tlıe BFT (see Appendix 1- chart of 
iınınigration of BFT). lts business environment, diversity in cliınate and rich human 
resources. ınakes Lebanon an attractive site for investment and business. 

Lebaııon hasa well-educated working population, political and social stability, 
econoınic integration into the Euro-Mediterranean region, a policy of incentives for 
foreign investınent aııd export, and constant iınproveınent in adıninistrative 

procedures. Most iınportantly, Lebanon is located in very close proxiınity to northern 
bluefin tuna migratory routes . 

Tlıe close proxirnity ofthe project to Tripoli port, 20 minutes including truck & 
ferry, to the poıi allows for great tlexibility in supplying fresh and frozen feed for the 
project. üne of the best and ınost modern refrigerators to be used in tlıis project is 
located near the sea poıi of Tripoli and at 20 minutes distance fronı I-lannouch a 
priority site where the cages wi 11 be locatecl . Other favorable locations are deternıined 
as well. Some otlıer coınınercial and sınai] ports for fish boats used in the feeding 
application are at close distance too. 

Steps of the project: 

1- Catch bluefin tuna in May and Jııne. I-ligh Teclı Equipped Purse seines not 
available in Lebaııon will be usecl (with on board Lebanese fisherınan for training) to 
catch the tuna ancl put thenı in cages. 

2- These cages are towed by Lebanese tug boats to our feeding cages. A total of 
1 O cages is needed and sea area is 250,000 square ıneters in the first plıase. 

3- Feecl neecled by the tuna is locally available like Sardine, Anchovy and 
Mackerel. The locally available quantity will not be enough to reach 60 tones daily 
feeding neecls. Locally available freezing facilities at -22 degree are needecl to store 
the iınportecl frozen fıshes. 

4- Feed tuna with fresh loca] and importecl frozen fıslı. Such as Sardine, 
Mackerel ancl Anchovies . The feecling is done claily 6 daysa week. 60 tons of feed is 
needed daily. 

5- The feed is delivered by trucks to locally available fishing boats and 
transferred to the tloating cages and feci to the tuna. 

Main Fish Caught in Lebanon 

Bogue, reci ınullet, European hake, picarel, blotchecl picarel, horse ınackerel, golden 
grouper, clusky grouper, coınınon Pandora, axillary's sea breaın, coınınon two baııded 
sea bream, giltlıeacl sea breanı, sworclfish, blue fın tuna, little tuııny, Atlantic ınackerel, 
conınıon dentex. coıııınon sea breaın, great~r aınberjack, john dory, spine foot, twaite 
shad, parrotfish, golden gray ınullet, coınınon dolphin fish, anchovy, sardines, 
tlıornback ray, conıınon stingray, sınall spotted cat shark and black ınouth cat shark. 
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Aclvantages of this Project 

• Cheap gasoline 

• Good infrastructure 

• Location ofthe farm close to ports, freezing facilities and to capital city Beirut 

• Feed fı s lı available at low cost 

• Low taxes aııd liberal fıııaııcial policy 

• Geographically c lose to turkey and practically ın need of Turkish know how aııd 
purse se iııes. 

• Estab li s hmeııt of Turkish-Lebaııese bu s iııess council under DEIK facilitating trade 
exchange and collaboration. 

Disadvantages of this Project 

• No loca! purse seines of know how. 

• Absence of practical laws about aquaculture and BFT farıning. 

• Tough eııv ironınental regulations 

• 60 tons of fi sh feecl needecl but cannot be supplied in total locally- fi sh feed to be 
iınported. 

• Olcl teclıııiques offislıing- Lebanese fisherınen stili use traditional long lines and gill 
nets. 

Environment & Species Protection 

Lebtuna lııte rn ational Co. prepared an Environmental Iınpact Assessınent (EIA) ofthis 
proposed project in accordance with Ministry of Environınent draft EIA decree. We 
will conduct annual assessınent of the environınent of the s ite allocated according to 
general rul es requi red by MOE. 

APPENDIX 1. Equipment Used 

Equipment Quantity 

Purse Seines 15 

Feeding Cages 10-20 

Towing Cages 10-15 

Tug Boats 6 

Feecling Boat 6 
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APPENDIX 2. The migration map of Bluefın tuna in the Mediterranean Sea 

APPENDIX 3. Water Temperature Dıning BFT Farming. 

MAY JUNE JULY AUG. SEPT. OCT. NOV. DEC. 

1999 23 27.3 28.5 30 29 26 23.5 20.5 

2000 23 26.5 28.5 29 28 26 23 19.7 

2001 22 27.3 28.7 30.5 28.5 26.6 24.6 20.5 
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POSSIBILITIES FOR BLUEFIN TUNA FARMING iN THE WATERS 
OF THE TURKISH REPUBLIC OF NORTHERN CYPRUS 

Mustafa EM İNSEL, Ercan SINA Y 
Departınent of An imal Husbandry, 

Nicosia, The Turkislı Republic ofNorthern Cyprus, 
Mersin , 1 O Turkey 

The Turkish Republic ofNorthern Cyprus (TRNC) is interested to develop the bluefın 
tuna fishery and the fattening of bluefın tunas in their waters and encourages 
investors. The coast !ine ofTRNC is 396 kın long, constituting 50,6% ofthe total coast 
!ine ofthe island ofCyprus. The fısh production ofNorth Cyprus is 450 tons per year. 
The fı shing boats are 4-12 ın long and use 16-45 mm ıneshed gill and traınınel nets 
and longlines Sınall and big pelagic fisheries are not developed (ORAY and 
KARAKULAK, 2002a). A purse seine fıshery does not exist There are good chances 
for developing the big (bluefin tuna, albacore, atlantic little tunny, bullet tuna, 
swordfı s h greater aınbeı:jack, leerfısh) and sınall (bogue, sardinella, ınediterranean 
lıorse mackerel , atlantic horse mackerel, chub ınackerel, picarel) pelagis fısheries . 

Experiınental fi shing in TRNC waters for sınai! pelagic fıshes !ast fail gave good 
results On tlıe coasts of North Cyprus exist during the wlıole year ideal water 
teınperatures for fattening of bluefın tunas. Bluefın tunas are caught during the whole 
year ali around the coasts ofTRNC as by catcl1 in the swordfish longlines fishery . The 
weights ofthese bluefıns vary between 1O-150 kh (ORAY and KARAKULAK, 2002b; 
ORAY and KARAKULAK, 2002c). 
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AGE AND GROWTH OF THE BLUEFIN TUNA (Tliumıus tlıymıus) OF 
THE NORTHEAST ATLANTIC 

Jose L. CORT 
lnstituto Espafiol de Oceanografıa, Apdo. 240, 39080 Santander, SPAIN 

ABSTRACT 

This paper studies the growth and age of East Atlantic bluefın tuna based on the 
observation ancl analysis of hare! patis (fın ray sections). 

The clifferent patis and types of rings observed on the fın ray section are 
clefınecl. Froın thi s stucly it can be cleclucecl that: 

-1-lyaline rings are winter rings which are forıned between fail and winter 
(October-March), 

-Areas of active growth start forıning in spring and conclude their formation in the fal! 
(March-October), 

- For younger agecl bluefın (age-classes l to 3), summer growth is from 3 to 4 tinıes 
more in size ancl from 4,5 to 6 times more in weiglıt than winter growtlı, 
-Winter hyaline rings can be siııgle (thin or thick). or double . 

Frorn the growth equation obtained by combining data from the juvenile bluefın 
fislıery of the Cantabrian Sea (north of Spain) with that fronı the adult bluetin fıshery 
of tlıe Strait of Gibraltar area, a value of Loo=J 18,85 cm is obtained, which 
corresponds to a W",=615,90 kg. 

INTRODUCTION 

Tlıe age ancl growth of tlıe bluefın tuna is studied paying special attention to the 
irıterpretation of the s igns manifestecl in some hare! patis of its body (in this case, the 
spinal sections) . 

MATERIALS AND METHODS 

The sampling was done in northern ancl southern ports ofSpain between the months of 
May ancl November. 

Tlıe range of s izes covered is between 45 ancl 200 cm in the fıshery of the 
Cantabrian Sea (notihern of Spain), and between 170 and 304 cm in the traps of the 
Gulf of Cacliz (southern of Spain). in both cases fork length as reference was taken. 

The rnetlıod of extraction, preparation ancl the cutting of the spine, is the one 
clescribed by COMPEAN-JIMENEZ and BARO ( l 980a; l 980b). 

Following their same method, some cross sectional cuts ranging from 0,5 to 0,7 
mm in thickness on the fırst dorsal fın using a slow rotating diarnond saw were made. 
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The cuts ware prepared on slides covered with a highly transparent resin, anda 
si ide cover. The ıııeasuring ancl reacling of the spinal sections was carriecl out with a 
profile projector using a zooııı of about 1 Oto 50. 

The back-calculatecl growth size ofthe fish and the clianıeter of its spine were 
calculated fora sarnple of300 tunas, by REY and CORT ( 1984 ). The range of sizes in 
this relation, is froın 29 to 200 cm fork lenı:,ıi:h (FL); those fısh uncler 50 cm were froın 
the Mecliterranean Sea. lnclucling those fıslı gave us a better fıt to the back-calculatecl 
growth . 

The growth model usecl was YON BERTALANFFY (1938). 
The average value by age of bluefın tuna frorn the Cantabrian Sea, between 

and 8 years of age, was estiınated froın the following equation: 
Y= 12.780863 X0,s76 

(For 12, 24, 36. 46, 60. 72, 64 y 96; X= month) 
The equation in obtainecl by potential acljustınent of the ınoclal values of 

ınonthly size clistributions (CORT, 1989). 

RESlJLTS 

GROWTH iN HARD PARTS (SPINE SECTIONS) 

The cross sectional cuts ofthe spines show an alternation ofwicle areas (active growth) 
and translucent bands (slow growth). The correct interpretation of these ınarks, is 
fundaınental in orcler to clevelop the study on growth as well as to coıne to conclusions 
on the biological ancl ecoloıiical asoects ofthis soecies. 

Parts ofa dissected spine 

D ifferen t typ es of rings 
observed 

Figure 1. Parts ofa clissectecl spine 
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in the cross sectional cuts on the spines, the following parts can be noticed : 
1. Translucent area of slow growtlı which can be forıned by two rings or just one. 
2. Opaque area of fast growtlı, 
3. Vascularized nucleus , wlıich in fislı over two years old has a reabsorbed paıi in 

wlıiclı the transparent bands disappear, and 
4. Diaıneter of the spine. 

in young inclividuals (up to 3 years old) it is easy to fınd ali the hyaline rings of 
a spine. However, in fıslı over 3 years tlıe central area of the spine is reabsorbed and 
consequently tlıe bands are gone. Tlıerefore, for those fıslı a back calculation of the 
size of tlıe fislı at the moment of the forınation of tlıe first visible rings ınust be ınade. 

WINTER GROWTH 

For samples of the spinal sections of bluefın caught in the Cantabrian Sea durino the 
tislıing season. different observations and measureınents lıave been carried out o~ the 
translucent riııgs to stucly tlıe developınent oftlıe sizes by age in 1 - 7 year old fıslı (50 
to 175 cm). 

Tlıe trans lucent rings found respond to different interpretations clue to their 
shape ancl appareııı coınposition (Figure 1 ). 

1. in soınc cases two thin translucent rings can be seen separated by an 
opaque bancl. This is called couplet and the interpretation of these is an follows: 

The first ring indicates tlıe beginning of the cold season (this translucent band 
shown a poor protein doses which causes a visible accuınulation of ıninerals in the 
bonny parts) vvlıiclı can coincicle with tlıe outward migration from the Cantabrian Sea 
to the vvintering areas. 

Tlıe opaque band whiclı appears next (between tlıe two rings tlıat form tlıe 
couplet) is the winıer growtlı. 

Finally tlıere is the second ring which shows tlıe end ofwinter. Tlıis one, which 
can coincicle witlı the ınigration to the areas of active feeding, has the saıne 

coınposition as its twin . 

2. Fine single rings. 

These slıow that tlıe fıslı scarcely grow during winter. Since the begining ofthe 
cold season until the fish return to the active feeding area (in spring), the growth 
slowed down quite notably. 

3. Thick translucent rings. 

Thi s indicate tlıat the bluefın had a more active growth than in the previous 
case. Here the growth is the saıne as in the fırst case, but the diet had no proteins. 

A fter lıaving explained the different cases of spinal rings, the growth of bluefın 
tuna cluring the winter can be slıown. To do ~o , ıneasurements of the diaıneter of the 
translucent rings were taken froın the beginning of these (whether siınple or double) 
ti 11 tlıe enci of tlıeın. 
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. . ~sing a saı~ıple o~' 363 bluefın tuna agecl 1 to 7, the clistribution of frequencies 
of the clıaıneter 01· the \:vın:er rıngs were obtainecl. The results ancl their corres poncling 
paraıneters. are shown ın 1 ables 1 ancl 2. 

. Using thi s equation:Y= 0.551 + 0.060 X (REY ancl CORT, 1984) 
wlııclı relates Y ( cliaınetcr of tlıe spine) witlı X (zoological length of the tuna), tlıe 
results shown in Tables 3 and 4 were obtainec! . 

in these t<lbles tlıe size clistributiorı back-calculatecl to tlıe beoinning of tlıe 
winter ring a re expressed as TC ( 1-7) and by TP ( 1-7) as the enci of thc wirrter riıw. 
(The paraınete r s o f tlıe se back-calculatecl size cli stribution are slıown in Tabl e 5. ~ 

Tlı e winte r growth of bluefın fronı the Cantabrian Sea was obta inecl by 
calculating ıhc eli fference betwccn the average values by age at ılıe enci ancl at the 
beginning ofthe rings. Tlıe final rcs ults are expressed as follows: 

AGE WlNTER 

GROWTH (cm) 

2.90 

2 3. 11 

3 3.83 

4 6.39 

5 7.00 

6 6.21 

7 6 .03 

SUMMER GROWTH 

To estimate the s umıner growth of bluefin tuna , saınpling of spines froın fi s lı o f age 
groups 1. 2 and 3 was carried out. These fi s lı arc norınally found in the Bay of Biscay 
from the beginning oftlıe suınmer season (June), until the enci oftlı e season (October). 

Tlıe idea is to follow , fronı the beginning, the clistance from tlıe las t visible ring 

in tlıc cuts o f tlıe spines to tlıe enci of tlıe ring. 
As the tislıing season advances, the ring becornes farther and farther froın the 

enci of tlıe cut. in tlıe beginning of the season (June) this ring was at tlıe edge of tlıe 
spıne. 

Tlıe results are shown in Table 6 ancl in Figure 2, wlıere tlıe following growtlı 
can be observed . Therefore, the average increase in lengtlı ancl weight for the different 
age classes of bluefin tuna in the Cantabriaıı Sea whiclı stuclied is as follows: 
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--, _, 

4 

5 

6 

7 

Autumn ---Winter 

(cm) (kg) 

2.90 0,4 

3.11 1,3 

3.83 1.7 

6,39 4.0 

7.00 6,4 

6.21 7,4 

6 ,03 8.4 

(*) Betwecn October ancl March. 
C:'*) Between June and October. 

Suııımer-A utumn 

(cm) (kg) 

9,70 2,5 

13 . 15 5,8 

15,40 10,3 

13.00* l 0,5 (.lune-Sept.) 

14,00** 14,8 (June-Sept.) 

A veranc va lues ta ke n fro ııı Table 8a. Suııııner growth in relation to winter 
b 

growth , is as follows for the ages studied: 

2 

:ı 

4 

5 

Multiple of 

Growth in size Growth in weight 

(cın) 

3,34 

4,23 

4,02 

2 ,03 

2 

(kg) 

6,2 

4,5 

6, 1 

That is. for age classes 2 ancl 3, sumıner growth (in c ın ) is four times more than 
winter growth. For the other age classes, summer growth is at least twice as much, and 
iıı age c la ss 1 fislı it is ovcr tlıree tiınes more. As regards weight for tlı e first three age 
gro ups, s uınıner grnwth is on tlıe average fıve to six times ıııore than wiııter growth. 

VON BERTALANF'FY GROWTl-l MODEL 

One general mode l ha s been usecl for the wlıole species, us ing the age-class values 
( 1-8) of thc Bay of Biscay, ancl the 1984 bluetin trap fıshery in the Gulf of Cacliz (age 
classes 9 to 19). froııı wlıich fin ray sp ines are available (Table 7). 
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The parameters of Yon Bertalanffy equation, applying tlıe fit of the model by 
Ford & Walford, are: 

Loo= 3 18,85 (cm) 
t0 = -0,97 (year) 
k= 0,093 (annual) 

and the equation resulted was: 
Lt = 3 18,85 [ 1- e-o 09J ıı +0 ,97 J] 

The estimated of Woo is diffıcult for bluefın tuna due to the numerous 
size/weight equations calculated in areas where there are irnrnature and adult tun.as. . 

Out oftlıese, the equation by RODRIGUEZ-RODA (1964) was selected sınce ıt 
hasa wider range of sizes (25-279 cm, FL). This equation in as follows: 

W = 0,000019 L3 

Replacing in this equations 

Woo =0 0,000019 L 3,,, 

Where W00 = 615 ,90 kg (for Loo = 318.85 cm) 

The Yon Bertalanffy weighted equation would be: 

Wt = 615,90 [ 1 - e0 ·093 ı ı +o.<m] 

The only infonnation available on the integral growth of eastern bluefın tuna is 
from RODRIGUEZ-RODA ( 1964), COMPEAN-JIMENEZ (1980) and COMPEAN 
-JIMENEZ and BARO (1983) although the last studies are very siın i lar with slight 
variations. 

APPLICATIONS OF THE DESCRIBED STUDY 

Studies on bluefın growth, as noted in the preceding chapter, show a considerable , · 
meta bol ic activity of this species during the ınonths they spend in the Cantabrian Sea 
(from the end of spring to mid-fall). 

Due to tlıe alınost coınplete stop in growth in the ınonths corresponding to the 
cold season (Noveınber to March), it is iınportant to point out that bluefın return to the 
Cantabrian Sea the following year and are the sarne size they were when they left 7 
ınonths before (Tables 8a and 8b ). 

Because ofthis, the application oftlıe size/age keys have to be done seasonally. 
The use ofonl y one key for at the catches would distort the size distribution of these 
catches. · 
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1 

Table 1. Diaıııeter frequency clistribution of the winter rings . (For each age, the left 
co luınn inclicates the distribution ofthe cliameters at the begining ofthe 
forınation of the ring; the right coluınn inclicates the cli stribution of the 
cli<ııneters at the enci oftheir formation). 
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Table 2. Values and paraıııeters obtained froın ııı easuring tlıe winter rings. (Tlıe dianı e t e r at tlı e beginning oftlıe forıııation oftlıe ring 
is slıomı on tlıc idi: tlıe dianı e ı c r at tlıe enci oftlıe ring forıııation is givcn on llı c r i g lıt) . 

AGE 

1 1 2 2 3 3 4 4 
1 

5 ::> 6 6 7 7 

N 65 65 73 73 68 68 56 56 37 37 37 37 27 27 

-
3,66 4,79 5,02 1 5,90 6,29 7, 19 7,62 8,47 8.84 9,28 x 2, 14 ,., ' ' 3,48 9,65 ~,.).) 

(mm) 

CT 0, 18 0,20 0,41 0.39 0,43 0,44 0,52 0,58 0,54 0,55 0.57 0,55 0,60 0,57 

Sy 
2, 10 2,28 3.39 3.57 4,69 4,92 5,76 6, 14 7.02 7,44 8,29 9,02 9,05 9.43 Sx ( lııt. Conf. 
2, 18 2.38 3.57 3.75 4.89 5, 12 6,04 6,44 7,36 7,80 8,65 8,66 9,51 9,87 95 %) 
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Table 3. Numeric values ofthe size distributions back-calculated to the beginning 
ofthe winter ring (Ages 1-7). 

FL (cm) TPI TP2 TP3 TP4 TPS TP6 TP7 
35-39 3 

40-44 28 

45-49 3 1 

50-54 
., 

1 -' 

55-59 8 

60-64 ?" _.) 

65-69 17 

70-74 14 

75-79 5 3 
80-84 5 20 

85-89 19 
90-94 9 6 
95-99 11 4 

100-104 5 il 
105-109 15 

l 10-114 9 

115- l 19 6 5 

120-124 4 10 

125-129 7 

130-134 6 

135-1 39 6 5 

140-144 9 

145 -149 2 5 2 

150-154 7 l 

155-159 5 5 

160- 164 
., 

7 .) 

165-169 2 6 

170-174 2 

175-179 

180-184 2 

185-190 

190-194 

N 65 73 68 56 37 37 27 
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Table 4. Nunıeric values of tlıe size distributions back-calculated to the end of 
tlıe winter ring (Ages 1-7). 

FL (cm} TPl TP2 TP3 TP4 TP5 TP6 TP7 

35-39 

40-44 14 

45-49 32 

50-54 18 

55-59 

60-64 18 

65-69 25 

70-74 14 

75-79 8 

80-84 5 8 

85-89 3 24 

90-94 14 

95-99 7 5 

100-104 10 5 

105-109 5 7 

110-114 14 

115-1ı9 9 

120- 124 11 4 

125- 129 1 7 

130-134 2 7 

135-139 2 6 

140- 144 9 4 

145-149 1 5 2 

150- 154 l 9 

155-159 2 7 1 

160-164 5 4 

165-169 3 8 

170-174 
.., 

5 .) 

175-179 4 

180- 184 

185-190 

190-194 

N 65 73 68 56 37 37 27 
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Table 6. Nuıneric values ofthe !ast vis ible ring on t lı e spines and tlıeir correspo ıı d i ng 
conservation 10 s izes for bluefin tuna from tlıe Cantabrian Sea (Ages 1-3 ). 

L\ST RiNG SAMPLE VALUES ... 

AGEi SPINES(N) Q x 
SV/SX ~ cr(cm) 

FL 
SV/SX 

i.!!!!lli i.!!!!lli is.!!!l 
O, 19 

')' l ,48 57.7 
57,l 

JUNE ') ' 0.069 0.22 ..:.. .) 
0,25 

-...:ı 58,3 
0,18 

2 1 2,73 57;7 
56,5 

JL!LY 21 0,096 0.28 
0,26 58,9 

0,27 
9 2,00 60 

58 ,7 
AUG UST 10 0.078 0.32 0,37 (ı 1.3 

0,46 '') 2,.38 ôl,I 
64,3 

SEPT. '') 0,13 0,51 .) _ 
0,5ô 

.)_ 65 ,9 

0,60 67,4 
6ô.3 

OCT. _)) 0.20 0,67 0,74 
34 3,47 68,5 

.. ... 

JUN E 40 0,062 O, lô 
O, 14 

40 2,95 75,3 
74,.3 

0. 18 76, 1 

JULY ~ :' o. 12 0,27 
0.23 

35 5,16 80,0 
78 ,3 

0,31 81,7 

A.UGUST ~3 0. 12 0,38 
0,34 

'' 4,88 80,3 
78 ,7 

0.42 
.).) 

82.0 

SEPT. 39 0.17 0,66 
0.6 1 

39 4.34 88,4 
87, 1 

0,7 1 89,8 

OCT. 3ô O. 14 0,75 
0,70 

35 3,20 88,4 
89,5 

0,80 87.3 

... 

0.046 O, 15 
0. 13 

35 5,49 93 ,9 
92 , 1 

JUNE 35 
0,17 95.7 
0,26 6, 14 10 1,8 

99.9 
JULY 44 0,067 0,28 

0.30 
44 103,6 

0,42 
42 8,65 102,8 

100, l 
AUGUST 42 0.13 0,46 

0,50 105,4 

0.71 2,48 109,5 
11 0.5 

SEPT. 20 0. 11 0.76 0.8 1 
20 108.4 

0.76 3,58 109,3 
108. 1 

OCT. 35 0. 15 0,81 
0,8ô 

35 110,5 



Table 7. Size ! age key of bluefın tuna caught by traps off the south of Spain. 

FL cm) Q 7 ş_ 2 .!.!! il .!l. .Ll. 14 15 .!&. lZ 11 19 
170-174 2 2 

175-179 3 2 

180-184 2 4 

185-189 5 

190-194 5 2 

195-199 6 4 

200-204 4 4 

205-209 4 6 

210-214 1 4 3 

215-219 3 6 8 

220-224 3 6 3 3 
225-229 8 4 4 
230-234 2 4 6 4 2 
235-239 2 2 1 3 
240-244 4 5 2 
245-249 5 

250-254 1 2 

255-259 2 3 

260-264 2 

265-269 2 

270-274 

275-279 

280-284 

285-289 

290-294 

295-299 

300-304 

N 3 7 7 23 24 38 21 21 19 21 3 2 2 

FL(cnı) 191 206 216 222 232 242 247 
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AGE 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

AG E 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

Table 8a. Range of weights by age and by ınonth for bluefın tuna froın 
the Cantabrian Sea. 

MAY JlJNE .JllLY AUGUST SEPT. OCT. NOY. 

3,5 3,6 4,0 4,8 6,2 6,4 
2,8 4,1 4,7 4,8 5,9 6,8 7,6 

7,7 8,8 9,0 10,5 13,4 15,2 

7,9 9,3 10,6 12,5 12,8 16,0 16,3 

15,2 14,7 17,0 19,8 27,6 

15 ,2 17 ,6 19,8 22,9 26,2 32,0 

27,9 28,8 32,4 36,3 
30,4 37,0 41,5 42,4 

42 ,0 49,1 49,5 55,4 
48 ,0 55 ,8 61,4 64,3 

66,9 - 79,6 

86,4 - 101,3 

109,3 - 117,7 

Tabl e 8b. Raııge of sizes by age and by month for bluefın tuna froın 
the Cantabrian Sea. 

M AY JUN E JlJLY AlJG UST SEPT. OCT. NOV. 

55 ,5 55 ,7 57,8 61,7 66,2 67 
50,9 58,3 61 ,2 61 ,7 65 ,1 68,4 71 , I 

72,1 76,5 77 81,4 88,8 92,9 
73 ,6 77,1 81,7 86,6 87,4 94,6 95 ,2 

91,9 91 ,8 96,6 102 111 ,6 
92,9 96,7 102 107,4 112,7 117,6 

115 ,2 116,5 12 1,5 126,5 
118,8 127,4 132,7 133 ,7 
132,2 140,9 141,3 147 
139,7 147,4 152,5 155 

157,2 161 ,7 

166,4 175,9 

180,7 185,4 
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Figure ::'.. Developıncnt of tlıe !ast vi sible ring on the spine of bluefin tuna 
froııı the Cantabrian Sea (right panel) and conversion to size 
in fork length (FL) (lett panel). 
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ABSTRACT 

A total of 84 bluefin tuna \Vere tagged witlı clcctronic pop-up satellite tags ancl 
releasecl iıı thc Meditcrraneaıı aııd the Strait of Gibraltar between Juııe 1998 and 
August 2000; 25 (32 °/o) wcre located by the Argos satellite systeın. Location rates 
werc 21 ''. ·iı and 62 %, respectivcly , for s iııgle-point tags (61 PTT-100 releasecl) aııd 
archival tags (23 PAT rcleased). Most tags surfaced in the western Mediterraneaıı and 
eastern Atlantic. lıut oııc archi va l tag tran sınittcd froııı a position south of lcelaııd ancl 
one siııgle-po iııı tag transıııittecl fronı the Greeıılancl Sea. No transatlantic nıigrations 
vvere obseı·ved . l\1ost tags releasecl in thc wcstern Mcditerraııeaıı surfaced near tlı e 

tagging louıtion. suggesting loca! res icl e ııcy. Rcsidency ancl spawning site fıclelity 

(whiclı was also inclicatcd by our da ta). offer tlıe poteııtial for ovcrexploitation. if the 
inclustry progressive ly catclıes ıııore largc tuna for fatteııing . Doıııesticatioıı neecls to 
obviate this risk. PAT tag experinıents werc coııcluctecl in collaboration with tlıe Tuna 
Research and Conservation Centcr, USA. 

INTRODUCTION 

Stock assessıııeıııs of Nortlı Atlantic bluefin tuna are currently carried out on the 
a ssuıııptioıı tlıat tlıere are two stocks (eastern Atlantic ancl Mecliterraııean; westerıı 

Atlantic) sepa rated by a conventioııal bouııdary at 45° W. This two-stock hypothesis is 
supportecl by tlıc presence ofsıııall to large spec iınens on both sicles oftlıe Atlantic , the 
occurreııcc of spa\\'ning in the Gu 1 f of Mexicö aııcl the Mecl iterranean at el ifferent tii1ıes 
ofthe year. and ııı orphonıetric differences between fislı froın clifferent areas. 
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Analyses of conventional tagging data, which show a low ınixing rate between 
west and east with ınost tags recaptured in the area of release, also support the 
existence of two separate groups of bluefin tuna in the North Atlantic. 

Recently, lıowever, several electronic tagging prograınınes have been initiated 
to iınprove our knowledge of the ınigrations of Atlantic bluefin tuna and investigate 
the occurreııce of transatlantic ınoveınent (BLOCK et al., 1998, 2001; LUTCA V AGE 
et al., 1999). 

in Europe, experiınents with ''pop-up" satellite-cletected tags were carried out in 
tlıe eastern Atlantic and Mediterranean between June 1998 and August 2000 as part of 
a EU FAIR Project. Tlıe aiıns ofthe project were; to identify and describe ınigrations 
ancl ınoveınents of bluefin tuna, both within the Mediterranean and between the 
Mediterranean ancl the Atlantic Ocean, in relation to spawning ancl nursery areas; to 
evaluate the practicalities of using pop-up satellite-detected tags; to gain experience 
far future projects with large pelagic fish (DE METRIO et al., 1999, 2001, 2002). 

MATERIALS AND METHODS 

A total ot' 84 bluefin tuna were tagged with pop-up satellite-cletectecl electronic tags in 
the Mediterranean and Eastern Atlantic, between June 1998 ancl September 2000. 
Types and number oftag used were: 61 PTT-100 single-point pop-up tags (Microwave 
Teleınetry ine .. Coluınbia, Maryland, USA), which recorded a limited number of 
teınperature nıeas urements, and 23 PAT archival pop-up tags (Wildlife Computers, 
Rednıond, Washington, USA), which recorded tenıperature, depth and daily longitude. 

PAT tag experiınents were conducted in collaboration with the Tuna Research 
ancl Conservation Center, Monterey, California, as part of the US co-ordinated TAG 
prograınıne. 

Three giants were tagged witlı PTT-100 tags, usi ng an underwater gun, at the 
Stintino trap (Sardinia, ltaly) in June 1998. Thirty-two tish were tagged with PTT-100 
tags by underwate r gun or lıand-held harpoon in the large tuna trap at Barbate (Spain), 
to the west of the Strait of Gibraltar, in July 1998 and 1999. Twenty-two bluefin 
captured in the loca! sport fislıery were tagged, either alongside the boat using a hand
held tagging stick ( 12 fısh with PTT-\ 00 tags) or on deck ( 1 O fıslı with PAT tags), in 
the Bocclıe eli Bonifacio (between Corsica and Sardinia) cluring Septenıber 1999 and 
2000. Fifteen fish were tagged (13 fish with PAT tags and 2 tish with PTT-100 tags) 
by hand-held lıarpoon and underwater gun in the aquaculture pens at Pueıto Mazarron 
(Cartagena, Spain) oıı 1 sı August 2000. Twelve tuna were tagged in the Aegean Sea 
(Greece) usi ng a slıort hand-lıeld stick. Ali tags were attached by a nıonotilaınent 
nylon leader to a ııy lon daıt (PTT- 100 tags) ora titaniunı ancl1or (PAT tags) eınbedded 
in the dorsal ınuscles of the fislı. Both the nylon darts and the titaniuın anchors were 
passed through the base of the second dorsal fin rays of each tagged speciınens. 

A series of charts of chlorophyll-a concentration were plotted for the 
Tyrrhenian Sea close to Corsica and Sardinia (central Mediterranean) and the eastern 
Atlantic to thc south ofthe Strait ofG ibrallar, the two areas in which ınost ofthe tags 
surfaced. Data were extracted froın ·the SeaWiFS database (PARRISH, 1996; IOCCG 
REPORTS, 1999). Data far tlıe first area wcre analysed far the period Septeınber 2000 
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to February 2001. obtaiııing a fairly lıomogeneous temporal coverage (about tlıree 
good satellite acquisitions per nıontlı) apart from January . 

Sonıe trials were ınade witlı fi ve unused PTT-! 00 tags to test tlıe ability of the 
Argos satellite systeın lO detect tlıese tags in tlıe western Mediterranean, wlıere there is 
now known to be substantial backgrouncl noise ancl transınitter conıpetition on the 
/\rgos raclio frequency. and tlıc eastern Ncırtlı Atlantic. Conıparativc trials were also 
unclertaken in rvladeira and Colunıbia. Maryland. using the same tive tags. 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

T\venty-tlıree oftlıe 84 pop-up lags were located by satellite, giving an overall location 
rate of 32 '% (25 /78). Ali of tlıese tags traıısınitted valicl data. Six more tags were 
recoverecl froııı rec:ıplured fislı . 

Location rates were 21 '% ( 12/57) for the PTT-! 00 tags aııd 62 % ( 13/2 1) for tlıe 
PAT tags. wlıich appearec! to be less influencecl by tlıe higlı level ofbackgrouııd ııoise 
and lıiglı clensity of Argos transınitters in tlıe Mecliterraneaıı area thaıı the PTT-! 00 
tags. Sporndic sigııals. wlıiclı were too \Veak to allow eitlıer location or clata 
transnıissioıı. were receivecl fronı a further 6 PTT-100 tags oıı or close to tlıe expected 
pop-up clay. increasing tlıe cletection rate for tlıis type of tag to ııearly 32 'Yo ( 18/57) 
ancl for ali tlıe tags to 38 ° '(, (31/78). 

Most tags were cletectecl in the western Mediterranean or eastern North Atlaııtic 
off the coast of Nnrth !\ frica. l-lowever. one PAT tag surfacecl south of lcelancl and one 
PTT- 100 tıg transııı itted froın tlıe Greeıı lancl Sea. 

No tags \Vere cletected in the western Atlantic slıowiııg tlıat ııo transatlantic 
ıııigration occurrecl cluring the investigatioıı periocl (Figure 1 ). 

Locatioıı rates of PTT-! 00 ıags variecl ınarkeclly between release sites ancl 
years. For e:-;aıııple, in tlıe Aegean Sea in tlıe years 1998 and 1999 the location rate 
was only 8 °10. coınpared to 23 ~;, for Barbate in soutlıern Spain in the saıne years, and 
67 % for rcleases at Stintino, Sarclinia iıı 1998. However, only 14 % (3) ofthe 23 tags 
releascd at Harbate in southern Spain in 1 ()99 were locatecl by satellite (a furtlıer tag 
was recoverecl rrnın a recaptured fish) compared to 44 % (4) of the 9 tags releasecl 
froın tlıe saıne trnp in 1998. 

Location rates of the PAT tags also clifferecl ınarkeclly between release sites. 
Only 4 (33 %) of the \ 3 tags deployed on bluefin tuna in a holding pen at Puerto 
Mazarron in the ycar 2000 \Vere cletectecl by satellite, altlıough a further tag was 
recoverecl froııı a recaptured fislı beforc it was due to cletach from the tish. in contrast, 
100% of the 1 O PAT tags deployecl in Corsica in tlıe year 2000 were locatecl by 
satellite. althouglı no valicl clata were recoverecl from two tags tlıat appear to have 
drifted ashore shortly alier surfacing, ancl a tentlı tag was recoverecl froın a recapturecl 
tlslı. again before it was clue to cletach froın the fish. 
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Figure 1. Pop-up locations of tags attached to tuna in the Mediterranean and eastern 
Atlantic froın 1998 to 2000. Red circles, PTT-100 single-point pop-up tags; white 
circles, PAT archival pop-up tags. 

Several tags showed interesting results. üne PTT-100 tag deployed near tlıe 
Strait of Gibraltar was detected in the Greenland Sea; another froın tlıe saıne release 
transın itted fronı the eastern A tlantic close to the southern 1 i mit of tlıe eastern bl uefın 
stock. A PAT tag cleployed in the Mediterranean, close to Cartagena, was detected in 
the Nortlı Atlantic south of lceland. in contrast, ınost of the PAT tags deployed in the 
area of Bocche di Bonifacio (Corsica) surfaced in the release area. Daily longitudes 
recorded by tlıe tags indicated that these fısh had ali reınained in the area between 
Corsica and longitude 14° E. Maxiımıın deptlıs indicated tlıat, while soıne fıslı ınoved 
off into deep water in tlıe Tyrrlıenian Sea, others reınained solely in tlıe shallow water 
on tlıe continental slıelf around the island. 
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Coıııparison of pop-up positions with the teınporal set of chlorophyll-a ınaps 
slıows a correspondence with higher pigıııent concentration areas. in particular, the 
central Mediterranean ancl northern Tyrrhenian Sea show higher concentrations of 
chlorophyll-a than other parts of the western Mediterranean ancl eastern Atlantic 
(Figure 2). Ciiven the occurrence ofa persistent areas of high procluction in the areas 
where most of the tags were cletectecl , especial ly to the east of Corsica, these ınay be 
feecling areas for both pre- ancl post-spawning fıslı. 

Figure 2. Chlorophyll-a concentration froın SeaWiFS in the central Mediterranean 
(on the left) ancl western Mecliterranean and eastern Atlantic (on the riglıt). 

The rate of tag detection and location was nıuch lower than expected from 
previous studies with the saıııe type oftag in the western and central North Atlantic, 
where rates of 56 to 93 % ha ve been repoı1ed (BLOCK et al., 1998; LUTCA V AG E et 
al., 1999; LUTCA V AGE. pers. comm.). Because the clifference was so large, a series; 
of tests were conclucted in orcler to conıpare tlıe perforınance of fıve unused PTT-100 
tags ata nunıber of locations in Europe Madeira ancl the USA . 

The results mır tests clearly incl icated that there is a detection problem in paı1s 
of the Mediterranean Sea. where soıne of our tags were expected to surface. lt seeıns 
likely, therefore, that a low signal-to-noise ratio in the affected areas ınay have 
resulted in non-cletection of tags that nıay otherwise have successfully surfaced when 
programıııed to detach theınselves fronı the fish. Corroborative evidence is available 
fronı six tags , fronı which sporadic signals were received on, or close to, the expected 
pop-up day. No tenıperature data were obtained from these six tags and tlıe signals 
were too weak. or too few, for the Argos systeın to determine the location ofthe tag. 
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CONCLUSIONS 

Reasons for tlıe low detection rate of tlıe PTT- 100 tags ınay include post-tagging 
ınortality. fish capture, premature tag release, failure of the tag asa result of exposure 
to high pressure and low signal-to-noise ratio. Whilst it is difficult to quantify soıne of 
tlıese factors, our test results clearly indicate tlıat the strengtlı of the transrnitted signal 
was sufficiently low to lıave cornproınised our ability to detect tags over a signifıcant 
arca of the western Mediterranean ancl nortlı-western Europe. According to Argos, the 
problem, which results froın a high level of background noise and coınpetition froın 
more pO\ve rful transınitters, is. however, confined to Europe. The ability to detect tags 
tlıat surfaced in the Atlantic slıould therefore have been the saıne as that for tags 

attached to tuna in US waters. 
in thi s context it is interesting to note that none of the pop-up positions of our 

tags were located ın tlıe central or western North Atlantic, but were confıned to the 
eastern nıanageıncnt arca with no evidence of transatlantic nıigrations. 

it was also noticeable tlıat nıost of the tags deployed in the Mediterranean 
surfaced close to the original tagging location. This was especially true oftish released 
off Corsica, suggesting tlıe existence of residency associated with the high 
productivity. or otlıer environnıental clıaracteristics ofthis area. 

The recapture ofa big tuna (290 kg) tagged with a PTT- 100 tag at Barbate trap 
on July 1999 is of particular interest. This fish - to wlıich the tag was st ili attached -
was cauglıt near tlıe Balearic Islands in June 2001 , suggesting fidelity to the western 
Mediterranean spawning area. 

Spawning s ite fıdelity ancl Mecliterranean resiclency clearly offer the scope for 
overexploitation if the inclustry continues to catch ınore ancl ınore large bluefın for 
fattening in cages, instead or starting to rear 'new tislı' froın eggs. Oonıestication of 
bluefin woulcl nece! to extend to tlıe control of ali stages of the life history, inclucling 
reprocluction in captivity, rearirıg and weaning of larvae, ancl growth to market size, to 
be sure of avoidiııg this risk. 
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ABSTRACT 

The results obtained by the lıistological analysis of Atlantic bluefın tuna gonads 
collected in the Mediterranean Sea over a six-ıııonth period (March-August) in Italian 
and Spanish seas are reported. Maturity developıııent of BFT gonads starts in early 
spring; exogenous vitellogenesis takes place in the ovaries froın May throughout June; 
spawning occurs in !ate June-early July. Tlıe ovaries of fıve speciınens caught during 
the spawning period in the North lonian Sea and South Adriatic Sea displayed 
extensive vitellogenic atresia. in feınales which fincl theınselves in unfavourable 
environınenta l condition during the spawning period, follicular atresia could represent 
a way to re-absorb higlıl y energetic yolk reserve. 

INTRODUCTION 

The Atlantic bluefin tuna (Thunnııs thynnııs L.) is one the ınost iınportant coınınercial 
species aınong the large pelagic fıslı living in the Atlantic Ocean and Mediterranean 
Sea (SUSCA et ul. , 2001). The knowledge ofthe biology ofreproduction is extreınely 
iınportant for allowing a ınanageınent ofthe species aiıned to its conservation, as well 
as to enhance the chance of success of the doınestication atteınpts which have been 
unfruitful until now (DOUMENGE, 1996; LIOKA et al., 2000). Since recent reports 
on the reprocluctivc biology of tlıe eastern Atlantic bluefın tuna (SUSCA et al., 2001; 
MEDINA et al., 2002; SARASQUETE et al., 2002), clid not provide exhaustive details 
on the reprocluctive cycle, the aim of this paper was to provicle a histological 
description oftlıe changes occurring in BFT gonads throughout the reproductive cycle. 
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MATERIALS AND METHODS 

Ovary and testis saınples (No = 1O1 and 81, respectively) were obtained froın adult 
(fork length ~ 120 cın) bluefın tuna. The saınples were collected froın March to 
September on board of professional vessels in ltalian and Spanish seas. Fragınents of 
the gonads were fıxed in Bouin's solution or neutral 10% forınaline, dehydrated in 
ethanol and embedded in paraffın wax. Sections (5 ~un thick) were stained with 
haeınatoxylin-eosin. To identify vitellogenic oocytes, ceıtain sections were 
imınunostained with rabbit anti BFT vitellogenin serum (abBFT-VTG). The 
imımınohistochemical reaction was visualised by ıneans of the avidin-biotin 
peroxidase coınplex (ABC) procedure. 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

Ovm:v 

The ovary consists ofa tick muscle wall and nuınerous follicles in different stages of 
developınent (asynchronous ovary) embedded in a ınass of connective tissue . Each 
follicle consists of an oocyte rounded by a single layer offollicular cells. 

The activity of the ovaries showed seasonal changes allowing the 
characterisation of fi ve periods during the reproductive cycle: 

Recrudescence perimi (March-early May) - The specimens caught during the 
recrudescence period showed oocytes at perinucleolus and lipid stage. Perinucleolus 
stage ( diameter 1 O - 1 1 O ~ım) was characterised by intense ooplasm basophily and 
nuınerous sına il nucleoli adjoining the nuclear envelope (Figure 1 A). Oocytes at lipid 
stage (diaıneter 110-220 ~un) exhibited a weak ooplasın basophily and were 
characterised by s ına il lipid droplets (Figure 1 A). 

Ripening peri(}{/ (ıniddle May) - Ali the speciınens analysed showed the 
presence both of previtellogenic and vitel logenic oocytes. Vitellogenic oocytes 
(diaıneter 220-500 ~ıın) were iınınunopositive with the anti Vtg serum (Figure 1 B). 

Pre-spaıv11i11g period (late May-June) - in the ovaries of the speciınens caught 
in this period, ınigratory nucleus stage oocytes (diaıneter ranging froın 500 to 600 ~ıın) 
could be observed, together with the previous stages (Figure 1 C); 

Spaıvning peri(}(/ (late June-early July) - Ali the females caught in this period 
showed pre-ınature ( diaıneter 600-700 ~un) or ıııature (diameter 700-850 µın) oocytes 
(Figure 1 O). 

Spent peri()(/ (late .luly-August) - in this period, only perinucleolus stage 
oocytes were found. lrregular cell masses containing pigınented inclusions and large 
lipid droplets, likely residue of the re-absorbing process could be observed (Figure 
1 E). The ovaries of fıve speciınens caught during the spawning period in the Noıth 
lonian Sea and South Aclriatic Sea displayecl extensive vitellogenic atresia (Figure 1 F). 
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Figure 1. A - Photomicrograph of the ovary from a BFT specimen caught in April 
showing oocytes at perinucleolus and lipid stage. Magnifıcation, x 100. B - Section of 
the ovary froın a BFT speciınen caught in May immunostained with abBFT-VTG. Vtg 
iımnunoreactive staining was detected in ooplasm of vitellogenic oocytes. 
Magnifıcation, x 32. C - Section of the ovary from a BFT specimen caught in June 
showing a migratory nucleus stage oocyte. Magnifıcation, x 88. D - Section of the 
ovary from a BFT specimen caught at the beginning of July showing mature oocytes. 
Magnification, x 36. E - Section of the ovary from a BFT specimen caught in August. 
Only perinucleolus stage oocyte can be observed. Irregular cell ınasses, likely residue 
of the re-absorbing process, are present in the connective tissue. Magnification, x 48. 
F - Photomicrograph of the ovary from a BFT specimen caught in July in the South 
Adriatic Sea showing extensive atresia. Magnification, x 48. Haematoxylin-Eosin 
staining. af, atretic follicle; i, irregular celi rnass; 1, lipid stage; ld, lipid droplet, n, 
nucleus; p, perinucleolus stage; py, primary yolk stage; sy, secondary yolk stage; ym, 
yolk mass. 

Testis 

Bluefın tuna testis (Figure 2A) is constituted by seminipherous tubules radiating from 
the longitudinal main spenn duct toward the testicular periphery. Testicular structure is 
cystic: each cyst contains gemıinal cells in the same development stage, branched by 
the cytoplasm of somatic cells (Sertoli cells). 

The activity of the testes showed seasonal changes allowing the characterisation 
of fi ve periods during the reproductive cycle: 

Quiescence (March) - Seminipherous tubules showed germinal cysts containing 
spermatogonia and spermatocysts. Rare spermatidic cysts and few sperrnatozoa in the 
lumina were also observed (Figure 2B). 
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Early spermatogenesis (April-early May) - Testes showed germ_ cells at ali 
stages of spennatogenesis and there was an increase in the number of spennatocytes 
and spermatids. Only few spennatozoa were observed in tubule lumina (Figure 2C). 

Late spernıatogenesis (middle May) - Active spermatogenesis took place in 
testes. The wall of seminipherous tublues was lined with meiotic and spennatidic 
cysts . Spermatozoa were more abundant in the lumen of seminipherous tubules, 
efferent ducts and main sperm duct than in previous stage (Figure 2D). 

Spawning (!ate May-early July) - The lumen of seminipherous tubules, 
efferents and main sperm duct were filled with spermatozoa. Residual meiotic and 
spern1atidic cysts were still present along the tubule wall (Figure 2E). 

Regression (!ate July-August) - Lumina of seminipherous tubules and efferent 
ducts were almost devoid of spermatozoa, whereas residual spermatozoa could be 
observed in efferent ducts and in the main sperm duct (Figure 2F). 

Figure 2. A - Photomicrographs of the testis from a BFT specimen caught in March. 
Magnification, x 9. B - Higher magnification of part of Figure 2A showing a 
seminipherous tubule. Magnification, x 500. C - Photomicrographs ofthe testis from a 
BFT specimen caught in April. N ote the presence of rare spermatozoa in the lumen. 
Magnification, x 250. D - Photomicrographs of the testis from a BFT specimen caught 
in May. Note the abundance of sperm cysts and spennatozoa in the lumen of 
seminipherous tubule. Magnification, x 250. E - Photomicrographs ofthe testis from a 
BFT specimen caught in June. Seminipherous tubules are filled with spermatozoa. 
Magnification, x 123. F - Photomicrographs of the testis from a BFT specimen caught 
in August showing residual spermatozoa in the efferent ducts and in the main speım 
duct. Magnification, x 30. Haematoxylin-Eosin staining. Arrow, Sertoli celi nucleus; 
d: main spenn duct; !, lumen of seminipherous tubule; sg, spermatogonium; sc, 
spermatocytic cyst; sd, spermatidic cyst; sp, spermic cysts. 
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CONCLUSIONS 

Maturity developınent of BFT gonads starts in early spring when the testicular 
sperınatogenic activity recoınınences and oocytes enter endogenous vitellogenesis. 
From May throughout June, exogenous vitellogenesis takes place in the ovaries. 
Vitellogenin uptake starts in oocytes having a minimum diaıneter of 220 ~tın, as 
revealed by iınımınohistochemical staining witlı abBFT-VTG. Testes are ful! ınature 
froın !ate May to the enci of July wheıı seıninipherous tubules, efferent ducts and main 
sperm duct are fılled with sperınatozoa, wlıile hydrated oocytes, sign of imminent 
spawning were found only in the Balearic Sea in late June-early July. At the e~d of 
July gametogeııic activity is arrested: only residual spermatozoa can be observed ın the 

testes and the ovaries shows only perinucleolar stage oocyte. 
in the ovaries of the speciınens caught during the spawning period in the North 

lonian Sea aııd South Adriatic Sea no sign of recent spawning was observed and rnost 
of unyolked and yolked oocytes were atretic in teleosts, a high incidence of atretic 
oocytes has beeıı interpreted asa sign of cessation ofthe spawning activity (HUNTER 
el al .. 1986; SCHAEFER, 1998) or failure in attainment of final oocyte maturation 
(MYLONAS eı ul., 1997). The presence of spawııing areas in South Adriatic and 
Notth lonian Sea has never been reported in the literature. lfthe South Adriatic and the 
North lonian seas are not spawning areas, it could be proposed that rnature feıııales, 
inhabiting non-spawniııg areas during the spawning season, reabsorb their yolk reserve 
and do not spawn. The finding of 11011-spawning specinıens in non-spawning areas 
could account foran answer to the question: do ali adult bluefın tuna nıigrate towards 
spawning areas wlıen reproductive period approaches? LUTCA V AGE et al. ( 1999) 
and BLOCK el uf. (2001) reported that some bluefın tuna large enough to be 
considered nıaturc , tagged vvith electronic devices, showed no residence in any of the 
known spawning areas during the spawning period, thus raising questions on the 
existeııce of ııoıı-reported spawning areas (LUTCA V AGE et al., 1999; BLOCK et al., 
2001 ). 
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INTRODUCTION 

1 want to teli you a story today. This is a story ofa tislı that Jıas bcen a significaııt part of 
the lıistory of tlıe Mediterranean Sea and the rich aııd varicd cultures of its slıores. 

Villages of tlıc coast of Morocco, Algeria, Tunisia, Libya, Spaiıı, ltaly, Greece and 
Turkey have counted upon bluefiıı tuna as part oftheir annual food supply aııd econonıic 
well beiııg since bcfore writteıı lıistory. The bluefin is an integral part oftheir culture. 

1 want you to thiıık about tlıe bluefin ' s role in lıistory and as far ınore than afat fish 
tlıat is currcntly of higlı valuc in tlıe Tsukiji Market in Tokyo. There is onc issue that 
drives al 1 other coıısidcratioııs of tuna fishery ın::ınageınent. That issue is "allocation". 
whiclı is tlıe divisioıı of tlıe available fish aınoııg ali parties tlıat desi re a share of the 
lislıery resource. Tlıe allocatioıı conflict is a result of two basic facts: tlıe fisheries 
generally lıave opcıı access aııd tlıcy take place in international waters (DEAN , 1997). We 
ınust consicler who tlıe players arc in tlıis draınatic lıiglı-value fislıery. 

l want to eınplıasize that it was tlıe coınınon people of the Mediterranean bas in 
who priınari ly bene fited froın the use of the resource.They no longer are the beneficiaries 
aııd tlıis works a hardship upon tlıeın. it is also very inıportant to understand that the 
individuals cııgaged in rcsource utilization. the capture, marketing aııd consuınption ofthe 
bluefin. are not tlıe saıııe iııdividuals wlıo ınakc. nıonitor, aııd eııforce the rules. This is 
especially tnıe of interııational regiınes tlıat ınaııage HMS. 

Tlıe activitics aııd agendas of fislıerrnen and tlıeir support businesses ınust be 
differentiated frorn the diplonıats. Noıı-Governnıent Organization (NGO) and 
iııternational civil servants tlıat sit at tlıe ııegotiating table or occupy the seats agaiııst tlıe 
\vali and the lounges in tlıe lobbies. Also. tlıe scientists from governıncnt agencies. 
corporations. acadernia. and NGOs are signi ficant players and their rol es ıııust be 
recogııized. Fi s lıery ınanageınent scieııtists are. perforıners iıı the arena and canııot be 
removed frorn politics and advocacy. When fislıery issues becoıne politicized, aııd 

allocation is deterınincd on a political basis. scieııce becomes only a piece in the 
forınation of public policy. However, policy ımıst not be based upon iııaclequate science. 



The Standi ııg Comm ittee on Resea rch and Stat isti es of ICC AT (SCRS) has stated 
that the bluefin tuııa that spawn in the Mediterranean Sea are being Iıarvested beyond the 
capacity ofthe fish to recover to historic populatioıı levcls. The assessmcnt of2002 stated 
that there is a stroııg decline in the abundance of older or Iarger fish s ince 1993 that 
corresponds with a large increase in fıshing nıortality. Model projections indicated that 
the levcl s ofcatch of43,325 MT in 1997, is not sustainable anda catclı level ofless than 
25,000 MT are necessary to stop the declinc in bioıııass (CORT, J . Personal 
coınınunication. 1999; ICCAT, 1999, 2000a. 2000b, 2001, 2002). 

The accunıulated scientific evidence is that modern developmcnt activities ancl 
current lishing practices threaten the well being ofbluefın tuna population ofthe Atlantic 
Ocean and particularly those that use the Meditcrranean as a spawning gro und and 
nurse ry. 

PROBLEM STATEMENT 

Large nunıbers of thc fıslı produced in the annual .lune-July spawning period ınigratc as 
juveniles tlırough Straits of Gibraltar to tlı e Atlantic Ocean in the fal! ofthe ycar when 
they are abo ut 30-45 cm fork length (2-4 kg) in size (REY and CO RT, 1986, CORT, 
1997). Thcy are then subjected to capture by Moroccan coınnıercial fisheries, and by 
Spanish and Frenclı purse seine fishermen in the Bay ofBiscay (CORT, 1990). Juve niles 
that stay in the Mediterranean arc harvested by Spanish, French and ltalian fi s herınen in 
the Gul f of Lyo n. the Ligurian and Tyrrenhenian Seas. and the upper Adriatic. Those fish 
are wcll below the ICCAT legal ıniniıııuııı size of 6,4 kg and 69 cııı (27") fork lengtlı 
(ICCAT, 1975). 

1 want to look at the history of thi s fish and give it a reference in time. There is 
evidence tlıat tlıe bluetin tuna lıa s been a sustainable fishery in the Mcditerranean Sea for 
over 10,000 years (POWELL, 1996). Over that long period of history, the great bluefin 
tuna have been a source of food and oil and provided an econoıııic base for coastal 
coınımıniıies of the Mediterranean Sea and the lberian Peninsula. Tuna have been a 
source of employıneııt and incoıne for fi shermen, net and boat builders and processors, 
and sellers ofıuna proclucts. 

For nine ıııonth s of the ycar, this highly ıııi gratory fish ranges the entire north 
Atlantic feeding on squid and tishes. That annual extensive nıigration oftuna is followed 
by an aggregation of schools that cnter the Straits of Gibraltar, and distribute themselves 
to their ancestral spawning grounds in the Mediterranean Sea. Thc distribution of bluefin 
larvae shows that so ın e spaw ning occurs throughout the Mediterranean Sea (UEY ANAGl 
et uf, 1997: TSU.11 et uf, 1997; PlCClNETTl et al, 1997; NISHIDA et ol, 1998; ORAY 
ancl KARAKULAK, 1997, 1999). Spawning sites appear to be concentrated in the area of 
the Balearic ls lands, the Tyrrenhenian Sea south of Sardinia. \Vith additional spawning 
occurring off the coast ofTurkey. 
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ARISTOTLE (384-322 BC) gave the fırst taxonomic description of the fısh and 
discussed its biology aııd importance in Mediterranean culture in his 4th century BC 
History ufAnimals. He enıphasized the inıpoıiance ofbluefın tuna migration into and out 
of the Black Sea and its use as a spawning ground at the time of the sunımer solstice. 
Altlıouglı Aristotle considered the Black Sea to be the ıııost iınportant spawning area in 
the Mediterranean Sea for tuna (TYNDALE, l 849; D ' ARCY WENTWORTH 
THOMPSON in SMITH and ROSS, 191 O), they no longer pass through the Dardanelles , 
Sea of Marmara or the Bosphorous to spawn in the Black Sea (BOK, 1991; ORAY and 
KARAKULAK. 1997, 1999). 

The bluefin is in trouble and many iınportant cultural elements of the 
Mediterranean Sea are equally at risk and could be lost. The Mediterranean Sea is the 
cradle ofwestern civilization and we should be concerned about anything so fundamental 
to the cultural history of the region. lronically, even though this fıslı has such an 
important place iıı history, and is currently a highly valued fıslı on the international 
market, ınuch of the fundanıental biology and ecology of the bluefin stili reınains 

unknown. 
We have reconstructed the history of this ancient fıshery from historical and 

cultural records and fishery data. We have used that information to develop hypotheses 
that can account for the deci ine in the bluefin tuna abundance in modern tiınes. We have 
exanıined aspects of the modern fishery by conducting a critical analysis of archival 
harvest records of tlıree tuna traps in southwestern Sardinia for the peri od of 1825-1999. 

Throughout the Mediterranean basin, there are nunıerous historical examples and 
records ofthe inıpoıiance ofbluefin tuna to tlıe cultures and econoınies ofthe region. Tlıe 
current harvest practices are only an eyeblink in the passage ohinıe and the historical role 
ofthis great fislı in the region should be a ınajor consideration for policy developınent of 
international regulatory bodies. 

Bluefin tuna are recorded in Paleolithic paintings, whose estinıated age is about 
10,000 years BC. on the wall ofa grotto on the island of Levanzo in the Egadi 
archipelago west of Sicily. in the classical period of the 61 1ı century BC, Greek vases 
clearly show a bluefin tuna in a market. it is possible to take a picture today in a 
Moroccan, Tunisian or Turkish market with the fish being cut with the saıne type ofknife. 
Coins ofthe 7 1 1ı ceııtury BC to the 2'"1 century fronı sitesin Greece and present day Turkey 
have beautiful aııd exquisitely detailed representations ofbluefın. Coins with two bluefin 
tuna have been recovered froın sites of Punic colonies Gades, present day Cadiz, Spain 
(TEKiN, 1996). The golden stater of Cyzicus was the staple of the gold currency of the 
wlıole ancient world until supplanted by those of Alexander the Great. Froın Xenophon 
6,23 we learn that a Cyzicene a nıonth was proınised to soldiers as an advance upon their 
ordinary pay. Tlıat was the negotiated pay standard no ınatter where the soldiers were in 
tlıe ancient Mediterranean world 

in tlıe 5th century BC, the Greek city of Melitus, which is on the Ionian peninsula, 
established extensive colonies on the Bosphorous and Black Sea (TEKiN, 1996). This 
inıpressive, coııım itment of capital was for the capture of the abundant bluefin resources 
nıigrating along the coast ofthe Turkislı peninsula each year. 
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The nıaterials recovered fronı underwater archeological sites have provided us with 
another signifıcant source of information. Amphorae are particularly useful in analyzing 
the role of tuna in the region because their form and use in a specific period ofhistory is 
very well understood and documented . in the 51

" century BC, Morocco and southern 
Spain were especially well known for the production of amphorae that were used to 
transpoıi fısh products as well as olive oil, wine and other agricultural goods (WILL, 
1986; CURTIS, 1991). The bluefin were prized for their nıeat and the oil that was 
harvested froın cooking and by putting the tissue through presses. 

The production of salt by solar evaporation of sea water in large coastal lagoon 
systems was an essential component for the preservation of fish and fısh products. in 
Aristotle's Rheıoric he stated: .. fishes need salt, although it is neither probable nor 
credible that tlıey should, being brought up in brine." The prime products preferred for 
coınmerce throughout the Mediterranean were fatty fish, and bluefin tuna and bonito were 
at the top of the list. Athenius and his friends described the best of these products as 
coming from Gades and Byzantium. 

Aristotle ideııtified the role of tuna as large predators, with a large concentration of 
fat in their ımıscle that gave thenı a great flavor and their very rapid growth rate. 
Although sonıe of his intcrpretations ofthe biology ofthe tuna were not correct, they can 
be understood in light of the accumulated knowledge of the past 2100 years. He 
nıisinterpreted the age estimate ofa life span oftwo years but even today we do not have 
a very accurate estiınate ofthe size at age ofthe fish. 

The role of blucfın tuna in the culture of the time is well documented by the 
nunıerous references to it in the writings of other major authors of the period (WJLL, 
1986; CURT! S, 1991 ). 1 n his Description qf'Greece, Pausanias ( 1 15 AD -180 AD) tel Is of 
the 61

" century Corcyraeans of present-day Corfu sacrificing a bul! to Poseidon. The story 
was that a bull would leave the cows and go to the shore where he would bellow at the 
sea. When the Corcyraeans went to see what the bul! was bellowing about, they saw great 
shoals of tuna, "and, straight away they caught the countless nuınbers of tunny fısh that 
had previously eluded them". They dedicated a statue ofa golden bul! to the Oracle at 
Delphi and thereafter they dedicated an annual offering at Olympia and Delphi with a 
tithe of their annual catch. 

Aeschylus (525-456 BC) used the ınetaphor of fıshing for tuna to describe the 
victory of the Creeks over the Persians in the battle of Salaınis in 480 BC. 
in The Persiuns, he writes of the Persian arıny of Xerxes being slaughtered by the Greek 
arıny and navy , (420, Loeb): 

Messenger: "strewn as it was with wrecks and slaughtered men. The shores 
and reefs were crowded with our dead, and every ship that formed a part of the 
barbarian fleet plied its oars in disorderly flight, but, as if our men were tuna or 
some haul of fısh, the foe kept striking theın and hacking them with broken oars and 
fragments of wrecked ships." 

Pliny alsa spoke of the role of the Bosphoroıis and the Black Sea, suggesting that 
the area of the Sea of Marmara and the Bosphorous, upon which European Byzantiuın 
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was s itecl. ancl alnıost precisely whcre we are rneeting toclay, was callecl the Golden 1-lorıı 
because of thc abundance o f the very valuable tuna . 

There arc sornc observations that !enci the nı selves to the interpretation of the 
fishiııg techniques used iıı those ancient tiın es. For example, in The IVi.ı.ıps, Aristophanes 
(447-386) wrote, ··ı-ı owever , by the help of the gocls, we clrove off the foe towards 
evcning . Before tlı c battlc an owl had tlo wn over o ur arıny . Tlıcıı we pursuecl thenı witlı 
o ur lance-point in the ir loins as one lıunts the tunny-fislı '" . Also, in The Knight.ı· he wrote 
(313) "a ııcl . posted upon a high rock, yo u have lain in wait for the tribute ınoney as the 
fisherınan does for the tunn y- fi sh". Both of these references are in ali probability a 
clescription or lıarpoon lislıing , a tec hnology that is stili used in the profess iona l fishery 
for bluel~ıı tun a in tlıe Unitecl States. Eaclı oftlıese references also telis us that the tunny 
(tuna) were readily available to fi s herınen in sınai! boats or even froııı the shore. A 
spectacular R o ıııaıı ınosa ic fro ın the 3'd centu ry AD in tlıe Barclo Museuııı in Tuni s shows 
two boats ha uling a si ng le net betwee ıı thern tlıat contains seve ral bluefin tuna. The Barclo 
ıııosaic is probably tlı e first docunıentation of tlıe fislıing teclınology we now cali pair 
traw ling fora largc pelagic tish. 

A ltlı o uglı it is clifficult to fin d clocunıeııtation of tlıe cleve lopıne nt of the trap 
technology. it lı as often been attributecl to the Phoenicians, who were clearly the dominant 
ıııarine culturc o fthe Mediterranean in tlı e 81

1r through 7'" ce ntury BC. They were rcplaced 
by tlıe Cartlıaginians, wlıo were in turn supplantecl by tlıe Ronıans wlıo destroyecl 
Cartlıage in 146 BC. Therc is also so nıe evicl ence, but only fronı anecclotal accouııts, tlı at 

the trap teclın o logy was spreacl tlırough the Mecliterranean by the Byzantine culture 
duriııg their cmigration and donıinance of the Mecliterraneaıı in the 7'" century AD 
(SM ITH. 1968). However, we qucstion that as the Grceks, who a lready hada hi story of 
fi shing for bluefin we re on Sicily, then Syracuse, in the 51

1r Century BC. We do not have a 
clear reco rd of the o rigin of the da lyan iıı tlıe Bosphorous, but 1 think that is a perfectly 
reasonable anccstra l trap ancl it ccrtainly has functioned in that nı aııner in modern lıi story 

(DEY EDJIAN, l 926 ; TEKiN, l 996). 
As has becn true of ıno s t natura! reso urces tlıroughout history, tlı e crown hele! the 

ri ghts to the tuna trap concess ions. Tuna traps were especi a ll y pronıineııt on the so uthe rn 
coast of Spa iıı aııd the hol ders of trap concessions became iınm e n se ly wealthy. l n 1584 
tuna fishing brought 70,000 clucats into the treas ury of tlı e Dukcs Meclina Siclo nia ancl 
Arcos of Andalusia. 

Unfortunatcl y, ifthose tlıree great classical scholars, Aristotle, Pliny ancl Pausanias 
were to v is it thc Med. shores toclay in anticipation of seeing the great tuna and enjoy ing a 
meal o f roasted tuna w ith olive oil a ncl l eınon , tlıey wo uld be se rious ly cli sappointecl. 
Apparently, due to overfislıiııg ancl pollution, there are no longer any bluefin in the Black 
Sea o r tlıe Bosphorous s ince the !ast lıarvest was reco rclecl in 1987. 

There lıave been significant recluctions in the annual Sarclinian trap lanclings from 
hi stori ca l leve ls (CETTI, 1777). We have exarnined archival recorcls of the traps in 
Sarclinia, col lec tecl personal observations of the ve ry experienced trap fi s herın c n, and 
reviewed market recorcls ancl current data. Ali fi sh capturecl in the trap during this period 
of t ime are sexual ly mature so sex deterınination by visual observation of the gonads is 
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easily done. Relative fıshing effort, which is the number of days that the trap net is in 
place and actively fıshing, remained the same during this time. 

The analysis of the historical data, together with some events related to the socio
economic development of the areas involved with tuna fıshing with the trap net system 
(R UBINO, 1994 ), has led us to the fol lowing possible explanations for the observed 
decreases in the catches. The catches in Sardinian traps ranged from 22,000 to 5,000 fıslı 
per year in the peri od of l 860 until 1912. There were only four years during that 52 year 
span when the catch was less than 5,000 fısh/yr. and the majority of the years (31) it was 
greater than 10,000 fısh/yr (Figure 1 ). 

During that time, there were signifıcant canneries associated with the traps that 
employed as ınany as 300 people. 

The last year the catch exceeded 10,000/yr. was 1912 and it has never reached that 
level since. This deci ine in modern catch coincides with the developınent ofınining areas 
in southwestern Sardinia with enhanced technology. Mining is a historical part of the 
Sardinian culture and bronze artifacts consisting of bronzetti, small art objects, and 
weapons are found in Neolithic Nuraghi archeological sites (1500 BC, WILL, 1986). The 
Phoenicians established ports on the island in the 8111 century BC to trade in copper and 
zinc, which are the basic ınaterials for the ınetallic alloy bronze. Sardinia continued to be 
contested for by the Caıthaginians, Greeks and Romans as a source of the ınetals. 

The nıines produced lead, zinc and copper and heavy metal waste from the ınining 
activity and processing of the ore. Sardinia was a poor island in the late 19111 century and 
was eager for any economic developınent (MANCONI, 1986). As the ores were mined 
and processed in the 191

" and early 20'" century, waste froın the plants entered the rivers 
draining into the sea in the area of the traps. The runoff caused a measurable increase in 
the turbidity of the sea. A signifıcant legal decisi on was that the mines hada signifıcant 
negative effect on the water quality, which resulted in a serious decline in the catch of 
tuna in the traps of Porto Paglia and Portoscuso. Damages were awarded to the operators 
of the traps. The level of mining activity decreased in the ınid-1900 's, but the residual 
effects of the waste in the rivers and streams remains in the system for ınany years. We 
tested the hypothesis that the reduction in catcl1 was correlated with the mining 
development and ore production by coınparing the annual catch records ofthe lsola Piana 
and Portoscuso traps with the records from the La Tonnara Saline trap (Figure 2), which 
is located on the northern end of Sardinia . The hypothesis was that the catch in La 
Tonnara Sal ine would not deınonstrate the saıne patterns of deci ine as the other traps. it is 
far reınoved froın the effects of the mine eftluents and prevailing north to south currents 
would transport any effluent effect away from it. However, there was no difference in the 
catch trends of the three traps as the catches also declined at La Sal ine during the same 
years (RUBINO, 1996). We concluded that the ınining wastes were not responsible for 
the decline in trap catches in the early 20111 century. These results are consistent with the 
speculation of RA VIER and FROMENTIN (2001) and we are left with the distinct 
possibility that a signifıcant decline occurred in the bluefın population throughout the 
Mediterranean and possibly throughout the ocean. 
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Catches in the traps showed another ınajor deci ine in the l 970s, froın about 
4,000/yr to less than 1 ,000 fısh/yr. There are two possibilities to explain those reduced 
catches. The fırst is that they were associated with the development ofa ınajor industrial 
area for aluıni nuın production near the main traps of southern Sardinia. Large aınounts of 
red waste sediınent residues froın the plant stored in a retention basin washed into the sea 
in 1974 at Portovcsıne when the retaining wall failed, and no catches werc ınade in the 
nearby Portoscuso trap. 

Ship traffic to support the industrial developnıent also increased signifıcantly so 
thcre have been nıajor changes in underwater sound as well as water quality. A large 
therınoelectric generating facility was built near the site of the Le Sal ine trap of Stintino 
and catches were reduced so significantly that the trap was closed. it should be recognized 
that such changes in the Mediterranean coastline for industrial and tourisın developınent 
is not limited to Italy but has occurred throughout the region. The output of rivers laden 
with hcavy ınetal s, pesticides, herbicides and high levels of nitrogen and phosphorous 
from agricultural runoff and treated and untreated sewage is no\v wel 1 documented for ali 
the oceans and seas ofthe world. Thc trap at !sola Piana, near Carloforte, is locatcd in the 
waters that are thc least subject to ship traffıc and runofffrom the land or other sources of 
pollution. Jt is tlıe trap that currently has the highest catchcs of bluefın . This contrasts 
with the historical record when the highest catches wcre consistently recorded in the 
Portoscuso trap. 

The other major factor that is considered responsible for reduced catches in the 
traps in The Mediterranean correlated with the introduction of new types of fi shing gear, 
specifıcally the introduction of longlines and purse seine boats with spotter aircraft. Both 
technologies were vigorously dcveloped and exploited in the !ate l 960s and early 1970s. 
According to ICCA T statistical data, the fırst records of the decrease in total eastern 
Atlantic and Mediterranean bluefin catches were made in the !ate 1960s. A progressive 
increasc in purse seine catches, in total landings, percentage ofthe total catch is recorded. 
This is ınirrored to a lesser extent in longline catches; however, trap catches began a 
sustained deci ine in total landings and as a percentage of the total catch after the onsct of 
purse seining (ICCAT, 2001 a). 

Beginning in 1990, ICCAT required the reporting of landings of "small fısh, those 
less than the minimum ICCAT regulation of 6.4 kg with an allowance of 15% of that size 
category of bluefın asa portion ofa country's annual landings. An exaınination of those 
records shows the very large nunıber ofthese juvcnile fıslı that are being harvested each 
year, far exceed the al lowance regulation (JCCA T, J 997a). Liınitations of signi fıcant 
landings of fish of that size would create serious econonıic and political probleıns for 
Spain in their Canabrian Gulffıshery (CORT, 1997). 

Because of the deci ine in the tuna harvest in the traps, the canneries closed in the 
1970's and al 1 fislıing of the traps stopped by 1980. This created a very severe econoınic 
and cultural depress ion in the trap villages . Because ofthe incredible value ofthe bluefın 
in the Japanese market. the Portoscuso the !sola Piana traps were put back in the sea in 
1984 and 1989 respecti vely. 
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Another result of tlıe intensive lıarvest of the 1970s to the current time is tlıe 
change in the size or age structure of the catclı. The reduction in the average size in tlıe 
fıslı caught each year, tlıe increase in tlıe nuınber of four and fıve-year-old fıslı and tlıe 
disappearance ofbig fıslı are well docunıented in the trap records . Data froın JCCAT also 
s lıows a s ignifıcant reduction in the nunıber of big, and presuınably older, tuna. That 
observat ion is consistent witlı our results, wlıiclı show a deci ine in the capture of bluefın 
of tlıe larger size classes over the last nine years. 

Tlıere is an ICCAT regulation that prolıibits purse seining in tlıe Adriatic Sea froın 
May 1-31 and from July 15-August 15 in the Mediterranean Sea is ludicrous. lf one 
se riously wanted to protect bluefın in tlıe Mediterranean, yo u slıould use a biologically 
based size limit , and both seasonal and area closures. Those dates and areas should be 
based upon the reality ofthe biology ofthe juvenile bluefin. in the !ate fail and winter, the 
Gu lf of Lyon, tlıe Adriatic Sea and the Tyrrhenian Sea would be prime closure sites as the 
j uveniles spawned that sumıner, and year class one and two fıslı are abundant in those 
areas at that ti ıne. 

However, tlıe current nı ininıunı size and sına il fıslı tolerance regulations of ICCA T 
are examples of regulatory ınanipulations tlıat lıave tlıe appearance of doing soınetlıing 
ratlıer tlıat d irectly addressing tlıe real problem. Tlıe evidence shows tlıe targeting of sınai 1 
bluefın by purse seiners witlı excessive capacity is tlıe priınary source of tlıe problem for 
tlıe bluefin population. Tlıis process is well demonstrated by tlıe adoption in 1975 oftlıe 
ridiculously low minimum s ize limit of 6.4 kg for tlıe bluefın and flagrant abuse of the 
size limit and sma ll fislı tolerance allowance (ICCAT, 1975). Shortsighted politicians also 
lack an appreciation of tlıe increasing teclınological capability of contemporary fıslıing 
boats and seemingly ignore the behavior offıslıers. in addition, tlıe budgets necessary for 
the implementation of their actions, or the support of enforcement, are not foıihcorning . 

Thus, tlıe rhetoric at the nıeetings is hollow and the printed regulations and reports 
nothing but paper sharks. 

Al 1 bluetin tlıat we ha ve observed during the 1992-1999 trap harvests, over a size 
range of 15-474 kg, are clearly sexually mature (CAU et al., 2000). According to the 
ICCAT lengtlı to estiınated age conversion table, a 20 kg fıslı is tlıree years old. it is 
currently presumed that only fenıales of tlıe estinıated age fıve-year class ( l 36cm or 
50kg) are 100% sexually ınature (RODRIGUEZ-RODA, 1964). That assumption is the 
basis upoıı whiclı tlıe data is eııtered for the stock assessınent calculations. ICCAT 
repoıied that 297,325 three aııd four year old fıslı were landed in l 995 . Based upon the 
observations we lıave nıade from 1992- 1999, there are a signifıcant number of 
reproductively capable fıslı that ha ve not been included in the data used by ICCAT for the 
population estimates. 

The fısheries literature has a ııunıber of wel 1-documented examples of fıshes that 
were harvested at a young age but nıature at an old age and are very vulnerable to 
overfıshiııg . it is well denıoııstrated that harvestiııg a constant quota frorn a deci ining 
stock is apt to cause increases in selection of snıaller, and presuınably younger, fish . 
According to MYERS and MERTZ ( 1998),"fish should be permitted to spawıı at least 
once before they become vul nerable to conımercial gear." The best safety ınargin is when 
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the difference between the age at ınaturity and age at whiclı the fıslı are fırst captured in 
the fıshery is greatest. Our data clearly indicates tlıat a ıniniınuın size of 30 kg would 
insure that 100% of the Mediterranean bluefın that spawn in tlıe sea around Sardinia 
would spawn at least one time before tlıey were harvested and the same is true for those in 
the Turkish fishery . Such a ınanageınent measure would be the best way to insure the 
sustained harvest ofbluefin tuna and would constitute a valid part ofa recovery program. 

it has only been since 1998 that we have a decent direct estimate oftlıe life span of 
bluefın, which we now know can exceed 33 years for a tuna of a LJFL of 267 cm 
(conveı1ed weight = 300 kg) (KALISH et al. 1998). it is depressing to realize that bluefın 
of greater than 400 kg are stili captured and killed when they can contribute signifıcant 
numbers of eggs for the generation of potential offspring. it is iınportant to recogııize that 
large old fı s lı are the reservoirs of the specie 's historical genotypes aııd is keeping those 
fish in the population pool is necessary for tlıe ınaiııtenance of genetic diversity. The ınost 
iınportant way to maintain genetic diversity is to have tlıe largest possible ııumber of 
individuals contributiııg to the population . That is a diffıcult argument to ınake in an 
aggressive and highly profitable tishery. 

Our data shows a sex ratio of very close to 1: 1 throughout the length or weight 
range except in very large fıslı, unlike the stock assessnıent assunıption that large fish are 
exclusively nıales (DE LA SERNA et al., 1997). Thus, there are sigııifıcant ııumbers of 
big feınales that are capable of producing very large nuınbers of eggs that are not included 
in the stock assessnıent calculations. 

CONCLUSIONS 

We cannot find any evidence that the trap technology has had a negative effect on the 
bluefın population. The trap technology is conıpatible with a sustainable tuna fıshery. We 
think that the tuna trap is an excelleııt exaınple of an ecologically coınpatible fıshery 
techııology. The fundamental facts are that the traditional trap which has beeıı used for 
hu ndreds of years: 

• Can selectively and passively harvest only sexually ınature iııdiv i dual tuna. 

• Operates fora very limited time ofthe year and the result is a very low fıshing effort 

as compared with other fıshing technologies. 

• Depends upon eııvironınental cues for the concentration ofthe tuna. 

• Isa passive technology that depends upon positive swiınıning behavior of the tuna. 

• Does not pursue the tuna beyond their loca! area of conceııtration. 

• Tuna can be released fronı a trap with a lıigh probability ofsurvival. 

• Fish can be tagged and released for scienti fıc research. 
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Froın the coınınercial point of view, the trap has the following advantages: 

• Tuna can be captured and handled to preserve tlıe lıighest quality for tlıe market . 

• Tunas can be held in tlıe trap for several days so tlıey can be captured and slıipped 

wlıen tlıe market is tlıe best. 

• Sınall fıslı (25-35 kg) can be transferred to a pen system and fed so tlıey will grow to a 

size that wi 11 give a better market price. 

lf we started froın point zero, we could probably not do better in tlıe design ofa 
gear to ıneet several contemporary fıshery management objectives. Tlıese include: 1) 
coınpatibility witlı tlıe ecology of the bluefın, 2) retention of the ability to lıarvest tlıe 
resource and 3) conservation of the fıslı for tlıe future. it is very interesting tlıat one ofthe 
fırst types of gear used for tlıe capture of bluefın in tlıe Mediterranean is also tlıe gear tlıat 
meets tlıe needs of tlıe fıslı tlıe best. Trap nets accomplislı many of tlıe traditional 
objectives of fıslı ınanageınent and can be the most easily monitored for enforcement. 

And tlıat leads us to the latest teclınological innovation in tlıe bluefın fıslıery in the 
Mediterranean; which is the development of tlıe pen grow out operation. Tlıis teclınique 
has expanded rapidly and has become a conspicuous new actor in tlıe contemporary 
bluefın play. 1 was not fortunate enouglı to paıiicipate in tlıe recent workshop on pen grow 
out. 1 will give you my perspective and lıow tlıis teclınique fıts witlıin tlıe lıistorical 

context ofthe fıslıery . Remember, my tlıesis is that tlıe metlıods used to bring tlıe bluefın 
biomass to market slıould be ecologically consistent witlı tlıe 1 ife history of the fıslı and 
the culture of the coastal communities. As we have said, it is feasible to operate purse 
seines tlıat target adult fıslı and transfer tlıose fıslı to pens. We know tlıat purse seiners can 
target sclıools of sexually nıature fıslı as this is standard practice for tlıe US purse seine 
boats, and tlıere are only tlıree, and it has been reported to us tlıat tlıis is standard practice 
for tlıe tuna purse seiners of Turkey. If purse seining is used to load tlıe pens, it is 
essential that the number (bionıass) put in the pens must count as paıi of tlıe allocation 
based upon tlıe size profile of tlıe colıoıi placed in tlıe pen, and tlıat they are adult fısh. 
Tlıey could also be regulated for the time of capture. For example, those fıslı to be place 
in the pens nıight be limited to capture only in tlıe post-spawning period and no capture 
would be perınitted in large numbers prior to spawning. Sustainable fıslıing technologies 
should be encouraged, not sacrifıced for non-sustainable practices. We have a concern 
about tlıe food stocks for tlıe penned fıslı. Currently it is common practice to use frozen 
lıerring from Norway. This carries the risk of the introduction of exotic species to tlıe 
Mediterranean, aııd we ali know the problems and costs associated with suclı 

introductions. We think the issue of water pollution is readily solved witlı careful siting 
and rigorous review in the perınitting process and ınonitoring ofthe loca! environınent. 

Another recomınendation that would support the recovery oftlıe stock would be to 
change the landing statistical repoıiing ınetrics. As an exaınple, exceedingly large 
nuınbers of juveniles are stili killed eaclı year. Countries are required to report theın but 
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they do so as nuınbers wlıereas tlıe otlıer data is in ınetric tons (biomass). We suggest that 
the fıslı of less tlıan minimum size be accounted for on a scale that would count eaclı 
small fıslı, tlıose less than 6,4 kg, asa 25 kg fıslı against tlıeir annual allocation. Thus tlıe 
country could decide if they wanted to harvest four sınai! fıslı or one 100 kg fıslı. The 
more juveni le fıslı they lıarvested, the sooner they would reach their allocation quota. This 
approach would assist in accoınplishing a recovery ofthe stock. As always, enforcement 
ofthe regulation would be a problem. 

Probably the ınost signifıcant factor for tlıe future of tlıe bluefın tuna in the 
Mediterranean will be tlıe actions of ICCAT as they deliberate on how to iınpleınent a 
recovery plan for bluefın. Such action is required uncler their chaıter and tlıey are also 
now operating in tlıe searclılight of conservation organizations suclı as Greenpeace, the 
World Wildlife Fund for Nature and the Audubon Society. Tlıere has also been a 
significant shift in tlıe operating philosoplıy and policies of FAO, which are pushing 
nations to operate with ınore sustainable practices in the use of global fishery resources. 

lCCAT has recomnıended a reduction in the level of fıshing effort by ali countries 
that harvest the bluefın in tlıat region. Each country that uses the eastern bluefın tuna 
resource has beeıı given an al location of total allowable catch for 1999 and 2000. 
However, conıpliance is clearly very difficult to achieve and fısherınen are seeıningly not 
wi il ing to reduce tlıeir capture of bluefın . Soıne countries ha ve historical ly harvested tuna 
but lıave only recently begun to take advantage of tlıe market in Japan. in the history of 
the bluefin fislıery in the Med. tlıe current market value is aberrant. Why should Tunisia, 
Greece or Turkey give up the saıne percentage of tlıe current catch as Spain or France, 
who are relative latecoıners to tlıe use ofbluefın? And, ifthere is no penalty extracted for 
violating the regulations and reconıınendations, why should tlıe fısherınen of ltaly, Spain 
aııd France reduce tlıeir effort? 

WHAT IS THE FUTURE? 

Are tlıe critical issues in the ınaııagenıent of bluefııı tuna, 1) tlıe developınent of new 
fı s lıery regulations for tuna manageınent, 2) a need for more researclı on tlıe biology of 
tlıe tıslı , or 3) the developınent of new ınodels of population dynaınics? Presently many of 
tlıe recoınmendations from !CCA T's own SCRS, as well as the recoınınendations of tlıe 
international scientifıc and conse rvation comınunity, have not adopted by tlıe plenary 
session of lCCAT. Tlıose tlıat have been adopted are, in some cases, not scientifıcally 
supportable or inıpleınented and enforced. it would appear that existing data on tlıe 

biology ofthe species is not utilized in tlıe existing population ınodels and fundamental 
assuınptions in the nıodels are not supported by researclı. 

We think the ınost essential aspect of future bluefın tuna ınanagernent is not in the 
establishnıent and enforcement of ınore regHlations. The passage of regulations often 
satisfıes politicians and bureaucrats tlıat assume they are accoınplislıing soınething ; or use 
tlıeir actions to satisfy a short-ternı political agenda. in addition, inıpleınentation of new 
regulations and enforceınent requires increased budgets . 
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Elected politicians, and tlıeir political appointees to boards and coınınissions, 
usually do not nıake decisions tlıat will lıave positive results far in tlıe future. The time 
fraıne fora pol itician is the peri od unti 1 their next election or tlıeir terın of appointınent by 
the next governnıent or adıninistration. A longer period of time has little ıneaning to theın 
because they ınust take criticisnı oftheir actions in the present and will not benefıt in the 
future fronı any positive results froın tlıeir activity. Their actions are often not based on 
the realiti es of the current knowledge the scientifıc coınınunity has ofthe fıslı. 

Wlıat is the future of tlıe Mediterranean bluefın tuna? That outcoıne resides in a 
legitiınate conını itınent to action pol icies by the political leadership of ali countries that 
use tlıe resource as producers and consuıners, or both . Certainly, any hope fora recovery 
to population level s ofthe past will require tlıe following actions: 

1) A reallocation of quota based upon hi storical fıslıery practices, not just those of the 

!ast 30 years, to achieve equity. 

2) A significant reduction in tota l landings and the eliınination of fishing for juvenile 

bluefın. 

3) A change in lıarvesting pract ices of ali countries. 

4) An el iınination of outlaw boats and international censure of nations that tolerate theın . 

5) Fair, equitable and sustained enforcenıent of existing regulations. 

And, it is ınost iınportant that tlıe developınent of any new regulations or 
anıendınents to existing ones ınust be based upon excellent objective science. 

it is also iınperative that ali of us adopt a new attitude and respect for the fıshery 
resources of the sea. Based upon past history and actions, one cannot be optiınistic that 
there will be a positive outcoıne for this great fıslı, the tunny of Aeschylus, Aristophanes 
and Aristotle. 
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BLUEFIN TUNA iN THE BLACK SEA 

Yuvenaly ZAITSEV 
Odessa Branch, lnstitute of Biology of Southern Seas 

37, Pushkinska Street, 65011 Odessa, UKRAINE 

in terıns of zoogeography, the presence of the bluefın tuna, Thunnus thynnııs (L.) in 
the Black Sea is a particular case of the Mediterranean-Black Sea fauna! exchange 
(ZAITSEV, 2000). lts ınigrations through the Bosphorus in the Black Sea and back 
were fırstly described by ancient authors Pliny and Aristotle but only in the 1930's its 
eggs were found in the Black Sea plankton by VODYANITSKY (1936). it was a 
defınite proof of its breeding in this sea. 

The Black Sea was always an attractive feeding and breeding area for 
Mediterranean fıshes and regular seasonal ınigrations of ınany species occurs. Aınong 
theın there are ınackerel (Sconıber scombrus), bonito (Sarda sarda), horse mackerel 
(Trachurııs mediterraneus ponticus), bluefısh (Pomatomııs sa/tatar) and others. Ali of 
theın, except the ınackerel, are breeding in the Black Sea. The ınost therınophylous 
species ınigrate to the Sea of Marmara for the winter. 

The bluefın tuna was nota ınass fısh in the Black Sea, although shoals of30-40 
speciınens in the north-western part and in other areas of the sea in the 1940's and 
l 950's were observed during aerial observations of pelagic fıshes (GOLENCHENKO, 
1952). This author suggests to organize the tuna fıshing in the Black Sea, but only in 
Bulgari an coastal waters average annual catches of this fısh in 1941-1960 were from 
1.5 to 0,4 tons. Subsequently the catch of tuna ceased (ZAITSEV and MAMAEV , 
1997). 

The biology of tuna in the Black Sea is not enough investigated, but the basic 
stages of its life cycle are in general known. The ınigration of tuna from the Sea of 
Marmara in the Black Sea occurs in the spring, in April - May then, when by the same 
way are migrating two species of mackerel (Scomber sconıbrus and Sconıber 

japonicus) , the bonito (Sarda sarda), the bluefish (Ponıatonıus sa/tatar), and 
soınetiınes the sword fish (Xiphias gladius). 

in the Black Sea the tuna is observed from the early of April till December 
inclusive (SVETOVIDOV, 1964). The fish was repeatedly observed in front of the 
coasts of Eupatoria, Yalta, Feodosya, Anapa and Novorosiysk. From September till 
November during wintering migration of anchovy froın the Sea of Azov in the Black 
Sea, shoals of tuna nuınbering 1O-l5 fish can be observed near the Kerch Strait 
actively feeding on anchovy. in the second half of November tunas are ınigrating to 
the south of the Caucasian coast and can be observed in front of Poti and Batumi 
coasts (SVETOYIDOY, 1964). Soıne authors (VINOGRADOV, 1951) suppose, that a 
part oftunas are wintering in the Black Sea. 

Pelagic eggs of tuna were observed in the Black Sea in suınıner, mainly in 
early August (VODIANITSKY, 1936; YODIANITSKY, KAZANOYA, 1954; OVEN, 
1959; DUKA, 1959; ZAITSEY, 1959). 
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As well as other representatives of the family Scombridae, the bluefın tuna 
grows rapidly and by the end of the fırst year of life achieves length 60-70 cm, 
however direct observation over growtlı of this fıslı in the Black Sea, as far as it is 
known to the author, was not carried out. 

Since the l 970s, the number of the bluefın tuna in the Black Sea was sharply 
reduced, as well as the number ofthe mackerel, bonito and bluefısh (ZAITSEV, 1993; 
ZAITSEV and MAMA EV, 1997), which allows to assume that the general reasons of 
such phenonıenon are some factors negatively influencing migrations offıshes through 
the Bosphorus. it can be, for example, chemical pollution ofwater. üne ofthe reasons 
can be the acoustic factor connected to the intensifıcation of navigation through a 
narrow strait. Anyway, cases of observation and fıshing of the bluefin tuna in the 
Black Sea after the 1970s are exceptional. in the plankton samples, it has ceased to 
find eggs of tuna and tlıis has served as a reason for sonıe authors to doubt that this 
species is breeding in the Black Sea (DEKHNlK, 1973). 
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INTRODUCTION 

The bluefın tuna (7/nınnus ıhynmıs) is a coınınercially iınportant and heavily exploited 
teleostean fish in the world oceans and seas. it occupies a signifıcant place in the 
Turkish ınarine ti shery. Moreover, it is one of the important species of aquaculture. 

Other scoıııbricl species captured in Turkish seas are albacore (Thunnus 
alalıınga), Atlantic little tuna (Eııthynnus a/leıeratııs), skipjack (Katsuwonus pelamis), 
atlantic bonito (Surda surdu), plain bonito ( Orcynopsis ıınicolor) and bullet tuna 
(A11xis rochei) . Aınong these species, Atlantic bonito, which is callecl "palamut" in 
Turkish, yielcls the highest catch in our seas. 

The history of the bluefin tuna tishery in Asia Minor clates back to ancient ages. 
Besicles tlıe taxes paicl by the sailing slıips passing througlı the lstanbul Strait, bonito 
ancl bluefi n tuna fıshery was, fornıerl y, another iınportant fınanci a l source cluring the 
Byzantiuın era. During this periocl , those fıshes have been selectecl as the synıbols of 
the city. Relief's of bonito ancl bluefın tuna had been iınprintecl on Byzantiuııı coins 
(Figure l ), eıııittecl between the l st ancl 3rd centuries A.D. Many ancient authors, such 
as HOMEROS (8th century B.C.), PLINI US ( 1 st century A.D.) ancl A TH ENA IOS 
(2ncl - 3rd centuries A.D.), wrote about bonito ancl bluefın tuna captured both in the 
Darclanelles and lstanbul Straits (TEKiN, 2000). According to DEVEDJIAN (l 926), 
SARA ( 1964) ancl CU V 1 ER ( 1969) those fıshes were once very abunclant in the waters 
ofByzantiunı, especially in the "Golden Horn''. 

Figure l. Bronze coins, ınintecl in Byzantiuın (TEKIN,2000). 

Despite of its coırnne rcial importance, very few stuclies are available about the 
bluefın tuna in Turkey. DEVEDJIAN (1926), SLASTENENKO (1955-1956) ancl 
AKŞIRA Y ( 1987) recorded soıne information about the systematics and distribution of 
this species. lnfqrnıation about the bluefın tuna fishery in Turki sh seas were given by 
İ Y İGÜNGÖR (1957), ORAY ancl KARAKULAK (1997), ORAY et al. (2000) and 
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KARAKULAK (2002). Data on the lenf:,rth-weight relationslıip of the bluefın tuna 
captured in Turkish waters were reported by AKYÜZ and ARTÜZ (1957), and 
KARAKULAK ( 1994). The only infornıation about the age deterınination of bluetin 
tuna from Turkish seas ha ve been given in KARAKULAK and ORAY (2001 ). 

REPRODUCTION AND MIGRATlON ROUTES 

DEVED.llAN (1926), AKYÜZ (1956), and 'SARA (1964) reported tlıe migration 
routes of the bluefın tuna in Turkislı seas (Figure 2). Tlıis migration starts in April, 
peaks in July and ternıinates in late August, and covers an area fronı tlıe Aegean Sea to 
the Black Sea. Tlıe reverse nıigration starts in October and lasts until December. 
AK YÜZ (l 956) repoıiecl that, depending on tlıe environmental conclitions, the bluefin 
tuna may stay in tlıe Sea of Marmara between February and March to feed on pelagic 
teleosteans. suclı as bonito, mackerel ancl lıorse ıııackerel. 

Accorcling to SLASTENENKO ( 1955-1956), and AKYÜZ ancl ARTÜZ (l 957), 
bluefin tuna spawns in the Black Sea between .July and August. Tlıe occurrence oftlıe 
eggs ancl larvae in tlıe Black Sea was reported for tlıe first time by VODYANITSKY 
( 1936). However, no eggs or larvae of tlıe bluefin tuna has been sampled in tlıe ıııost 
recent researclı carriecl out in tlıe Black ancl Marmara Sea, in 1993 (P!CC!NETTI
MANFR!N et al., 1995). 

Figure 2. The ıııigration routes oftlıe blu~fin tuna in Turkislı seas (SARA, 1964). 
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FISHING TECHNIQUES 

Techniques of the bluefın tuna fıshery , fishing zones and seasons in Turkey are as 
follows: 

A- Fish trap (dalian): Tlıe lıistory of tlıe bluefın tuna fıshery witlı fıslı traps dates 
back to centuries ago. Fislı traps used to be set in tlıe Sea of Marmara, Istanbul Strait, 
and in tlıe Black Sea from April or May to late August (Figure 3). Formerly, Filburnu, 
Çankaya, Beykoz, Bülbülsokak, Anaşya, Küçükçekmece, Salistra and Karamanoğlu 
fıslı traps were tlıe most iınportant ones (DEVEDJIAN, 1926; SARIKAYA, 1980). 

Bluefın tuna traps ınay lıave been bigger and deeper tlıan otlıer dalians. Tlıe 
bluefın tuna clalians are traclitionally called Şıra ancl Kurtağzı dalians (Figure 4) 
(DEVEDJIAN, 1926; SARIKAYA, 1980). 

Dimensions of soıne of tlıese fıslı traps are as follows: Salistra fıslı trap; lengtlı: 
113 fatlıoıns; width: 33 fatlıoıns; and deptlı: 9 fatlıoıns; Kartal fıslı trap: length: 112 
fatlıoms; wicltlı: 33 fathoıns; ancl cleptlı: 22 fatlıoıns. Twenty to 25 crew were eınployecl 
in eaclı ofthe fıslı traps. The number oftlıe bluefın tunas capturecl by a single fısh trap 
in one fıshing season varied between 100 to 150 eaclı weightecl 100 to 450 kg 
(IYIGÜNGÖR, 1957). 

Witlı the increase of tlıe marine transportation, urbanization, ınarine poll ution, 
as well as the clecrease of fıslı stocks, fıslı traps lost tlıeir iınportance in the bluefın 
tuna fıslıery. Recent stuclies suggest tlıat tlıe bluefın tuna has not been ınigrating to the 
Black Sea, at least since 1986, and tlıe fıslı traps have, probably, lost tlıeir 

effectiveness in tlıe bluefın tuna fıshery clue to tlıis reason. Toclay, the forıner bluefın 
tuna traps, like Filburnu, Beykoz and Anaşya, are utilized to capture sınall pelagic 
fıshes, suclı as horse ınackerel and silversides (KARAKULAK, 2000). 

-.'• ".. ; ~ ,, " ~ ._. "' ~:: : : '·::;' (. ;. ~; ': " 
;>: ' ~ ,, :. f. "' ı. ;" ;._ ":• ,, ~« ,, ~ ;: : ~,"' 

Figure 3. Locations ofthe fıslı traps in tl~e the Sea of Marmara, Bosphorus Strait 
and Çanakkale Strait (SARA, 1964). 
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Figure 4. Kinds of Dalians. 

B- Hand-lining: According to IYI GÜNGÖR ( 1957), the bluefın tuna has been 
captured by lıand-l i n es, baited witlı bonito , nıackere l or other teleosteans, in the Sea of 
Marmara and in the lstanb ul Strait between Noveınber and April. This type offıshery 
has been carried out by s ın a i! boats of 4 to 4.5 m long, by two fisherıııen . The author 
stated that the best time of hand-lining was 09:00 to 10:00 am . Weight of the captured 
fish varied between 100 and 450 kg. 

Hand-lining ofthe bluefın tuna in the Sea of Marmara and in the Istanbul Strait 
lasted to tlıe l 980 ' s (KARA KULAK, unpublislıed data, 1992) . Today, lıand-lining is 
perforıned only in the northern Aegean Sea between September and October, and 
April and May. The weiglıt ofthe captured fıslı varies between 20 to 70 kg. 

C- Purse-seining: Purse-seining oftlıe bluefın tuna began in tlı e l 950 's, primari ly in 
the Sea of Ma rmara. Tlı e fislıing season is from Noveınber to February (IYIGÜNGÖR, 
1957). 

Appl ication of new regulations for the devel opın ent of fıslıery resulted in rap id 
increase in the nuıııber of purse-seining boats and improvement in their fıshing gears . 
Due to tlıe drastic decrease in the stocks of the anchovy, a coınınercially iınportant 
species fo r Tu rki s lı marine fıshery, between tlıe years of 1988 and 1990, purse-sein ing 
boats ha ve started to put ınost of their effo rt to catc lı bluefın tuna and other scombrids 
in the Aegean ancl the Mecliterranean Seas. Althouglı tlıe anchovy stocks have overecl 
w ithin tlıe fo llowing years, the purse-se iners continue catching bluefın tuna . 

Today, tlı e bluefı n tuna fıshery is concentrated in tlı e Aegean ancl the 
Mecliterranean Seas (Figures 5 ancl 6). Despite tlı e an nual tluctuations, the bluefin tuna 
fislıery cont inuecl a lso in tlıe Sea of Marmara, while it seems to have coınpletely 
collapsed in tlıe Black Sea s ince 1986 (KARA KULAK, unpublishecl data, 1992) . 

Form erl y, tlı e fıs lıing season of t lı e bluefin tuna was in winter, Toclay however 
tlıe ınajority of tlıe capture is concentrated in spri ng and summer. The reaso rı of this 
shift is the dec lirıin g oftJıe bluefirı tuna stocks in tlıe Marmara ancl Black Seas, a nd tlıe 
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recruitınent of tlıe anchovy stocks in the Black Sea. Fuıtherınore , the fi sherınen ha ve a 
preference to catch sınall pelagic fıshes, such as anchovy, horse ınackerel , bonito and 
bluefish in tlıe above seas, ancl tlıereafter they head towards the Aegean Sea to catch 
the bluefın tuna and other scoınbrids. 

According to KARAKULAK (2002), tlıe nuınber of tlıe purse-seining boats 
operating for tlıe bluefin tuna fishery between the years of 1994 and 2000 varied 
between 22 and 62. Their engines were 300 to 261 O HP and their lengtlı varied 
between 22 and 62 ın , with a gross tonnage of24 to 694 tons. Depending on tlıe size of 
the boat, len.gth of the nets varied between 7 56 and 1980 ın , and the crew between 12 
and 35 persons. 

in conıparison with other teleostean species, the bluefın tuna fishery is a 
diffıcult tislıing activity. Behaviour ofthe fish, and the environmeı1tal conditions cause 
such difficulties, as well as hazarcls in the fishing operations. it might be necessary to 
chase fish for ınany days. in ınost cases, bluefın tunas can escape frorn an unclosed 
purse-seiııe easily. This and other diffıculties present in the bluefın tuna fishery force 
tlıe fisherrnen to work in a coorporated manner. 

Turki s lı fı s lıerınen carry out the bluefin tuna fish ery generally in the coastal 
waters ancl 15 to 20 rniles off shore. However, the fislıcrmen began to capture bluefin 
tuna in tlıe open sea areas of the eastern Mt;diterranean in 2001 and 2002 (Figure 6). 

Figure 5. Fishing grouııds ofthe Turkish fishing fleet in tlıe international waters oftlıe 
Aegean Sea (ÖZTÜRK et al., 2002).-
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Figure 6. The catch grouncls of bluefın tuna by Turkish fleets 
in the eastern Mecliterranean. 

D- Harpooning: Harpooning is the nıost popular way to capture the sworclfısh in the 
northern Aegean Sea, ancl cluring this fıshery bluefin tunas are also capturecl between 

March ancl J une. 

E- Trials witlı Japanesc Iong-line: The first trials ofthe Japanese tuna long-line were 
macle in 1962 (CANYIGIT, \ 962). Unfortunately, clue to the bacl fishing conclitions 
occurrecl in the ınentioııecl year, those trials were not successful. Fuıtherınore, the 
fisherınen clid not accept to use this fishing gear because of its high cost. Thus, long
lining is nota popular technique in the Turkish bluefın tuna fishery. 

AMOUNT OF CATCH 

in \ 970, 138 MT of bluefın tunas were captured in Turkish waters, however, this 
anıount increasecl to 2230 MT in 1985 ancl 5093 MT in 1997 (DIE, 1970-2000). The 
increase in the aıııount of catch has been, probably, due to the rapid clevelopınent of 
the fislıing gears in the \ 980 ' s, as well as the increas ing clenıand ofthe bluefın tuna for 

exporting purposes. 
in orcler to prevent the over fıshing of bluefın tunas, lnternational Coınınission 

for the Conservatioıı of Atlantic Tunas (ICCAT) began to set quotas to the bluefın tuna 
fıshery. The anıount of the bluefın tunas captured by Turkish fıshing fleet was 
considerecl quite high by ICCAT. Following the regulations of the Ministry of 
Agriculture ancl Rural Affairs, the aınouııt of the bluefın tunas captured in l 999 
clecreasecl to 1407 MT ancl 1070 MT in 2000 (Figure 7). 
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Figure 7. Amount (MT) ofthe bluefin tunas captured in Turkish seas 
(DIE, 1970 - 2000). 

LENGTH DISTRIBUTION OF THE CAPTURED BLUEFIN TUNAS 

According to AK YÜZ and ARTÜZ ( 1957), lengths oftlıe bluefin tunas captured in the 
Sea of Marmara and in the Bosphorus Strait between the years of 1955 and 1956 
ranged fronı 120 to 330 cm, witlı an average of228.9 ± 2.8 cm (Figure 8). 
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Figure 8. Lenı:,rth distribution of the bluefin tunas captured between the years of 1955 
and 1956 (AK YÜZ and ARTÜZ, 1957). 

Length anc\ weight data of the bluefin tunas captured in the Aegean and the 
eastern Mediterranean Seas between the years of 1992 and 2001 are given in Table 1 
and Figure 9 (KARAKULAK, 1994; KARAKULAK, 1999; KARAKULAK, 2002). 
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Figure 9 . Length frequency distribution of bluefın tuna caught by purse seine during 
the peri od 1994-2000 in Turkish waters (KARAKULAK, 2002). 
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Table l. Leııgth aııd weight data oftlıe bluefi ıı tuııas captured betweeıı tlıe years of 1992-2001. 

Years Sample Leııgth (cm) Weiglıt (kg) 
N Miıı. Max A verage±S.D. Miıı. Max. Average±S.D. 

1992 359 119 24 168.40 ± 1.33 18 279 87.34 ± 1.93 
1993 976 59 242 171.02 ± 0.92 4 280 96.58 ± 1.46 
1994 396 71 255 145.42 ± 1.74 8,5 300 60.20 ± 2.06 
1995 793 77 242 13 7. 15 ± 1. 04 8,5 232 48 .3 1 ± 0.98 
1996 1534 68 225 108.42 ± 0.49 5,5 150 23.77 ± 0.39 
1997 1495 76 275 125.05 ± 0.57 7,5 265 36.44 ± 0.56 
1998 548 94,5 235 127.53 ± 0.72 15 217 39.52 ± 0.76 
1999 204 92 248 138.84 ± 2.23 12 344 57.81 ± 4.39 
2000 1201 70 258 121.02 ± 0.76 8 368 35.00 ± 0.83 

2001 328 81 269 144.99 ± 2.27 8 365 68.79 ± 4.39 

Compared to tlıe average l e ngtlı oftlıe bluetin tunas captured in the l950 's was 
greater than 200 cm, a reınarkable decrease was observed in the inclivicluals captured 
in l 992-2001. A verage length of the latter inclividuals was less than 150 cm. 

FISHERY REGULATIONS REGARDING THE BLUEFIN TUNA FISHERY 

Some regulations regarding the s ınallest length oftlıe bluefın tuna permittecl to capture 
and the fıslıing season are available in tlıe fı slıery circular, issued by tlıe Departınent of 
Conservation and Control, Ministry of Agriculture and Rural Affairs . Relevant 
regulations of the bluefın tuna fishery, which have been appeared in the fıshery 
circular since 1987 are presented in Table 2. 

Table 2 . Relevant regulations ofthe bluefın tuna fıshery in the fıshery circular between 
1985 and 2002 (MINISTRY OF AGRICULTURE AND RURAL AFFAIRS, 

1985-2002). 

Year 
1987 
1988 
1989 
1990 
1991 
1992 
1993 
1994 
1995 
1996 
1997 
1998 
1999 
2000 
2001 
2002 

Min. Lengtlı (cm) Perrnitted 
40 
70 
90 
90 
90 
90 
90 
90 
90 
90 
90 
90 
90 
90 
90 
90 
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Limitation for Season 

15 May - 1 September 
1 May - 1 September 

15 May - 1 Septernber 
1 June - 1 August 
1 June - 1 August 
1 August - 1 September 
1 June - 1 Septernber 
1 June - 1 Septeınber 
16 July-15 August 
16 July - 15 August 



Tlıe ainı of tlıese regulations is to provide a better conservation of the bluefın 
tuı:a popula~i~ns. Because of the breeding season of tlıe bluefin tuna, its fishery is 
strıctly prolııbıted tl:roughout sumıııer lasting 3 to 4 ınonths. The smallest length ofthe 
bluefın tuna perııııttecl to capture is 90 cm (nearly 15 kg). According to the 
recoınınenclations of !CCAT (!CCAT, 2002) in 2001, the forbidden season of the 
bluefın tuna fislıery was reduced to 1 ınonth. 

in Turkish seas, ali industrial fıshing activities are forbidden between May and 
Septeıııber. However, fishing boats operating in tlıe bluefın tuna fıshery between May 
1 and .July 15 in off shore waters, should be able to acquire a perınission froın the 
M.inistry of Agriculture ancl Rural Affairs. Fortunately, ınost ofthe fısherınen coınply 
wıth those conservative regulations. 

CONCLUSIONS 

in Turkislı seas. bluefın tunas are captured ınostly by ıneans of purse-seining. Hand
lining ancl harpooning are also utilized to catclı bluetin tunas to a lesser extent. 
However, long-lining is nota popular technique anıong the Turkish fısherınen to catc!ı 
bluefın tunas. 

Altlıough, it is possible to catclı the bluefın tunas in ali seasons in Turkislı seas, 
purse-seiners prefer to start catclıing tlıe bluetin tunas, following the terınination oftlıe 
fislıing season of bonito, anchovy and bluefislı. The bluefın tuna tishery general ly lasts 
froın February to July. 

Purse-seining boats, operating in the bluefın tuna tishery, are well equipped 
vesse ls with lıiglı-teclı navigation electronics, such as echosounder, sonar, current 
ıneter ancl birci radars. However,. deep-freezing storage is not available on board of ali 
vessels. !nternal organs of tlıe captured bluefın tunas should be iııııııediately reınoved 
and tlıe fish s lıould be kept in cold. Deep-freezing storage is essential to preserve the 
quality of the bluefın tunas. Therefore, purse-seining boats, whiclı are intendecl to 
operate in the bluefın tuna tislıery, should be designed and equiped to ıneet these needs. 

AK YÜZ ancl ARTÜZ ( 1957) reportecl the presence of 3 species of tunas, 
Thıınnııs ılıynmıs, Thunnus a/lalunga ancl Euıhynmıs alletteraıus, in the Sea of 
Marmara. !stanbul Strait and the Black Sea. Due to nıarine pollution, overfıslıing, and 
decrease in the stocks of snıall pelagic fishes, such as ınackerel, of whiclı the tunas 
prey upon, today none of the above three species are captured in the Black Sea. 
A lthough the presence of the spawning areas of the bluefın tuna in the Black Sea has 
been previously reported by Russian researchers (VODY ANITSK Y, 1936), neither 
eggs nor larvae of this species were saınpled during the recent researches in this sea 
(PICC!NETTI-MANFR!N et al., 1995). 

Drastic recluction in tlıe stocks of the bluefin tuna, in the !ate 1980's, was 
repoıied by ZAITSEV ancl MAMA EV ( 1997). The bluefın tuna disappeared fronı the 
Roınanian waters since 1960's (DUMONT et al., 1999). Furtherınore, no individual of 
tlıis species was captured or even sighted in the Turkish Black Sea since 1986. 
Unfortuııately. the recluction in the Black Sea population of the bluefın tuna is, 
probably, reachecl the level of extinction. The reduction of bluefın tuna in the Black 
Sea belongs to nıarine pollution (DUMONT et al., 1999). 
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Overfıslıing pressure on tlıe Mediterranean populations of tlıe bluefın tuna is 
obvious (ICCAT, 1999). Especially, tlıe capture ofthe individuals under 3rd years old 
has a clearly negative effect on the stocks of this species. The rarity of the individuals 
greater tlıan 200 cm in the overall catches from Turkish waters and tlıe other paıis of 
the Mediterranean Sea is an iınpoıiant indicator of tlıis situation. 

in the Mediterranean Sea, ICCA T recornınended to prevent the capture of the 
bluefin tunas sınaller than 6.4 kg (ICCAT, 2002). However, the capture of the bluefin 
tunas sına il er than 90 cın ( 15 kg and 3years old of age) is strictly forbidden in Turkey. 
it is obvious that the fishery regulations regarding the bluefın tuna fishery in Turkish 
seas are nıore aclvantageous than the ICCA T's recoınrnendation, for the conservation 
of the species. Cooperation of the countries along the Mecliterranean coasts is 
necessary to provicle a sustainable bluefin tu na fislıery. 

The tirst bluefin tuna farıns in Turkey were establislıed in 2002 . Toclay, a total 
of 5 bluefin tuna farms are present. Two oftlıem are locatecl in tlıe Mediterranean Sea 
(near Anta lya), ancl tlı e reınainig three farıııs are in tlıe Aegean Sea (two ofthem near 
Çanakkale ancl one near İzmir) (ORAY ancl KARAKULAK, 2003). Tlıe bluefin tunas, 
capturecl by purse-seiners in sumıner ınontlıs , when tlıe price of the fıslı is quite low, 
are feci for 3 to 6 montlıs and then sold , when the market conclitions are suitable to 
provide sigııifi cant profıt. 

Due to the coınpetition between the countries, tlıe iınportance of the bl uefin 
tuna farım is increasing clay by clay. The irıcreasing nuınber of these farıns ınay have 
negative effects on the natura! populations of the bluefın tuna. Capture of the young 
indiviclual s in suınıner ıııonths ınay result in a significant decrease in the recruitment 
ofthe natura! stocks. On the other hand, possible environınental iınpacts oftlıese farıns 
are sti li unknown. A bluefiıı tuna farın, established near Sivrice, an important touristic 
place in Çanakkale (Northern Aegean Sea), has been rejected by the loca! people and 
the fisherınen. The number of farıns should be restricted with respect to the quotas set 
in tlıe bluefin tuna fishery. At tlıe saıne tiıne such these farms should be located in 
suitable places and their environrnental impacts should be rnonitored. 

in 1999, ICCAT set quotas on the bluefin tuna fislıery in the Mediterranean 
Sea. Those quotas lıave been deterınined based on the capture aınounts ofthe countries 
between 1994 ancl 1995. Quotas ofthe countries for 2002 are slıown in Table 3. 

Table 3. Quotas deternıined by ICCAT for the Mediterranean in 2002 (ICCAT, 2002). 

European Coınımmity 
Algeria 
China (People's Republic) 
Croatia 
.lapan 
Korea 
Tunisia 
Libya 
Morocco 
Otlıers 

Quota (MT) 
19,615 
1,700 
76 
971 
2,911 
49 
2,087 
1,330 
3,030 
1184 
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Turkey is not a member of ICCA T, therefore, it is placed, together with other 
six non member Mediterranean countries. As see.n froın the table, the fıshery quota of 
these seven non meınber countries is 1, 184 tons. in order to ha ve ınore reasonable 
quota, first of ali, Turkey should be a member of tlıis organization. Turkey is a 
peninsular country surrounded by tlıree seas, total length of its coastal line is 8333 kın. 
lts fishing tleets are well-developed and the history of the bluefın tuna fıshery in 
Turkey clates back to ancient ages. Consiclering its fıshing potential, historical 
backgrouncl ancl the recently established bluefın tuna farms, ICCA T should determine 
a reasonable quota for the Turkish bluefın tuna fishery . 

Breecling grounds, spawning seasons, migration routes, development eggs and 
larvae, ancl the genetics of the bluefın tuna in the Mediterranean Sea, as well as the 
environmental impacts of bluefin tuna farms on ecosystem, ancl social and economical 
aspects of the mentioned sea farıns have been investigatecl by ICCA T and 
COPOMED. l-10\vever, most of these researches, in spite of providing valuable clata on 
the above subjects, have been carried out in the western ancl central parts of the 
Mecliterranean Sea. On the other hand, researches on the bluefın tuna populations in 
the eastern Mecliterranean, Aegean and Marmara Seas are very limited. Therefore, 
more extensive investigations are necessary in orcler to provicle contemporary data on 
the status of the bluefın tunas living in the latter seas, and the cooperation among the 
Mediterranean countries, based on joint projects, shall provicle better information 
strategies for the conservation of this species. 
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A BRIEF HISTORY OF TURKISH TUNA EXPORT 

Oktay KIRIŞ 
Kırı ş Marine Products Ltd. lstanbul , TURKEY 

The history of bluefın tuna exports from Turkey staı1ed in the early 1980's. Fish caught 
by simple equipments as hooks or single fısh captured by the purse-seiner vessels while 
catching other pelagic fı sh during the winter season in the Marmara Sea were expoı1ed to 
Europe and Japan by air. 

The main problem in tlıose days was handling the fish in top quality to the 
consunıing markets. Tlıe infrastructure of fıshing and transpoı1ation was not so good to 
ship a big and perishable cargo tike the bluefin tuna . Unexpected changes in the 
conditions during tlıe shipment were directly affecting the meat quality and value of the 
fı s h. Ali these cliffıculties forcecl the expoı1ing coınpanies to be well organisecl and _ to 
control the possible variables cluring the shipping process. Due to high quality control on 
the procluct, they created a better image in the Japanese market for Turkish bluefın 
tuna, thus the market price increased. 

in the ınidclle 1980 's Japanese process ing vessels were coming and buying the 
bluefın tunas clirectly from the Turkish fi sherınen at the Marmara poı1s ancl freezing on 
board. 

Also, in tlıose days, especially big fısh were shipped to Japan in season by cargo 
planes in substantial quantities. As the ıneat quality was highly appreciated in the 
Japanese market, the prices were raised to very high level. 

Applicatioıı of the new technologies and deve lopınent on fıshing equipınents 

increased the catch of bluefın tuna. This consequence and growing profıt of the 
indepenclent groups were the fırst evidences of the tuna business considered as a special 
sector. 

The suppl y of s nıall fı s h of bluefın tuna and otlıer species "albacore, striped tuna, 
bullet tuna' ' to the European ınarkets on a more coınınercial base started during thi s 
peri od. 

Well-organised hanclling and marketing of these fıshes in big quantities to the 
consuıning markets in Europe broke down the power of many traditional Mediterranean 
tuna producing countries. 

in the l 990 's, the phenonıenon most disturbing was the booming of the catch in 
the whole Mecliterranean, which led to the decline ofthe price. 

Furthermore, increas ing fuel prices, other costs and civil wars in the nıiddle of 
Europe restrictecl the transportation and increased the levels of general costs . These 
conclitions reflected negatively on the Turkish tuna fısh exports. Turkish exporters tried to 
overcome these handicaps by concentrating their effort to raise the qua lity. 
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The adaptation peri od of the changes to the EU regulations during the saıne peri od 
was also a difficult round for the unprotected Turkish fıshing sector. in those days , the 
EU authorities unfoıiunately did not pay necessary attention and interest to the civil 
groups representing the fı shing sector in Turkey, but continued their negoti ations only 
with the governınent organisations. Consequently, the attitudes of EU and Turkish 
offıcials to the sector were not in a guiding ınanner but in a coınınanding style. 
Application of the new regulations in the fishing sector is nıainl y succeeded with the 
strong support and positive and dynanıic approaches of the sector nıembers. 

Recently, ınajor fı shing and exporting conıpanies concentrate on bluefın tuna 
farming. Fish caught in tlı e summer periods are farnıed and prepared for the high market 
demand period . As the ıneat quality, and consequently the market value, is increasing, this 
activity is carried out by tlıe whole sector. Obviously these developnıents are through a 
horizon restricting the over catching of tuna fıslı. Fislıerınen are going to ınake ınore 
profıt by catching less fıslı . 

Because of the natura! and strategical ınarine geograplıy , it is clear that T urkey is 
going to have an increasing iınportance on bluefı n tuna fıshing and marketing. We hope 
that offıcial authorities and foreign civiı' organisations, who did not give necessary care to 
tlıe Turkish fi s lıing sector, civil organisations and research institutions up to now, would 
notice this dynaın i s ın and share our vision on the re-planning the future of Mediterranean 
bluefin tuna sources and their comınon uses. 
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ABSTRACT 

lıı tlıis stucly, tlıe ınontlıly ıneans of tlıe cliınatic paraıneters of tlıe meteorological 
stations, Antalya (36°53 'N- 30°42' E), Anamur (36° 06 'N-32° 50' E), Alanya 
(36° 33'N--32° O1 ' E), İ s kenderun (36° 37 'N- 36° 07' E), Mersin (39° 48 'N- 30° 09' E), 
Finike (36° 18 'N- 30° 09 ' E) , ancl the ınaxiımıın values of water teınperature, air 
tenıperature , cloucliness, nıean rainfall air pressure, wind direction and speed of wind 
\Vere eva luated . Herewith it was intended to lıelp to work out progranıs for fishing 
biology, fislı catching teclınology, aquaculture, feeding of tlıe fislı, choosing tlıe s ites 
for aquaculture. adaptati on, growth perforınance , for nıonitoring diseases, time of c atclı 
ancl catch peri od. 

By ınea n s of thi s study; the differences and sinıilarities of the cliınatic 

paraıneters on t lıe Med iterranean coasts of Turkey were put forth for cons ideration . 

INTRODUCTION 

in this study, the ıneteorological paraıneters in Finike, Antalya, Alanya, Anamur, 
Mersin ancl İ s kenderun on the Mediterranean coast of Turkey and of the surrounding 
regions; the ınonthly averages of the ınean and extreıne values of air teınperature, sea 
water, te ınperature, cloudiness, rainfa ll , air pressure reduced to sea level , wind direction 
and speecl of wincl in years between 1980 and 2000 were evaluated. 

Ali data were stuclied objectively. By us ing graplıs ; s inıilari t ies, distinctions and 
continuities were deterınined. Tlıe aiın of tlıis stucly is to give guideline for a ir ancl sea 
transport, for the development of tourism ancl especially for the regional fısheries , for 
tislıing, deterınining the periods of fishing and selecting suitable sites for aquaculture 
considering the effects of the regional winds (Figure 1 ). 
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Figure 1. Stations in the Mediterranean. 

MATERIALS AND METHODS 

1 .. 

In this research, the monthly averages of time limited numeric values and extreme 
values of meteorogical parameters (1980 - 2000) in Finike, Antalya, Alanya, Anamur 
and Mersin stations of Turkish State Meteorological Service were used. 

Graphs were drawn. Distinctions, similarities and continuities were determined. 

RESULTS 

In this study, the evaluations about the meteorological parameters were investigated an 
hand ofthe monthly averages and the extreme values ofthe data ofthe last 20 years. 

1. Air Temperature 

The mean values of the whole region in winter are mınımum. In Finike 10,9 °C, 
Antalya 9,8 °C, Alanya 11,0 °C, Anamur 11,5 °C, Mersin 9,1 °C, İskenderun 11,4 °C in 
January. After January these values linearly incerase to their maximum values till July. 
In Finike 27,2 °C, Antalya 28,1 °C, Alanya 25,8 °C, Anamur 28,0 °C, Mersin 27,5 °C, 
İskenderun 27 °C (Figure 2). 
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Figure 2 . The ınean air teınperature values for ali stations. 

2. Sea Water Tcmperature 

in winter the meaıı mıııımum sea water temperatures are in Finike 16,6 °C, Antalya 
16,8 °C, Alanya 16, l °C, Anamur 16,4 °C, Mers in 13,9 °C, İ s kenderun 15,8 °C in 
February. After February tlıese values linearly incerase to their nıaximuın values till 
August as in; Finike 26,8 °C, Antalya 27,7 °C, Alanya 28,2 °C, Anamur 27, 1 °C, Mersin 
27,7 °C, İskenderun 29,2 "C (Figure 3). 
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Figure 3. Tlıe nıean sea water tenıperature values for ali stations. 
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3. Rainfall 

Mean values of rainfa ll in wiııter season reach tlıeir lıiglıest values in January as 
follows; 246.1 ının for Finike. 255,8 nıııı for Antalya, 226,0 nını for Alanya, 2 ı 0,5 mm 
for Anamur. 118.8 ınııı for Mersin , 111 ,8 ının for lskenclerun . Rainfall amount rapiclly 
clecreases arter .January. ln s uınıner ıııean rainfall values are as follows; 4,8 ının for 
lskenclerun in july. 0,5 mm for Finike, 2.4 mm for Antalya, 0,6 111111 for Alanya, O, 1 mm 
for Anamur ancl 4,0 ının for Mersin in August (Figure 4). 
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Figure 4. The nıean rainfall for ali stations. 

4. Clomliness 

The minimum nuınber of clear days in winter are in Anamur 4 days. Finike 4,7 days in 
December, Alanya 4,9 clays, İskenderun 4,2 days in .larıuary, Antalya 5,2 days, Mersin 
4.4 days in February. Startiııg froın Marclı, tlıe nuınbers of clear days rapidly increase. 
Tlıe ıııaxiınunı number of clear days in the suınnıer are in Finike 28,4 days, Antalya 
23,4 days. Alanya 22, 1 days, Anamur 23 ,0 days in August, Mersin 17.9 days , 
lskenderun 10,7 clays in Septeıııber (Figure 5). 
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Figure 5. Cloudiness for ali stations. 

The nuınber of cloudy days in winter in Finike are 8,0 days, Antalya l 0,8 days, 
Alanya 11 ,3 days, Anamur 9,9 days, Mersin I0,5 days and İskenderun 10,3 days in 
January. The number of cloudy days in tlıe summer in Finike, Alanya, Anamur and 
Mersin are O.O days in August. Only in Antalya O, 1 days and in İ skenderun 0,6 days are 
cloudy. 

5. Air Pressurc 

The air pressure recluced to sea !eve! generally gains maximum values in winter. The 
values in Finike are 1014,3 hpa, Antalya 1011 ,4 hpa, Anamur 1016,9 hpa, Mersin 
1017, I hpa in December, İskenderun 1017,1 hpa and Alanya 1017,3 hpa in November. 

The air pressure reclucecl to sea level generally gains minimum values in 
suınmer. Values are in Finike 1005,6 hpa, Antalya 1000,9 hpa, Alanya 1006,8 hpa, 
Anamur 1005,2 hpa, Mersin 1004,7 hpa, İskenderun 1005,6 hpa in July (Figure 6). 
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Figure 6. The nıean atmospheric pressure for all stations. 

6. Wind Spced and Direction 

in Finike; the average wind speed is between 4,0 - 3,0 mis and the ınaxiınuın wind 
speed is between 30,2 - 18,2 nı /s. The direction of the winds are generally SSW in 
January, February and March, WNW in Aprii and May, WSW in June, July and 
August, NNW in Septeınber, WNW in October, November and Deceınber (Figure 7). 
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Figure 7. The mean and ınaxiınuın wind vaiues in Finike. 
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in Antalya. the average wind speed is betwee rı 3,6 - '2 ,7 mis and ınaxiımım wind 
speed is betwcen 38.7 - 18.7 nı /s. The directioıı of thc winds arc generally SSE in 
Deceınber, NNW in January, February and March, S iıı April, N in May. WNW in .lune, 
N in .luly, NW in August, N in Septcınbcr, SW in October, NNW in Novcınber 
(Figure 8). 
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Figurc 8. The nıean and ınaxiınunı wincl values in Antalya . 
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in Anamur, the average wind speecl is between 3,0 - 2,2 m/s ancl tlıe nıaximum 

wind specd is between 41.4 - 19,8 m/s. Thc clircction oftlıe winds arc genera ll y SW in 
January, SW iıı Fcbruary ancl March, ESE in April. WSW in May, W in June, N in .luly, 
August ancl Septe ıııber. NW in October, E in Novenıber. NNW in Decenıber (Figure 9). 
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Figure 9. The ınean ancl maxiınum wind values in Anamur. 
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in Alanya, the average wincl speed is between 2, 1 - 1,3 111/s and the maxiımım 
wind speed is betweeıı 30,8 - 15,8 ın/s. The directions of the winds are generally S in 
January, WSW in February, W in Marclı, WSW in April and May, W in June, NNE in 
July, N in August ancl September, NNW in October, W in November, and WSW in 
Deceınbe r (Figure l O). 
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Figurc 1 O. Tlıe nıean and maximuın wincl values in Alanya. 
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in Mersin, the average wincl speecl is between 2,7 - 1,5 ın/s and tlıe ınaxiımıın 

wind speecl is between 30.0 - 15,4 m/s. The directioııs of the wincls are generally S in 
Deceıııbe r ancl January, W in February, WSW in Marclı and April, SW in May, W in 
.luııe and July, NNE in August, N in Septeınber, SE in October, and SSE in Novenıber 
(Figure 1 l ). 
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Figure 1 1. Tlıc ıııean and maximuın wind values in Mersin. 
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ln İskenderun, tlıe average wincl speed is between 2,0 - 1,2 ın/s and the 
maxiımıın wincl speecl is between 30,5 - l 8, 1 nı/s. Tlıe directions of the winds are 
generally W in January, SE in February, S in Marclı, SSE in April, SE in May, N in 
.June. WNW in .luly, NW in August, NNW in Septenıber, NW in October ancl 
Novenıbe r. ES E in Deceınber (Figure 12). · 
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Figure 12 . Tlıe ınean ancl nıaxiıııuın wind values for İskenderun . 
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in tlıis study, the ıııeans of thc ıneteorological paraıııeters based on a wide range of 
years whiclı affect thc Mediterranean coasts of Turkey were investigated. Tlıese 

pararneters lıave a great iınportance for the selection of sites for aquaculture, for fıslı 
procluction and teeding ancl growtlı , observation of cliseases, planning the fislıing 

periocls ancl seaso ns. 

1. Air Teı;ıpcrnture 

in ali regioııs minimum values are seen in tlıe winter. Starting froııı February, in ali 
regions sea watcr teınperatures increase aııd reaches ıııaxiınuııı values in July aııd in 
August. Starting from Septe ınber, in ali regions air temperatures clecrease. ln general 
overview !here is no di fferences between the ıııean teınperatures between tlıe stations 
(except lskenderuıı). Tlıe ıııeaıı tenıperatures in Iskenderun are always higlıer tlıaıı the 
stations 

2. Sea Water Teınperature 

lıı ali regioııs nıiııiımını values are seen in tlıe winter. Starting fronı February, in ali 
regions sea \Vater temperalures increase till suınnıer. in August we see ınaxiınuın values 
in ali stations. Startiııg from Septeınber, in ali regions the sea the water tenıperatures 
decrease till winte r. From September to March the sea water temperatures in Mersin are 
lower than otlı e r regions. 
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3. Rainfall 

in general. Finike. Antalya, Alanya, Anamur have the highest rainfall during winter. 
Mersin ancl lskenderun lıave relatively lower rainfalis. Starting froın March ali 

the stations havc siınilar rainfali values. As tlıe summer approaches the rainfali 
decrcases. in July and August rainfali reaches tlıe minimum values. 

4. Air Presurc 

Except Antalya, tlıe air pressure reducecl to sea level slıows similarities in ali stations 
during \Nlıole year. Air pressure in Antalya is relatively lower tlıan other regions. Ali 
stations reaclı tlıe ınax iıııum values during winter. Starting froın March air pressure 
continuously decreases. in July it reaches nıiniımını value. Starting from August till 
winter tlıe air pressure continuously increases. 

5. Wind spced and dircction 

Directions of tlıe dominant wincls show similarities in ali regions wlıile soıne 

clistinctions are observecl in soıne ınonths. 
in Finike; in January, February and March wincl clirections are W-S , in April and 

May the wincl clirections are W-WNW. in June, July ancl August the wind clirections are 
WSW and cluring Septeınber. October, November ancl in Deceınber the wincl clirections 
are N-W. 

in Antal ya; in October, December. January February and in April the \·Vinci 
clirections are S-E ancl S, during March, May, June, July, August, Septeınber ancl 
November tlıe wiııd clirections are N-NW. 

in Alanya; in December, January, February, April, May and June the dominant 
wincl directions are S-W, in July the dominant wincl directions are NNE, in August and 
September the wind directions are N, in October the wind directions are NNW and in 
November the wiııd directions are W. 

in Aııaınur; in J\pril the dominant wind directions are ESE while froın January 
till June the wind directions are S-W, in July, August and Septeınber the wind 
directions are N, in October the wind directions are NW, in November the wind 
direction s are E and during Deceınber the wind directions are NNW. 

in Mersin in December and .lanuary the dominant wind directions are S, in 
February the dominant wind directions are W, Marclı, April and May the dominant 
wind directions are WSW-SW, in June and July the dominant wind directions are W, in. 
August tlıe wincl directioııs are NNE, in Septeınber the wind directions are N, in 
October the wincl directions are SE ancl duriııg Noveınber the wincl directions are SSE. 

in İ skenderun in January the dominant wind directions are W, in February, 
March, April ancl May the dominant wind directions are S-SE, in June the dominant 
wind clirections are N, from July to enci ofNovember the dominant wind directions are 
WNW-NW and during Deceınber the dominant wind directions are ESE. 
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